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Mitochondria are organelles present in most eukaryotic cells. They generate most of the
cell’s adenosine triphosphate (ATP) supply which make them essential for cell viability. It
is assumed that they are derived from a proteobacterial ancestor as they retain their own,
drastically small genome. In order to explore the diversity and understand the evolution of
mitochondrial genomes (mitogenomes) in animals, multiple methods have been developed in
this study to deal with two biological problems related to the mitochondrial genome evolution.
A new method for identifying the mitochondrial origins of replication is presented. This
method deals with the problem of determining the origins of replication, which despite many
previous efforts has remained non-trivial even in the small genomes of animal mitochondria.
Based on the observation that theGC-skew is correlated with the distance from the replication
origins in the light of the strand displacement model of replication, a new computational
method to infer the position of both the heavy strand and the light strand origins from
nucleotide skew data has been developed. The method has been applied in a comprehensive
survey of deuterostome mitochondria where conserved positions of the replication origins for
the vast majority of vertebrates and cephalochordates have been inferred. Deviations from
the consensus picture are presumably associated with genome rearrangements.
Additionally, two methods for the identification of tRNA remolding events throughout
Metazoa have been developed. Remolding changes the identity of a tRNA by a duplication
and a point mutation(s) of the anticodon. This new tRNA takes the identity of another tRNA
which is then lost. This can lead to artifacts in the annotation of mitogenomes and thus in
studies of mitogenomic evolution. In this work, novel methods are developed to detect tRNA
remolding in large-scale data sets and apply them to survey tRNA remolding throughout
animal evolution. At least three novel remolding events are identified in addition to the ones
previously mentioned in the literature. A detailed analysis of these remoldings showed that




Mitochondria are organelles with their own genetic material that are present in nearly all
eukaryotic cells. They are often known as the powerhouses of the cell since they are responsible
for the production of most of the adenosine triphosphate (ATP) supply and are involved in
many key role processes such as the control of the cell cycle, cell growth (McBride et al.,
2006) and cell death (Suen et al., 2008).
Mitochondria share many structural and biochemical features with prokaryotes (Flavell,
1972) and are thought to have originated from endosymbionts in the ancestral eukaryote.
Thrash et al. (2011) suggested a common origin of mitochondria and the SAR11 clade of
α-proteobacteria as a sister group to the Rickettsiales. Mitochondrial genomes (mitogenomes)
are usually compacted in a small circular double stranded DNA harboring a small core set of
genes that consists mainly of components of the respiratory chain and some remains of the
basal information metabolism. In particular, most mitochondria have their own ribosomal
ribonucleic acids (rRNAs) and transfer RNAs (tRNAs). The two strands of the mitogenome
can be distinguished by their G + T content (Taanman, 1999) giving a heavy or H-strand
for the G-rich strand and a light or L-strand for the G-poor strand (Reyes et al., 1998).
Although they have been preserved in nearly all eukaryotic lineages, and despite their
crucial role, mitogenomes have diverged dramatically from their ancestral form in several
lineages. This divergence can be seen through their evolution with the reduction of their size
and the large amount of genes that has been lost or transferred to the nuclear genome. The
coordination between the mitochondrial and the nuclear DNA is important for cell function
(Chatre and Ricchetti, 2013).
The importance in studying mitochondrial genome evolution came from the discovery of a
large number of human diseases that are caused by mitochondrial dysfunction (e.g., Parkinson
and Alzheimer) (Isaya, 2014; Johri and Beal, 2012). Many of these diseases are a result
of a mutation in one of the mitochondrial genes or a defective mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)
maintenance, mostly caused by genetic defects in proteins involved in mtDNA replication
(Mao and Reddy, 2011; Reeve et al., 2008).
The work presented in this thesis deals with two biological problems that are related to
the evolution of mitochondrial genomes. The first problem is the identification of the posi-
tions of the replication origins within the mitochondrial genomes of chordates and few basal
deuterostomes. The replication mechanism is of central interest to understand the evolution
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of mitochondrial genomes since it allows the duplication of the genetic information. The
extensive work that has been done to study the replication of mitochondrial genomes (Kang
et al., 1997; Robberson et al., 1972; Tapper and Clayton, 1981) has generated the
assumption of the strand displacement model (SDM) also known as the standard model of
replication that is known to leave the mitochondrial H-strand in a single stranded state
exposing it to mutation and damage (Reyes et al., 1998). Later on, other models of repli-
cation have been suggested such as the strand coupled bidirectional replication model (Holt
et al., 2000) and its refinement suggested by Bowmaker et al. (2003) and the “RNA in-
corporation throughout the lagging strand” (RITOLS) model proposed by Yasukawa et al.
(2006) (and supported by Reyes et al. (2013)) as a refinement of the strand displacement
model.
Additionally, computational methods have been developed for the identification of the mi-
tochondrial replication origins. Most of these methods are based on the sequence similarities
with experimentally identified origins that are known for few key species such as human
(Anderson et al., 1981; Clayton, 1982; Hixson et al., 1986), mouse (Clayton, 1982;
Martens and Clayton, 1979), and rat (Gadaleta et al., 1989). Other studies tend
to assign the non-coding regions within mitochondrial genomes as control regions (Saccone
et al., 1991; Sbisà et al., 1997).
In this work, a new method has been developed that is based on the standard model of
replication. It uses the observed relation between the nucleotide distribution caused by mu-
tations occurring during the single strandness of the H-strand during replication in addition
to the duration of the single strandness state as an indication for the position of the replica-
tion origins. This method has been applied in a comprehensive survey on the mitochondrial
genomes of chordate and basal deuterostomes with moderate gene rearrangements.
The second problem is the detection of tRNA remolding events in metazoan mitogenomes.
This is crucial in studies related to mitochondrial tRNA annotations and tRNA based phy-
logenetic reconstructions. tRNA remolding, also known as tRNA recruitment is a particular
mode of evolution private to tRNAs. It is thought to be caused by a duplication loss mech-
anism where one tRNA is duplicated and through a point mutation(s) in the anticodon it
takes the identity of another tRNA that is then lost (Cantatore et al., 1987). Remolding
events have been detected in the mitochondrial genomes from a wide variety of animal taxa,
e.g., Arthropoda (Kilpert and Podsiadlowski, 2010a,b), Tunicates (Iannelli et al.,
2007), Echinoderms (Cantatore et al., 1987), Chordata (Kumazawa et al., 2014), in
addition to the multiple leucine remoldings that occurred during the metazoan evolution
(Higgs et al., 2003; Rawlings et al., 2003). The previously mentioned events from the
literature have been detected using two main approaches: i) A joint phylogenetic analysis
of remolded and unremolded tRNAs to uncover the phylogenetic relationship between tRNA
genes, and ii) the pairwise sequence similarity of tRNAs.
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In this work, novel methods have been developed and used in a comprehensive analy-
sis of tRNA remolding in metazoan mitogenomes. The first method extends the similarity
based search and incorporates sequence and structural information of the tRNAs jointly with
statistical tests. The second method represents a novel phylogeny based analysis that uses
maximum likelihood to derive candidate and ancestral de novo remolding events throughout
Metazoa.
This thesis is structured as follow. The existing literature and biological background related
to the mitochondrial genome evolution as well as the important details related to mitogenomes
diversity are reviewed in Chapter 2 which is mostly based on my contributions to:
• Bernt, M., Machné, R., Sahyoun, A.H., Middendorf, M., and Stadler, P.F., 2013. Mito-
chondrial Genome Evolution. John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/
9780470015902.a0025142.
The existing approaches and concepts as well as the computational methods related to these
problems are reviewed in Chapter 3. Approaches for assembly and annotation of mitogenomes
are reviewed in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2. Computational methods used for RNA struc-
ture prediction are presented in Section 3.3. An overview on the computational analysis
of nucleotide distribution within mitogenomes is presented in Section 3.5. Methods for the
detection of tRNA remolding are outlined in Section 3.4. Previous methods used to predict
replication origins are reviewed in Section 3.6.
Chapter 4 introduces the new linear regression based method for predicting mitochondrial
origins of replication. The description of the method and its application to most deuterostome
mitogenomes is based on:
• Sahyoun, A.H., Bernt, M., Stadler, P.F., and Tout, K., 2014. GC skew and mitochon-
drial origins of replication. Mitochondrion, 17:56–66.
The application of the method to echinoderms mitogenomes described in Section 4.5.2 extends
this work in order to allow for more insights into the replication origins of basal deuterostomes
with more rearranged mitogenomes.
Novel methods that have been developed for the detection of mitochondrial tRNA remold-
ing events are presented in Chapter 5. The description of these methods and their application
to animal mitogenomes is covered to a large extent in:
• Sahyoun, A.H., Hölzer, M., Marz, M., Jühling, F., Höner zu Siederdissen, C., Al-
Arab, M., Middendorf, M., Stadler, P.F., Tout, K., and Bernt, M., 2015. Towards a
more comprehensive picture of alloacceptor tRNA remolding in metazoan mitochondrial
genomes. to be submitted.
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2. The biological context
The evolution of mitochondrial genomes has taken entirely diverse trajectories in different
eukaryotic lineages. Since the debated origin of mitochondria has been suggested, it was
believed that the mitogenome is always represented as a small circular molecule, with a
standard gene content and organization. However, multiple genome structures, gene content,
as well as evolutionary aspects have been discussed. This chapter serves as a review of the
mitogenomic structure, function, and evolution in various clades and from multiple points of
view.
2.1. Origin and structure of mitochondria
The classical hypothesis of the origin of mitochondria is the endosymbiotic theory that sug-
gests that around two billion years ago an ancient α-proteobacterium fused with an archeabac-
terium (Gray et al., 1999; Lang et al., 1999). Scientists proposed the hypothesis of the
endosymbiotic theory when they observed that mitochondria contain their own genomes that
are similar to bacterial genomes (Nass and Nass, 1963). This hypothesis has been supported
by phylogenetic analyses of protein-coding (Gray et al., 1999; Lang et al., 1999) and
rRNA (Gray, 1998) genes. The capacity of the mitochondria to produce energy is important
for the evolution of the eukaryotic cell (Vellai et al., 1998).
The mitochondrial genome, is usually an AT -rich circular molecule that encodes for a part
of the mitochondrial respiratory chain components and a set of RNA molecules that are nec-
essary for the translation of mitogenomically encoded proteins (Boore, 1999). Interestingly,
proteins needed in mtDNA maintenance, genes coding for the remaining set of the respira-
tory chain complex as well as proteins that are important for mitochondrial transcription and
translation have been exported to the nuclear genome. The reasons why certain genes have
been retained in mitogenomes are still debated (Berg and Kurland, 2000; Race et al.,
1999).
The two strands of the mitogenome can be distinguished because of their different G+ T
content (Taanman, 1999) and can be separated by density in denaturion gradients, giving
a heavy or H-strand for the G-rich strand and a light or L-strand for the G-poor strand
(Reyes et al., 1998).
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2.2. Differences between clades
Mitochondrial genomes have evolved into a striking diversity of organizational forms. With
the rapidly increasing number of completely sequenced and characterized mitogenomes, it
becomes apparent that major changes in their gene content and organization may come about
at comparably short evolutionary time scales, affecting also clades at the level of orders or
families. This section represents an overview, including the deviations from the presumed
ancestral state.
For instance, animal mtDNA have evolved differently in comparison to plants and fungi.
They consist of a circular molecule (with few exceptions, see Kayal et al. (2012); Voigt
et al. (2008)) about 14-20 kb in size (Figure 2.2), having intronless genes [with the exception
of some basal animals (Beagley et al., 1998)] that are compacted on both mtDNA strands
(Lang et al., 1999).
Metazoan mitogenomes are certainly the most studied group, which has been reviewed
most extensively, (seeRose and Sheahan, 2012; Saccone, 2001) and the references therein.
With several exceptions, metazoan mitogenomes share a common organization that is already
heavily reduced from the ancestral state. Their circular genome harbors only 13 protein
coding genes, which belong to four enzyme complexes of the respiratory chain: cytochrome b
(cob), two subunits of ATP synthase (atp6,8 ), three subunits of cytochrome c oxidase (cox1-
3 ), and seven subunits of NADH dehydrogenase (nad1-6,4L). In addition, it contains the two
rRNA subunits (rrnS and rrnL), and 22 tRNAs where each one corresponds to an amino acid
except leucine and serine (Section 2.6). In chordate mitogenomes, the large genes (protein
coding and rRNA) are distributed unevenly between the two strands with 12 of 13 proteins
and both rRNAs transcribed from the H-strand (i.e., annotated on the L-strand). Only
the tRNAs are more evenly distributed, with 14 of 22 produced from H-strand transcripts
(Clayton, 2000), see Figure 2.1. Only a small fraction of the mitogenome lies outside
the boundaries of these genes, featuring regulatory sequences such as conserved sequence
blocks (CSB) and termination associated sequences (TAS) that are important for replication
(Walberg and Clayton, 1981). In addition, it contains the promotors for H (HSP) and
L-strand (LSP) transcription (see Figure 2.1).
Within insect mitogenomes, the leading (H) and lagging (L) strands are denoted as minor
and major coding strands depending on the number of genes encoded on the respective strand
(Garesse, 1988). The large non-coding region (NCR) of the Drosophila mtDNA is an “A +
T-rich region”. It contains a set of conserved sequences (Inohira et al., 1997; Saito et al.,
2005) and is thought to be involved in the control of the mtDNA replication (Saito et al.,
2005; Wolstenholme, 1992). Multiple non-coding regions have been observed within the
mitochondrial genomes of some arthropod species such as Calanus sinicus (Minxiao et al.,
2011) and Ligia oceanica (Kilpert and Podsiadlowski, 2006).
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Figure 2.1. – Map of the human mitogenome exhibiting the typical gene arrangement
of chordate mitogenomes. The coding strand is indicated by a thick line;
tRNAs are given by the corresponding amino acid in one letter code; the
recognised codon is indicated for the leucine and serine tRNAs; the control
region, the three conserved sequence blocks (marked I, II, and III), and
OL are shown; the outer (inner) circle represents the L-strand (respec-
tively H-strand); the arrow indicates the direction of H strand replica-
tion. This image was created with mtviz (http://pacosy.informatik.uni-
leipzig.de/mtviz/).
The major NCR of the well studied human mtDNA is about 1 kb in size located between
the two tRNA genes trnF and trnP (Figure 2.1). A large part of the NCR often combines
a linear third DNA strand of approximately 650 nt, forming a stable displacement (D)-loop
structure. This additional strand is called 7S DNA, according to its sedimentation properties
(Brown et al., 1978). The terms ’control region’,’NCR’ and ’D-loop’ are frequently used
interchangeably in the literature, although this is not necessarily appropriate as the D-loop
region does not span the entire NCR (Figure 2.1).
The second (shorter) non-coding region, is about 30 nt long, located inside a cluster of
tRNA genes called the WANCY region which contains the origin of the L-strand replication
(OL) located at about two-thirds of the mtDNA length after the origin of the H-strand
replication (OH) (Anderson et al., 1981; Hixson et al., 1986) (Figure 2.1).
Plant mitogenomes are typically larger in size, reaching an average of more than 1 Mb
(Figure 2.2). The large size is accounted to repeats, non-coding regions, introns, pseudogenes,
and other imported material from nuclear or chloroplast DNA (Marienfeld et al., 1999;
Unseld et al., 1997). For example, in Arabidopsis, 70% of the sequence lack a known
9




















Figure 2.2. – Histogram of the length of mitochondrial genomes within the three main
eukaryotic groups
function, whereas the remaining part is made of protein coding sequences, repeats, introns,
and sequences imported from the nuclear or plastid genome (Brennicke and Leaver,
2007).
Fungi have an AT -rich mitogenome which varies in size from approximately 18 to 175
kb (Figure 2.2) organized as a linear or circular molecule. In contrast to Metazoa, fungal
mitogenomes have retained the rsp3 protein, an important protein for mitochondrial protein
synthesis and needed for maturation of the small rRNA (Hausner, 2003). In some species,
homologs of rsp3 have been found such as var1 or S5 (Bullerwell et al., 2000). Group-
I and group-II self-splicing introns, and their associated open reading frames, are usually
present and contribute significantly to the variation of the genome size (Hausner, 2003).
Trans-splicing between two group-I introns was also observed, e.g., in Gigaspora margarita
(Pelin et al., 2012).
Within fungal mitogenomes, loss of tRNAs and ribosomal proteins has been observed,
e.g. in Chytridiomycetes (Forget et al., 2002). Some atypical mitogenome structures
have also been observed: Spizellomyces punctatus consists of a multipartite mitogenome
composed of three circular molecules: one large 58 kb and two small 1.2 kb (Forget et al.,
2002). Linear, monomeric molecules with identical inverted repeats at both ends have been
observed in Hyaloraphidium curvatum (Forget et al., 2002). Unlike most other yeast
lineages, most members of the Candida parapsilosis species complex have linear mtDNA with
terminal tandem repeat arrays, while others have circularized mitogenomes (Valach et al.,
2012). Microsporidia have reduced their mitochondria to mitosomes, i.e., they have lost their




The replication of the double stranded DNA molecule requires several factors that assemble
into replisomes and collaborate to replicate DNA. The initiation of DNA synthesis starts at
specific positions on the genome called origins of replication.
Replication of mammalian mitochondrial genomes has been extensively studied using many
experimental techniques such as cesium chloride-purified mtDNA, visualization by electron
microscopy (Robberson et al., 1972), radiolabeling studies, and ligation-mediated PCR
(Kang et al., 1997; Tapper and Clayton, 1981). This led to the assumption of the
standard model of mtDNA replication also known as the strand displacement model (SDM).
According to this model, mitogenomes replicate asymmetrically with each strand being syn-
thesized starting from its own, specific position in the genome, see Figure 2.3. Replication
is initiated in the control region. The replication fork starts at the origin of the H-strand
replication (OH) located within the D-loop structure (produced by the nascent H-strand dis-
placing the parental H-strand). The synthesis of the H-strand is started by the elongation of
a proper RNA primer by DNA Polymerase γ. The RNA primer that primes OH replication
is thought to be generated by the transcription machinery initiating transcription at the LSP
(Gillum and Clayton, 1979). In human cells, the OH is mapped to several positions of
free DNA 5′ ends that are located around nucleotides 110, 150, 170 and 190 (Chang and
Clayton, 1985; Kang et al., 1997; Pham et al., 2006; Tapper and Clayton, 1981;
Walberg and Clayton, 1981). The most frequent occurring OH position corresponds to
nucleotide 191 and is located close to CSB1 (Figure 2.1). The transcript spanning from LSP
to CSB1 was one of the reasons suggesting that LSP transcription primes OH replication
(Chang and Clayton, 1985). However, studies have shown that the RNA to DNA transi-
tion (forming a stable RNA-DNA hybrid, also called the R-loop) required for priming of DNA
replication, takes place around CSB2 (Kang et al., 1997; Pham et al., 2006). Xu and
Clayton (1995, 1996) proposed that the GC-rich CSB2 is necessary to form an in vitro R-
loop in yeast and humans and thus involved in the primer formation. Recent studies showed
that CSB2 was able to form a G4 structure between the RNA and non-template DNA re-
sulting in transcription termination and R-loop formation in vitro (Wanrooij et al., 2012,
2010).
The H-strand replication continues unidirectionally towards the origin of the light strand
replication OL leaving the parental H-strand in a single stranded state. Within mammals,
OL is assumed to be located about 11 kb downstream of OH within a cluster of tRNAs called
the WANCY region. It is composed of a short (about 30 nt) non-coding region which is
thought to fold to a stem loop structure after the arrival of the H-strand replication which
initiates the L-strand replication in the opposite direction (Clayton, 1982). During this
process, which takes about 2 h (Clayton, 1982), positions on the H-strand remain single
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stranded for a time span depending on their location with respect to OH and OL. Incomplete
protection is thought to be due to single stranded mtDNA binding proteins.
A refinement of the SDM assuming “RNA incorporation throughout the lagging strand”
(RITOLS) was proposed by Yasukawa et al. (2006). The RITOLS model shares the
assumption of two distinct replication origins and the same asynchronous replication process
with the SDM, but in contrast RNA is incorporated on the single stranded H-strand. This
was recently supported byReyes et al. (2013) where processed transcripts were identified as
the RNA which is incorporated onto the single stranded H-strand via a “bootlace mechanism”
leaving only short uncovered gaps. The lagging strand RNA is either converted to (Reyes
et al., 2013) or replaced by (Holt and Reyes, 2012) DNA during L-strand replication. The
RITOLS model apparently rules out the possibility of single strandedH-strand. In particular,
the time that a position on the H-strand spends single stranded should not depend on its
position relative to the replication origins.
A strand coupled bidirectional replication process was suggested by (Holt et al., 2000)
where replication of both strands starts synchronously in a broad region containing the genes
cob, nad5, and nad6 downstream of OH . Bowmaker et al. (2003) refined this model by
showing that replication starts bidirectionally but one direction is stopped when the replica-
tion fork reaches OH and then replication continues unidirectionally synthesizing both strands
at the same time. In this replication model neither the existence of OL nor longer periods
of single stranded state are assumed. Later on, it has been suggested that strand coupled
replication occurs only when cells are recovering from ethidium bromide-induced mtDNA
depletion (Holt and Reyes, 2012;McKinney and Oliveira, 2013). Moreover, OL seems
to be essential since its stem loop is conserved throughout vertebrates (with few exceptions
(see Macey et al., 1997a; Seutin et al., 1994)). This conservation of the OL provides
more evidence that SDM is the standard model of replication.
The standard model of mitogenomes replication, or more precisely the single-strandedness
of large parts of the mitogenome during replication, is thought to be responsible for asym-
metries in the nucleotide distribution (Reyes et al., 1998) (see Section 2.5) and thereby an
important factor for the evolution of animal mitogenomes.
Insect mitogenomes are thought to replicate using a strand-asynchronous, asymmetric
model where replication is thought to start and end in the control region (Saito et al.,
2005). In Drosophila mtDNA, replication is thought to start unidirectionally from the origin
of the minor coding strand, and the major coding strand synthesis starts after 97% of the
completion of the minor coding strand synthesis (Goddard and Wolstenholme, 1978,
1980; Saito et al., 2005). A recent study suggested that a strand-coupled θ mechanism is
used to replicate the mitogenome of Drosophila melanogaster (Jõers and Jacobs, 2013).
In contrast to models for metazoan mtDNA, a rolling-circle mechanism was suggested as a





















Figure 2.3. – The strand-displacement model of replication; (a) mitochondrial genome
with replication origins as in humans. (b and c) H-strand replication
initiates at OH and proceeds towards OL; (c) the arrival of H-strand
replication initiates the L-strand replication in the opposite direction;
(d) L-strand replication started and H-strand replication continues; (e)
H-strand replication finishes and mitogenomes segregate; (f) L-strand
replication completes after segregation; light and heavy strands are dis-
tinguished by line width; single stranded regions of the H-strand are
presented by a dashed line.
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Clark-Walker, 1992), algae (Burger and Nedelcu, 2012), and higher plants (Backert
et al., 1996). In addition, T4-like recombination-dependent and recombination-independent
models were also suggested (Backert and Börner, 2000).
The complex mtDNA networks of Kinetoplastida, comprising a network of thousands of
minicircular and dozens of maxicircular molecules, are thought to replicate unidirectionally as
a θ structure (Carpenter and Englund, 1995). Interestingly, complex junctional networks
of mtDNA were also found in the mtDNA of the human heart as well as in human and mouse
brain (Pohjoismäki et al., 2009).
Very little is known about the replication of linear mitochondrial genomes (see Fricova
et al., 2010; Kayal et al., 2012; Valach et al., 2011).
2.4. Transcription
The control region within animal mitochondrial genomes contains regulatory elements for
many key mitochondrial processes such as transcription, e.g., transcription promotors for
the H-strand (HSP) and L-strand (LSP) (Falkenberg et al., 2007) (Figure 2.1). These
promotors produce polycistronic transcripts that almost span the full genome length (Aloni
and Attardi, 1971). Transcription, which is influenced by nuclear regulatory factors (Asin-
Cayuela and Gustafsson, 2007) is done in a specialized mechanism using monomeric RNA
polymerase POLRMT and specific mitochondrial transcription factors such as mtTFA and
the paralogous proteins mtTFB1 and mtTFB2 (Bernt et al., 2012a; Fukuoh et al.,
2009).
Previous studies suggested an additional H-strand promotor, named HSP2, located 80 nt
downstream of HSP. It generates a large transcript that terminates immediately upstream of
the trnF gene at the distal so-called D-TERM locus containing a conserved A/T rich sequence
motif (Camasamudram et al., 2003; Martin et al., 2005). However, in the presence of
the mitochondrial transcription factor A (TFAM), the activity of HSP2 is repressed. This
lead to some debates about the existence of HSP2 in vivo (Litonin et al., 2010; Lodeiro
et al., 2012).
The other (shorter) transcript starts at HSP1 upstream of the trnF and encodes the two
rRNAs and two tRNAs. It ends nearby the so-called mt-TERM signal beyond the large rRNA
gene within the adjacent trnL gene (Christianson and Clayton, 1986).
Transcripts originating from LSP are thought to end at the so called conserved sequence
box 2 which acts as sequence-dependent termination element. This sequence box is thought
to be largely conserved throughout the mammals (Pham et al., 2006) and vertebrates
(Coucheron et al., 2011).
The primary transcripts are subsequently cleaved to generate individual mRNAs, tRNAs,
and rRNAs. This process, which is known as the RNA punctuation model (Ojala et al.,
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1980), is mediated by two specialized enzymes, RNase P and tRNase Z endonucleases (Levinger
et al., 2004).
Arthropod mitogenomes are thought to be transcribed polycistronically in five transcripts
generating a set of eleven mRNAs, 22 tRNAs and two rRNAs (Healy and Russell, 1990).
2.5. Nucleotide distribution
Mitogenomes are usually AT -rich, in particular, high AT contents are observed, e.g., for fungi.
Moreover, in Metazoa, Arthropoda are known to be particularly AT -rich (Figure 2.4b).
A remarkable feature of metazoan mitochondrial genomes is the violation of ‘Chargaff’s
second parity rule’, that is, the expectation that A=T and G=C within each DNA strand
(Nikolaou and Almirantis, 2006). The heavy H-strand is guanine rich and the light L-
strand is guanine poor (Reyes et al., 1998). This asymmetry in the nucleotide distribution
is normally quantified in terms of the AT skew (A−T )/(A+T ) and GC skew (G−C)/(G+C)
(Perna and Kocher, 1995) (Figure 2.4a). The mutation rate within mtDNA is known to
be high especially at synonymous codon positions, whereas the substituation rate at nonsyn-
onymous codon positions varies between genes (Reyes et al., 1998).
On the one hand, the high mutation rate has been explained by the lack of proofreading
activity of DNA polymerase γ (Trifunovic et al., 2004), the inefficient mtDNA repair sys-
tem (Mambo et al., 2003), and abnormalities in the electron transport system (Wanagat
et al., 2001). However, these hypotheses can explain the biased base composition, but can
not account for the asymmetric distribution along the genome (Reyes et al., 1998).
On the other hand, other studies suggested that this asymmetry is related to the mechanism
of mtDNA replication (Clayton, 1982; Reyes et al., 1998; Tanaka and Ozawa, 1994),
in which, under the SDM (Section 2.3) is thought to place the H-strand in a single stranded
state exposing it to mutation and damage: (1) hydrolytic deamination of cytosine (C→U→T)
and (2) hydrolytic deamination of adenine (A→hypoxanthine(H)→G) (3) and oxidation of
guanine (Reyes et al., 1998; Tanaka and Ozawa, 1994). During the time that the H-
strand is in the single stranded state, it is only incompletely protected which exposes it to
hydrolytic DNA damage until paired by the light strand replication (Tanaka and Ozawa,
1994) (Section 2.3). The extent of mutations depends on the time which the H-strand is in
a single stranded state.
Other studies reported a reversal in the strand bias for some species which might be re-
lated to an inversion in the control region (Hassanin et al., 2005; Kilpert and Podsi-
adlowski, 2006; Wei et al., 2010).
In addition, transcription creates a transient single-stranded state of the non-transcribed
DNA strand exposing it to DNA damage while pointing repair enzymes to the transcribed
strand (Francino and Ochman, 1997). Since mtDNA is transcribed in the form of large
15
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polycistronic transcripts, one would expect an approximately constant mutation rate along
the genome. However, this is inconsistent with the observed variation of the GC skew along
the mitogenome (Reyes et al., 1998). Additionally the sign of the observed skews is































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.4. – Basic compositional properties of mitogenomes; a) scatter plot showing
the AT and GC skew; b) histogram of the AT content. Data have been
computed for the mitogenomes contained in RefSeq 59.
2.6. tRNA genes
The set of 22 tRNAs, inherited from the bacterial ancestors of mitochondria is the default
animal consensus. However, exceptions to this rule which involve the loss of tRNAs have
been observed where in extreme cases such as Cnidaria (Kayal and Lavrov, 2008) or
Chaetognatha (Helfenbein et al., 2004), only one or two of the tRNAs are encoded in
the mitogenome and the missing ones are functionally replaced by nuclear tRNAs (Alfonzo
and Söll, 2009; Duchêne et al., 2009). Mitochondrial tRNAs of Metazoa frequently
exhibit aberrant structures, i.e., they lack the otherwise highly conserved D-loops and/or
T-loops (Ohtsuki and Watanabe, 2007), complete arms (Arcari and Brownlee, 1980;
de Bruijn et al., 1980), and even the loss of both D- and T-arm have been reported for
Enoplea (Jühling et al., 2012b), see Jühling et al. (2012a) for an overview.
These tRNAs are divided into 20 alloacceptors that correspond to the amino acids. With
the two exceptions of leucine and serine there is only a single tRNA for each amino acid.
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The leucine and serine tRNAs fall into two classes each: i) trnL(CUN) or L1 with anticodon
UAG, ii) trnL(UUR) or L2 with anticodon UAA, iii) trnS(AGY) or S1 with anticodon
GCU, respectively, or UCU in approx. 43% of the Ecdysozoa and Lophotrochozoa, and
iv) trnS(UCN) or S2 with anticodon UGA. The anticodon is usually very well preserved
throughout Metazoa and corresponds to the codon with an A at the 3rd position for fourfold
degenerate codons, or with purine for two-fold degenerate codon boxes. An exception is
trnM(AUG) which has the anticodon CAU, which coincides with the most frequently used
start codon. Furthermore, for trnK, trnS1, and trnR alternative anticodons are frequent in
some taxa.
In species with the standard genetic code, the ability of a reduced number of tRNAs to
recognise all codons has been explained by the so called wobble hypothesis, which states that
a non-standard base pairing (G-U) could occur at the third codon position (the first position
of the anticodon) (Lang et al., 2012). According to the wobble hypothesis, only 32 tRNAs
are required to recognise all codons. However, given the set of 22 mitochondrial tRNAs,
relaxed wobble (so-called “super wobble”) rules have been suggested as an explanation. The
idea is that tRNA species with an unmodified U in the wobble position of the anticodon are
able to read all four nucleotides in the third codon position.
A quite particular mode of evolution private to tRNAs is remolding, also known as tRNA
recruitment, in which point mutation(s) in the anticodon change the identity of the tRNA
(Cantatore et al., 1987). One speaks of alloacceptor or isoacceptor remolding, resp.,
depending on whether the accepted amino acid is changed or not. Alloacceptor remolding is
thought to be caused by a duplication-loss mechanism (Figure 2.5) that comprises three steps:
First one tRNA is duplicated, and then the anticodon of one of the copies is mutated in such a
way that it takes on the identity of a second tRNA, and finally this original copy of the second
tRNA is destroyed (Cantatore et al., 1987; Rawlings et al., 2003). Remolding of
tRNAs is frequently observed within animal mitochondrial genomes (e.g., Rawlings et al.,
2003, see also below), where the mechanism is assisted by the peculiarities of mitochondrial
genetics: i) The anticodon is essentially the only identity element for the aminoacylation of
mitochondrial tRNAs (Florentz et al., 2013; Helm et al., 2000). ii) The simplification
of the translation machinery has left only a single tRNA for each amino acid (except for trnL
and trnS ). This is compensated by the possibility of wobble base pairing (Lang et al.,
2012) and codon biases. iii) Tandem duplication random loss is the major mechanism of
genome rearrangement in metazoan mitogenomes (Boore, 2000), whence duplication and
loss events are probably not at all infrequent. The feasibility of the above mechanism for
alloacceptor remolding has been confirmed experimentally in Escherichia coli. Saks et al.
(1998) deactivated the essential trnT(ugu) and functionally replaced it by an trnR(ucu) that
was changed to trnT(ugu) by a point mutation of the second position of the anticodon. For
genetic systems that also have tRNA identity elements beyond the anticodon it was shown
17
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Figure 2.5. – Schematic representation of a tRNA remolding event in a species i using
the example of W to G remolding. The anticodon is represented by three
filled circles where gray, black, and white represent the nucleotides T, C,
and A, respectively. Shown are the duplication (d), the point mutation in
the 3rd position of the anticodon which changes the identity of the tRNA
(m), and the loss of the original trnG (l). The species tree for species i
and species j where trnW and trnG are unremolded is shown in lightgray.
The gene tree for the tRNA is represented by lines.
experimentally that the identity of a tRNA can be switched by corresponding substitutions
outside the anticodon (Hipps et al., 1995).
Previous studies presented multiple cases of tRNA remolding within metazoan mitochon-
drial genomes, e.g., multiple remoldings of a trnL(CUN) to trnL(UUR) in metazoan evolution
(Higgs et al., 2003; Rawlings et al., 2003). Remoldings of tRNA in demosponge mi-
togenomes have been well documented (Belinky et al., 2008; Lavrov and Lang, 2005;
Wang and Lavrov, 2011). Furthermore anecdotal evidence of tRNA remoldings in mi-
togenomes is available for most major animal taxa: Mollusca (Wu et al., 2012, 2014),
Arthropoda (Kilpert and Podsiadlowski, 2010a,b), Tunicates (Iannelli et al., 2007),
Echinoderms (Cantatore et al., 1987), and Chordata (Kumazawa et al., 2014). The
remolding of tRNAs is not limited to metazoan mitogenomes but has been reported also for
fungal mitogenomes (Su et al., 2011); nuclear genomes of mouse (Coughlin et al., 2009),
primates (Wang and Lavrov, 2011), cow (Tang et al., 2009), fruit fly (Rogers et al.,
2010), nematodes (Hamashima et al., 2012), and yeast (Rogers and Griffiths-Jones,
2014); as well as the genomes of bacteria (Rogers and Griffiths-Jones, 2014). Other
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studies related tRNA anticodon mutations to diseases (ElMeziane et al., 1998; Levinger
et al., 2004).
Related mechanisms by which a single tRNA can functionally replace two tRNAs are RNA
editing (Börner et al., 1996) and heteroplasmic variants (Marcadé et al., 2007) of
the anticodon, i.e., post-transcriptional modifications that effectively lead to a remolding of
a fraction of the tRNA transcripts so that both anticodon variants are present simultane-
ously. The best known examples have been reported for Marsupial and isopod mitogenomes,
respectively.
2.7. Genetic code
The relationship between all 64 possible triplets (codons) of the four nucleotide bases con-
tained in the DNA and the 20 amino acids that are used for protein construction via "trans-
lation" and signals of translation initiation and termination are established by the genetic
code (Watanabe and Yokobori, 2001). The genetic code has been originally thought to
be ‘universal’ for all living organisms. However, with the increasing number of sequenced
mitogenomes, variations in the mitochondrial genetic code have been observed (Abascal
et al., 2011; Yokobori et al., 2010).
Variations of the genetic code within mitogenomes have been reported for many taxas (e.g
Arthropoda) (Abascal et al., 2011). The known modifications mostly affect codons ending
with a purine within codon sets starting with the same two nucleotides which correspond to
two amino acids. Different mechanisms are responsible for the codon reassignments within
mitogenomes where a codon (or group of codons) has been reassigned from one amino acid to
another (Sengupta et al., 2007). These changes consist of the gain and loss of the ability
to translate a codon into a certain amino acid. The order and mechanism of gain and loss
events can differ and can be separated to different cases:
1. The codon capture hypothesis is based on the assumption that a codon got absent
from the coding sequences and the corresponding tRNA was lost and subsequently
replaced with a tRNA coding for a different amino acid. The process is completed by
the reappearance of the codon in the coding sequence.
2. The ambiguous intermediate hypothesis suggests that two tRNAs can decode a single
codon ambiguously. This is due to the gain of the ability of one tRNA to decode another
codon during an intermediate period. Later on, the less efficient alternative looses the
ability to recognize the codon.
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3. The unassigned codon mechanism starts with the deletion of a tRNA, i.e., the loss of
the ability to decode a certain codon, followed by the gain of the ability to decode for
another/new tRNA.
4. The compensatory change mechanism assumes an infrequent gain and loss in a popula-
tion which spread as soon as they coincide in the same individual.
The gain and loss of the ability to decode a codon can be realized by the modification
of a tRNA, e.g., point mutations in the anticodon, or by RNA editing (Bernt et al.,
2013b). Note that, the co-occurrence of modifications and editing can also cancel each other
out. Sengupta et al. (2007) discussed several approaches for distinguishing the differ-
ent mechanisms. Also graduation of the extreme cases are conceivable. As mentioned by
Abascal et al. (2011) for metazoan mitogenomes the truth may be in between. First, in
mitogenomes, some codons are already clearly underrepresented rendering the assumption of
a complete loss made by the codon capture hypothesis unnecessary. Second, for mitogenomes,
wobble base pairing allows for the creation of ambiguous intermediates also by modifications
of the anticodon.
The codon usage in metazoan mitogenomes is strongly biased. Only a small selective
pressure from the set of present tRNA anticodons which translate some codons more efficiently
has been reported. However, context dependent mutations seem to have the main influence,
e.g., nucleotide frequencies typical for the corresponding strand and the mitogenome and
dinucleotide frequency constraints (Foster et al., 1997; Jia and Higgs, 2008).
2.8. Genome rearrangements
Given their small size, metazoan mitogenomes have been extensively sequenced providing
means for deep phylogeny reconstruction (Bernt et al., 2012a; Boore, 1999). However,
the almost constant gene order within the available chordates and arthropods mitogenomes
have made this observation heavily biased. Chordate mitogenomes, with few exceptions,
e.g. for Archosauria, exhibit a common gene order of their large genes. Rearrangements
of tRNAs are observed more frequently (Kumazawa and Nishida, 1995; Pääbo et al.,
1991). However, basal deuterostomes such as tunicates, hemichordates and echinoderms show
extreme gene order variations (Perseke et al., 2008, 2011). This has also been observed
between congeneric species (Gissi et al., 2010).
Metazoan mitochondrial gene orders usually show four rearrangement types that have
been derived from the comparison of closely related mitogenomes: inversion and transposi-
tion (Boore and Brown, 1998), inverse transposition which includes an inversion of the
transposed part (Boore, 1999), and tandem duplication random loss events (TDRL) which
consists of a duplication of a portion of the genome such that the original segment and its
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copy are consecutive, followed by random loss of one copy of each of the redundant genes
(Bernt and Middendorf, 2011; Boore, 2000; Podsiadlowski et al., 2007). Bernt
and Middendorf (2011) showed that the majority of mitochondrial rearrangements within
Protostomia are 55% transpositions, and 20% are inversions and more than 10% are inverse
transpositions and TDRLs.
Duplications within metazoan mitogenomes are thought to be related to the replication
mechanism, i.e., slipped strand mispairing (Broughton and Dowling, 1997), imprecise
(early or late) termination (Boore, 2000), or other enzymatic errors, e.g., erroneous identifi-
cation of OL (Macey et al., 1997b). This is also supported by rearrangements involving the
replication origins (e.g. San Mauro et al., 2006). These mechanisms can account only for
transpositions and TDRL events. For events involving inversions, illegitimate mitochondrial
recombination caused by small repeats or stem loops has been suggested as an explanation,
in particular, for non chordate species (Dowton and Campbell, 2001; Macey et al.,
1997b). The loss of genes in the TDRL model might be due to the accumulation of deleteri-
ous mutations but also recombination has been suggested (Dowton and Campbell, 2001).
Recent studies revealed cases of non-random loss where genes belonging to the same tran-
script are lost in conjunction after the loss of their promotor (Beckenbach, 2012; Lavrov
et al., 2002).
Within plant and fungal mitogenomes, rearrangements can be explained by intra and inter
chromosomal recombination. In plants, dynamic genome reorganization can be explained
by recombination hotspots that are composed of inverted and directed repeats (Brennicke
and Leaver, 2007). Large repeats lead to reversible homologous recombination events while
shorter repeats can create so called “sublimons” (Knoop, 2012). These sublimons are ar-
rangements that appear sub-stoichiometrically in the population of mitogenomes in a cell
which might become prevalent due to substoichometric shift. Similarly, recombination, e.g.,
mediated for instance by the 11 base pair (bp) long invasive repeats called mitochondrial
ultra-short elements (MUSEs) (Hausner, 2003), is used to explain rearrangements in fungal
mitogenomes (Clark-Walker, 1992). Other factors might account for the high variabil-
ity of the gene order among fungi such as the combined influences of recombination (i.e.,
most likely non homologous and intrachromosomal), and accumulated repeats especially at




Computational mitogenomics refers to the development of computational and statistical
methods to analyse biological data such as mitochondrial sequences. This chapter serves as
a review for the recent methods that can be used to analyse mitochondrial DNA sequences.
3.1. Mitogenomes assembly
Genome assembly refers to the process of putting a large number of short DNA sequences
(i.e., reads generated from sequencing machines) together to create a representation of the
original DNA. It is considered as a primary step in the process of extracting meaningful
results that lead to the interpretation of biological data and hence mis-assembled genomes
might lead to faulty conclusions. Currently, de Bruijn graph (De Bruijn, 1946) based de
novo assemblers are considered to yield the best results when sufficient sequence quality and
coverage are achieved (Compeau et al., 2011).
SPAdes (Bankevich et al., 2012) is a genome assembler based on de Bruijn graphs. It
was originally developed for Single-Cell Sequencing applications and was especially designed
for bacterial genomes. It uses k-mers to build the initial de Bruijn graph. The assembly
approach used by SPAdes can be explained in four steps: (i) SPAdes constructs an assembly
graph using multisized de Bruijn graph (i.e., that allows using different values of k) which
detects and removes sequencing errors (e.g., bulges, bubbles and chimeric reads) (ii) then
it calculates accurate distances between k-mers in the genome using distance histograms
and paths in the assembly graph (iii) then Paired de Bruijn graphs (Medvedev et al.,
2011) are used to construct the paired assembly graph (iv) finally, by backtracking graph
simplifications, SPAdes constructs the set of contigs and their set of mapped reads. Other de
Bruijn graph based de novo assemblers such as Velvet (Zerbino and Birney, 2008) and
IDBA (Peng et al., 2010) have been also suggested.
Moreover, string overlap based genome assembly tools such as Mira (Chevreux et al.,
1999) and SAGE (Ilie et al., 2014) are also available. String based genome assemblers use the
overlap between reads to build the complete genomic sequence. Mira is a hybrid string based
genome assembly tool that uses iterative multipass strategies centered on high-confidence
regions (i.e., the amount of reads that overlap to build a specific contig) within sequences
and has a fallback strategy for using low-confidence regions when needed.
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Recently, a de novo approach for the reconstruction of complete mitochondrial genomes
from next-generation sequencing (NGS) data called MITObim has been suggested by Hahn
et al. (2013). MITObim is based on the Mira assembler. The workflow of MITObim can be
explained in three steps: (i) Mira starts by mapping reads to the related reference sequence
yielding an initial reference sequence, (ii) then using the newly created reference as bait,
reads that overlap with the bait are put into a new dataset, and (iii) reads with overlaps (i.e.,
that are generated in step ii) are mapped to build the extended reference on the mapping
results. Steps ii) and iii) are repeated until all gaps are closed and the number of reads
remains stationary. When used in de novo mode, MITObim incorporates the mates (paired
end information) of all baited reads into the readpool which are then assembled with Mira
in de novo mode.
3.2. Mitogenomes annotation
Genome annotation consists of identifying the location of genes inside sequences. It is used to
fill the gap between the sequence and the biology (Stein, 2001). The NCBI RefSeq (Pruitt
et al., 2004) represents the most comprehensive and up-to-date resource for mitochondrial
genomes and their annotation. Nevertheless, several problems within these annotations have
been observed (Boore, 2006) and multiple methods for de novo and consistent annotations
have been suggested.
The MITOS pipeline (Bernt et al., 2012b) is designed to compute a consistent de novo
annotation of metazoan mitogenomic sequences. For protein coding genes, MITOS uses as
queries the amino acid sequences of previously annotated orthologs extracted from the RefSeq
database. Then a blast database is created for each of the 13 mitochondrial protein coding
genes. These databases are then used to search for proteins within the mitogenome using
BLASTX (Altschul et al., 1990). For each position (p), MITOS calculates a quality score (qs)
that is the sum of quality values (e-values) of all hits for a gene that include p. Then for each
gene and reading frame, the obtained prediction is constructed of consecutive stretches of
positions with a quality value ≥ 50% of the maximum quality score over all positions inside
the considered reading frame. In case of conflicts between protein annotations, a greedy
strategy is used and predictions are processed in the order of decreasing quality values. If an
overlap of more than 20% between a processed and a non-processed prediction occurs, they
are either clipped if they belong to the same gene with a quality value difference of less then
a factor of 10, or discarded otherwise. In the case of frameshifts or splicing, MITOS treats
parts as different transcripts i.e., as paralogous in case they overlap by more than 20% and




For tRNA predictions, MITOS uses structure annotated covariance models (CMs) that are
created for each mitochondrial tRNA family with the exception of leucine where both variants
have been treated as a single set (Jühling et al., 2012c). These models have been con-
structed based on manually curated ClustalW (v.2) (Larkin et al., 2007) alignments of an
initial set of tRNAs obtained by searching all mitogenomes in RefSeq 39 using tRNAscan-SE
(v.1.23) (Lowe and Eddy, 1997) and ARWEN (v1.2.3) (Laslett and Canbäck, 2008).
These alignments where then used to build a set of CMs using Infernal (Eddy and Durbin,
1994; Nawrocki et al., 2009) except for the leucine tRNA where both variants are included
in one alignment, the integrated function calling the –ctarget option of Infernal has been
used to build two separate models (Jühling et al., 2012c).
For rRNAs, initial CMs were created for each of the two rRNA genes based on manually
curated and structurally annotated alignments of well known metazoan mitochondrial rRNA
sequences from the European Ribosomal RNA database (Wuyts et al., 2004) in addition
to all annotated rRNA genes found in RefSeq 39. These models are then used to search for
rRNAs within the mitogenome.
In the first round, MITOS starts by predicting proteins, tRNAs and finally rRNAs where the
best candidate is chosen from each gene. The reason for this prediction order is that animal
mitogenomes usually have one copy of each gene. In case no rRNAs are detected using the
"glocal" mode, local rRNA hits are annotated which allows the annotation of fragmented and
highly diverged secondary structures that are not covered by the complete model.
In the second round, gene copies (if any) are determined and the remaining gene candidates
that are compliant with the overlap constraints are added to the final annotation where only
the best copy of each gene is taken (the lowest e-value score for protein coding genes and
the reciprocal for ncRNAs). Finally, if local rRNA hits are found, they are merged if their
respective position is in agreement with the location of the hits in the query covariance model.
For the final annotation procedure, MITOS removes the pair of genes of different type (pro-
tein, tRNA, or rRNA) if they overlap by more than 35 nt.
An optimized version of MITOS is currently under development. This uses Infernal (v.1.1)
(Nawrocki and Eddy, 2013) for ncRNA prediction and incorporates a new two-stage RNA
prediction pipeline. The 1st stage uses cmsearch with default parameters which is fast
because all filters are turned on. The 2nd stage which uses the slow maximum sensitivity
mode of cmsearch is run only for ncRNAs that could not be found in the 1st stage.
Other tools have been developed for the automatic annotation of mitochondrial genomes
such as MitoFish (Iwasaki et al., 2013) that was especially designed for fish mitochondrial
genomes and DOGMA (Wyman et al., 2004) which is a semi-automatic pipeline that uses
BLAST to annotate mitochondrial and organellar genomes.
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3.3. RNA structure prediction
RNA molecules play a crucial role in some of the cell’s fundamental processes, including
catalysis, RNA splicing, and regulation of transcription and translation. The function of an
RNA structural molecule is partially determined by its structure. Understanding the function
of RNA involved in biological processes requires a thorough knowledge of RNA structure.
RNA secondary structure or the intra-molecular base-pairing interactions of the RNA
molecule is the set of canonical base pairs. Computational methods for modeling RNA
secondary structure have proven to be valuable in many cases in which three-dimensional
(crystal) structures are not available.
3.3.1. Structural RNA Family Models
An RNA family is a set of homologous RNA sequences. Certain RNAs, including tRNAs
require a correctly formed spatial structure in order to be able to perform their task, while
structureless, mostly small, RNAs exist as well.
For purposes of efficient solutions to many problems in computational biology, one is
interested not in the tertiary, spatial structure of the RNA, but its secondary structure.
The secondary structure is a very coarse-grained description of the long-range interactions
between nucleotides in an RNA sequence.
In case of RNA families, where the homologous sequences are supposed to all share the
majority of structural features, one is interested in both, a consensus sequence and a consensus
secondary structure. Hence, for computational and statistical purposes, the individual RNA
sequences are aligned with each other. For structural families, this also includes adding the
consensus structure to the alignment.
The sequence alignment together with the consensus structure already defines an RNA
family model, though in practice, it is not this model that is being used but rather derived
ones.
3.3.2. Infernal Covariance Models
A covariance model (as defined and used by the Infernal suite of programs) describes each
column of the RNA family consensus by a distribution of the nucleotides A, C, G, U or the
16 possible base pairs in case of a long-range interaction. The covariance model also encodes
the hierarchical structure, e.g., the cloverleaf of the archetypical tRNA, while pseudoknotted
structures (i.e., secondary structures resulting from base pairing of a single stranded segment
in the loop of a hairpin with another sequence in the tRNA body) are approximated by
unpaired columns. The latter is necessary to enable efficient algorithms. Covariance mod-
els are flexible enough to not only allow mutational events due to a distribution over the
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nucleotides, but also insertions and deletions relative to the consensus. This makes these
models very powerful for efficient genome-wide search for further homologs of already known
families. A collection of over 2 000 family models is available in the Rfam RNA family data
base (Gardner et al., 2011, 2009; Griffiths-Jones et al., 2003).
When a putative homologous sequence is aligned to a structural RNA family via a covari-
ance model (or if homologs are searched for), two statistical data are important. One is the
score (derived from the log-odds for each probabilistic term in the covariance model) of the
best alignment (ψ) of the sequence (s) to the model (m), also known as the CYK score. The
other is the Inside score for the (log-)sum for all possible alignments (a) of s to m. More
formally: CYK = P (ψ, s|m) and Inside = P (a, s|m).
3.4. tRNA remolding
Mitochondrial gene order data are being extensively used as molecular characters in deep-level
phylogenetic studies. The compact size of animal mtDNA and the small well conserved set
of genes simplifies the identification of gene homologs within mtDNA. However, in practice,
finding homologs of mtDNA genes of distantly related organisms can be difficult given the
high rates of sequence evolution. This is particularly correct for short protein coding genes
like atp8 (Bernt et al., 2012b) and tRNAs (Jühling et al., 2012a). In the case of
tRNAs, homology is further blurred by tRNA remolding (also known as tRNA recruitment)
events, i.e., point mutation(s) in the anticodon that may change the identity (see Section 2.6
for more details).
Currently there are two main approaches for the detection of tRNA remolding events.
i) The joint phylogenetic analysis of remolded and unremolded tRNAs can be used to un-
cover the true phylogenetic relationship, in particular the monophyly of the original and
the remolded tRNAs in the descendants of the remolding event (see Figure 2.5b). Most of
the standard methods of phylogeny reconstruction have been used for this purpose, includ-
ing Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) (Higgs et al., 2003), Maximum likelihood (ML)
(Rawlings et al., 2003; Su et al., 2011), Maximum Parsimony (MP) (Rawlings et al.,
2003), Neighbour-joining (NJ) (Lavrov and Lang, 2005; Wang and Lavrov, 2011; Wu
et al., 2014), and Bayesian analyses (BA) (Rawlings et al., 2003; Su et al., 2011).
The small number of positions of a tRNA, however, severely limits the phylogenetic resolu-
tion. These methods thus have been applied either to phylogenetically relatively shallow data
sets (e.g., Lavrov and Lang, 2005) or to a small selection of a wide range of taxa (e.g.,
Higgs et al., 2003). Hence, these methods seem to be impracticable for a comprehensive
large-scale search for remolding events. Furthermore, the large dissimilarity between differ-
ent alloacceptor tRNAs tends to render these methods vulnerable to long branch attraction.
ii) The second approach uses pairwise similarity of the tRNAs directly (Burger et al.,
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1995; Cedergren et al., 1980). The basic idea is to search for tRNAs with a high similar-
ity to an alloacceptor tRNA of the same species and low similarity to the isoacceptor tRNA in
a closely related species. This has been applied to the mitogenomes of demosponges using the
sequence identity in a pairwise sequence alignment as measure (Lavrov and Lang, 2005;
Wang and Lavrov, 2011).
The most prominent cases that were detected using a systematic study are the leucine
tRNA remoldings. Rawlings et al. (2003) used sequence similarity, ClustalX (Thomp-
son et al., 1997) sequence alignments, and performed phylogenetic analysis using PAUP
(Swofford, 2002) and MRBAYES (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001) to look for recruited
genes within metazoan mtDNA. They simulated the evolution of leucine tRNAs inside the
mitochondrial genomes of different species and suggested that leucine tRNA (LUUR) have
been independently remolded (at least seven times) to take the role of isoaccepting leucine
(LCUN ) within three major animal groups. Higgs et al. (2003) presented evidence that
remolding of the leucine tRNA has occurred at least five times during the evolution of ani-
mals. They tested four major animal groups, where, for each group, they selected a number
of species and created a multiple sequence alignment of the trnL1 and trnL2 genes using
ClustaW (Thompson et al., 1997). Then they constructed phylogenetic trees using PHASE
(Jow et al., 2002) with standard general reversible four-state model (GR4).
Additionally, other remolding types have been suggested by Wang and Lavrov (2011).
These authors used multiple sequence alignments and pairwise sequence similarities between
alloacceptor tRNAs (e.g., within the same species) and between isoacceptor tRNAs from
different species from both nuclear and mitochondrial genomes. Then they reconstructed
Neighbor-joining trees using PAUP (Swofford, 2002). They suggested many putative cases
of alloacceptor tRNA gene recruitment within nuclear genomes of three animal species and
multiple cases of tRNA recruitment within mitochondrial genomes of sponges.
3.5. Nucleotide skews
It is widely known that mutation rate is remarkably high in mtDNA. In comparison to
transversions, transitions account for the majority of mutations (Tamura and Nei, 1993).
It is suggested that mutations occur during the mtDNA replication. The increased amount
of mutations can be explained by the SDM model of replication which leaves the H-strand
in a single stranded state (Section 2.3).
Previous studies related the compositional asymmetry in the nucleotide distribution to
the SDM model of mtDNA replication. Reyes et al. (1998) performed base composi-
tional analyses of the H-strand protein coding genes of 25 complete mammalian mtDNA
sequences. They investigated the relationship between the time spent by the H-strand in
a single stranded state during replication (Dssh) for each of the protein coding genes and
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the base composition of all three codon position (P123) and the fourfold degenerate codons
(P4FD). They concluded that Dssh is negatively correlated with GC-skew and positively
correlated with AT -skew. They also found that the A and C frequencies increase with Dssh
while G and T decreases. Reyes et al. (1998) suggested multiple causes for the observed
variation of the skews such as transcription which also leaves the non-transcribed DNA strand
in a single-stranded state exposing it to DNA damage. However, they deduced that the signal
of the observed skew is opposite of the skews that are expected to be created by transcription
(Section 2.5).
Nucleotide skews and their relation to replication have been also investigated by Selig-
mann et al. (2006). These authors investigated the possible alternative role of tRNA genes
as L-strand replication origins within 19 complete primate mitochondrial genomes using the
linear relation between Dssh and the skews. They computed Dssh for alternative OLs as
a function of C and T abundances and created a linear regression based model to predict
alternative roles of many tRNA gene clusters. They found that the C/T quotient is signif-
icantly correlated with Dssh for many tRNA gene clusters and concluded that tRNA genes
have structural properties similar to those of the original OL that allow them to function as
alternative OL.
Krishnan et al. (2004) generated multiple sequence alignments of the mitochondrial
genes from 18 species and calculated Dssh for each position inside the alignment with respect
to its distance from OL. They then implemented a hidden Markov model (HMM) using a
phylogeny-based Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach to incorporate the
different asymmetric mutation component at each site. They found that the relative asym-
metric substitution rate of C→U→T and A→hypoxanthine(H)→G (Section 2.5) increases
linearly with Dssh which is consistent with the findings of Reyes et al. (1998).
3.6. Replication origins
Despite many previous efforts it has remained a non-trivial problem to determine the origins
of replication and trace their fate across rearrangements of the gene order even in the small
genomes of animal mitochondria.
Many computational based approaches have been used to investigate origins of replica-
tion mainly using nucleotide distributions for genomes following a θ-replication scheme, e.g.,
prokaryotic genomes. Salzberg et al. (1998) used “skewed” octamers, which are over-
represented on the leading strand, for finding replication origins. Picardeau et al. (2000)
and Arakawa et al. (2007) used the switch in polarity that can be observed in cumulative
GC or AT skew diagrams as an indicator for a replication origin. Arakawa et al. (2007)
used a noise-reduction approach based on a fast Fourier transform of the GC skew signal
and elimination of certain genomic regions thay may disrupt the compositional skew (e.g.,
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intergenic regions) to increase the prediction accuracy. These methods are not applicable to
mitogenomes because the cumulative skew diagrams do not show a V-shape (Grigoriev,
1998), which is presumably due to a non θ-type replication mechanism.
With respect to mitochondrial origins of replications, many studies tried to map the origins
of the mtDNA replication using sequence similarity based techniques. Saccone et al.
(1991) analysed the conserved sequence features of the control region within the mitochondrial
genomes of eight mammalian species. Conserved sequences blocks (CSB) and clover leaf-
like structures have been reported in this region which suggests a basic similarity in the
regulatory mechanisms in mitogenomes of these species. Sbisà et al. (1997) analysed 27
complete mammalian mitochondrial control region sequences. Two extended termination
associated sequences (TAS) conserved in all the tested species have been detected. Only one
of the CSBs has been found to be in all tested mammalian mitogenomes. Oh et al. (2007)
suggested that OH in the Oplegnathus fasciatus (Perciformes) is at the same region as in
vertebrates by identifying the characteristic of the control region such as (TAS) and (CSB).
They also mapped the OL of the same species using the assumed actual position of OL within
vertebrates (WANCY region).
Within echinoderms, replication origins have been also mapped using sequence similarities.
Scouras and Smith (2001) suggested that the largest 432 bp long non-coding region located
between trnD and trnT inside the mitogenome of Florometra serratissima exhibits sequence
similarity to the putative mitochondrial control regions seen in other animals. In addition,
the putative control region in asteroids is suggested to be located between trnT and rrnL
(Asakawa et al., 1995; Smith et al., 1990). In echinoids, the origin of replication has
been suggested to be between trnT and trnP suggesting a similarity in the mechanism of
replication initiation between echinoderms and vertebrate mtDNAs (Jacobs et al., 1989).
Within insects, the AT-content and the folding capability have been used to identify mito-
chondrial origins of replication. Fahrein et al. (2007) reported that the largest non-coding
region inside the mitogenome of Pseudocellus pearsei can be considered as the putative con-
trol region based on sequence similarities with other arthropods. Dermauw et al. (2009)
assumed that the non-coding region in the mitogenome of Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus
can function as a control region. This assumption was made based on the high AT-content
of this region and its ability to form stable stem-loop secondary structures.
3.7. RAxML and phylogenetic analysis
Phylogenetics is the study of evolutionary relationships between groups of organisms using
molecular sequences and morphological data. It explains the history of organismal lineages
as they change through time.
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Despite the algorithmic complexity and the high-computational cost, maximum likelihood
(ML) is widely used in phylogenetic inference problems. Many fast and accurate programs to
infer phylogeny such as PHYML (Guindon et al., 2010), IQPNNI (Minh et al., 2005), and
RAxML (Stamatakis et al., 2005) have been developed.
RAxML (Randomized Axelerated Maximum Likelihood) is a heuristic, popular, fast, and
memory efficient program for Maximum Likelihood-based inference of large phylogenetic
trees. It uses a multiple sequence alignment and optimizes the likelihood of the starting
tree which includes all the sequences. Then it performs standard subtree rearrangements




4. Mitochondrial origins of replication
The comprehensive understanding of mitochondrial genome evolution requires a detailed
mechanistic picture of mitogenomic replication. Despite many previous efforts it has re-
mained a non-trivial problem to determine the origins of replication and trace their fate
across rearrangements of the gene order even in the small genomes of animal mitochondria.
The prediction of the mitochondrial origins of replication is important to understand the
process and mechanism of mitogenomic replication. Most available methods rely on sequence
similarities or direct assignment of non-coding regions as control regions (see Section 3.6).
This might be misleading given that sequence similarity might not necessarily indicate a
functional origin of replication.
Reyes et al. (1998) observed that a negative correlation exists between the GC skew
(measured on the L-strand) and the time that the H-strand spends single stranded during
replication according to the SDM (Section 2.3). Based on this assumption, the coupling of the
nucleotide skews with replication suggests that it should be possible to estimate the position
of the replication origins directly from position-wise nucleotide frequency data. However, no
attempts have been explicitly made to use the nucleotide skew data and its linear relation to
Dssh in the light of the SDM to predict the origins of replication throughout deuterostomes.
The linear relation has been previously used by Seligmann et al. (2006) to investigate
the possible role of tRNAs as light-strand origins in primate mitogenomes. They computed
linear regression of C and T abundances as a function of the time that the H-strand spends
single stranded when computed for alternative OLs. They found significant correlations of
the C/T quotient with the time spent single stranded for many tRNA gene clusters. They
concluded that tRNA genes have properties similar to those of OL that allow them to function
as alternative OL.
In this chapter, the elaboration has been made based on the observation that the GC skew
is correlated withDssh. This effect has been explained as a consequence of the standard model
of mitochondrial DNA replication, i.e., the strand displacement model (Section 2.3). Based
on this model a computational method to derive the positions of both the heavy strand and
the light strand origins from nucleotide skew data has been developed. In a comprehensive
survey of deuterostome mitochondria the method has been used to infer conserved replication
origins for the vast majority of vertebrates and cephalochordates.
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4.1. Determination of the nucleotide skew data
The complete set of mitochondrial genome sequences from the RefSeq release 58 (Pruitt
et al., 2004) has been used. Tunicata and Hemichordata are not considered here because
of their heavily rearranged mitogenomes. 81 genomes of unusual length (see Appendix A),
that violate
∣∣l − µ1/2∣∣ > 2σ, have been excluded in order to avoid alignment artifacts (l is the
genome size, µ1/2 and σ are median and standard deviation of the chordate (or echinoderms)
genome sizes, respectively). Sequences of species that have the same gene order (for protein
coding genes and rRNAs) have been grouped based on the NCBI taxonomy (Sayers et al.,
2009). The reconstruction of the rearrangements on the phylogeny given by the NCBI tax-
onomy has been conducted using TreeREx (Bernt et al., 2008b). Phylogenetic trees were
drawn using Newick Utilities (Junier and Zdobnov, 2010).
All mitogenomes have been re-annotated with MITOS (Bernt et al., 2012b) to guarantee
consistent annotations and to avoid annotation errors present in RefSeq (Boore, 2006). In
the following cases the MITOS annotation has been manually adjusted: (i) Genes missing from
the final annotation were added using the information on candidates that were detected in the
first pass of MITOS but have been removed because of conflicts with other genes. In all cases
genes were added at positions that agreed with the RefSeq annotations if present. (ii) Copies
of genes with inferior score have been removed. (iii) Split genes annotated due to frameshifts
(e.g., nad3 in Testudines) were combined to a single feature. Five mitochondrial genomes with
missing genes were excluded from the analysis (see Appendix A). Two more genomes have
been removed for which MITOS produced an error (see Appendix A). To allow for an alignment
of the whole mitogenomes and comparison, the sequences and their annotations were shifted
such that they start with the start codon of nad1. The gene was chosen because it is far away
from candidate origins in all mitogenomes considered here except for Aulostomus chinensis.
A multiple sequence alignment was constructed for each of the groups using ClustalW (v2.1)
with default parameters (Larkin et al., 2007). Groups consisting of one species, such
as Xenoturbella, were treated as an alignment of a single species. In order to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio, alignments of groups of phylogenetically closely related genomes have
been used instead of considering individual species separately whenever possible. Groups
with insufficient alignment quality have been subdivided to the order level to create reliable
alignments (e.g Neoteleostei). The positions of the protein coding genes were transformed to
alignment coordinates. For each of the protein coding genes, the common sequence positions
have been subdivided into non-overlapping windows of size 250 nt and incomplete windows
have been ignored. For each window, the AT and GC skews have been calculated for the L-
strand, i.e., the one given in RefSeq, using the nucleotide count in the window (Figure 4.1).
The average of the mid-positions of the individual sequences falling into a window in the
alignment is used as its position. Non-coding RNAs were not considered due to their high
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max-start min-end max-start min-end
nad1 nad2
Figure 4.1. – Sketch representing the method; dashed lines represent sequences; thick
lines represent the start and end of each gene; the gray shaded areas rep-
resent the windows; Blue (red) dots represent the individual starts (ends)
of each gene. Each gene is divided into multiple windows of length=250
nt; parts of the genes where windows do not fit are ignored (e.g nad2 ).
sequence conservation (Pütz et al., 2007). Furthermore, tRNAs are much smaller than the
window size chosen here.
4.2. Calculation of the Time Spent Single Stranded
Two assumptions are made in the strand displacement model to relate the time Dssh that
a position p is single stranded to its position in the genome: (i) the standard model of
replication as discussed in Section 2.3 and (ii) independence of the rate of replication from
strand and position. Dssh calculations performed in Reyes et al. (1998) are based on the
default mammalian consensus for the position of the replication origins. Thus, their equations
only considered two possible scenarios for the position of the replication origins. Seligmann
et al. (2006) presented an extension of the equations presented in Reyes et al. (1998)
while looking for alternative OLs. In this section, I present an extended formulation of the
Dssh that is calculated easily for an arbitrary sequence position p given the positions of the





d(OH , p) ≤ d(OH , OL) (4.1a)
2 · d(p,OH)
L
d(OH , p) > d(OH , OL) and d(OH , OL) < L/2 (4.1b)
L− 2 · d(OL, p)
L
d(OH , p) > d(OH , OL) and d(OH , OL) ≥ L/2 (4.1c)
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Here d is the distance measured in terms of nucleotide positions in the direction of the H-
strand replication. Genomic coordinate system has been chosen such that positions increase
in the direction of H-strand replication remarking that Dssh depends on l-x (where l is the
genome length) rather than the sequence position x itself because the RefSeq coordinate
system is oriented opposite to the direction of the H-strand replication. The basic idea is
to count the number Pssh of replicated positions from the time at which position p on the
H-strand becomes single stranded until it becomes double stranded again. This value is then
normalized by the length of the mitogenome which gives Dssh as a measure for the time spent
single stranded by the H-strand.
In order to calculate Dssh as in Equation 4.1 two major cases need to be considered (Fig-
ure 4.2):
(i) The position p is between OH and OL (in the direction of the H-strand replication),
see Figure 4.2a and 4.2b). That is, d(OH , p) ≤ d(OH , OL). In this case p stays single
stranded for the amount of time that the H-strand replication needs to reach OL from
p plus the time that the L-strand replication needs to return to p, i.e., Pssh = 2d(p,OL)
(Equation 4.1a).
(ii) The position p is between OL and OH , i.e., d(OH , p) > d(OH , OL). In this case the H-
strand replication reaches OL and triggers the L-strand replication before the position
p is reached. Here two sub-cases need to be considered:
(a) If d(OH , OL) < 12L (Figure 4.2d), the L-strand replication reaches OH first and
stalls until the H-strand replication finishes. Hence, the L-stand replication can
continue immediately after the arrival of the H-strand replication and 2d(p,OH)
gives the number of positions that are replicated during the single stranded state
(Pssh) (Equation 4.1b).
(b) If d(OH , OL) ≥ 12L (Figure 4.2c) then the H-strand replication reaches OH first
and a position between OL and OH needs to wait until the L-strand replication
reaches OH in addition to the time needed to replicate the positions between p
and OH . Let p′ be the position of the L-strand replication when the H-strand
replication reaches p. Then p is single stranded until L-strand replication reaches
p starting from p′, i.e., the number of nucleotides from p′ to p in the direction of
the L-strand replication which is equal to L− 2d(OL, p) (Equation 4.1c).
The case covered by Equation 4.1b assumes that the L-strand replication stalls at OH
until the H-strand is exposed by H-strand replication. This assumption was implicitly made
previously by Seligmann et al. (2006) and Reyes et al. (1998) and might be supported
by the observation that the initiation and synthesis of the L-strand replication occurs only
on the single stranded H-strand template. However, this has been evaluated only for the
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Figure 4.2. – Illustration of the Dssh calculations; dashed lines illustrate the number of
nucleotides that are replicated by H/L-strand replication while p is single
stranded as described in the text; direction of the H-strand replication is
indicated. A detailed explanation of each case can be found in the text.
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configuration of OH and OL that is assumed for mammals (e.g. Clayton, 1996) where this
problem does not exist given the current known positions of OH and OL within mammal mi-
togenomes (Section 2.3). Hence, it is also conceivable that the arriving L-strand does not stall
in other cases. This case can be considered by using Equation 4.2 instead of Equation 4.1b.
The alternative scenario, i.e., that L-strand replication does not stall at OH , is considered.
Let x be the position directly opposite of OL, i.e., d(OL, x) = L/2. Since the H- and L-strand
replication leave OL at the same time they will meet at x. Then two cases can be considered.
(i) A position p between OL and x is single stranded for the time that the H-strand
replication needs to reach x and L-strand replication to return to p: Dssh = 2d(p, x)/L.
(ii) Since a position between x and OH is reached first by the L-strand replication the
L-strand becomes single stranded until L-strand replication reaches x and H-strand
replication returned to p. Hence the time the L-strand spends single stranded Dssl =
2d(x,p)
L . The asymmetric mutation process acts in all other cases on the H-strand and
therefore leads to a smaller GC skew values (measured on the L-strand) with increasing
Dssh. In this case the same process acts on the L-strand and thus leads to greater GC
skew values with increasing Dssl. The time a position spends double stranded (Dds)
has been used for the calculations, because the GC decreases with increasing Dds (as in
the other cases with Dssh). Dds is given for this case as Dds = (2d(x,OH)−Dssl)/L =
2d(p,OH)/L.
Concluding, 
2 · d(p, x)
L
d(OL, p) < d(OL, x) (4.2a)
2 · d(p,OH)
L
d(OL, p) ≥ d(OL, x) (4.2b)
is used instead of Equation 4.1b to accomodate the non stalling case. Note that, only Equa-
tion 4.2a differs from the original case. Hence the two alternatives differ for d(OL, p) <
d(OL, x) by d(x,OH)/L. Equation 4.2b measures the time that position p is double stranded
after the arrival of the L-strand replication at OH until the complete replication is finished.
The reason is that in this case, the L-strand is single stranded which leads to an increase of
the GC-skew with increasing Dssh. However, this would interrupt the linear relation that is
based on decreasing GC-skew with increasing Dssh. Thus, Equation 4.2b is used in this case
to keep the negative linear relation with the GC skew.
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Figure 4.3. – Linear regression fit for the Dssh and GC skews for OH=11586 and
OL=2186 which has minimum SSE for the primate data set.
4.3. Linear Regression Analysis
For a given pair of positions (i, j), with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ l, standard linear regression is used to
determine the relation of the nucleotide skews and Dssh, where Dssh is computed using i
and j as position of the H- and L-strand replication origins, respectively. All computations
are performed in R (R Core Team, 2012). The implementation is available at https:
//www.bioinf.uni-leipzig.de/working/13-034. An example of a particular regression
line for the GC skew is shown in Figure 4.3. The sum of squared errors (SSEs) is used for
evaluation. In order to determine the position of the replication origins the regression analysis
has been performed systematically for all pairs (i, j) using a step size of 200 nt. Points (i, j)
for which the linear regression predicted a positive slope for the GC skew have been rejected
from the results.
The significance of the SSEs obtained for a combination of putative replication origins (i, j)
was assessed with a permutation test. To this end, the skew values were randomly reassigned
to the Dssh values. Empirical p-values were then calculated from the distribution of linear
regressions errors for 100 randomized data sets for each combination of OH and OL.
4.4. Differentiating the Origins
Using the method described above the SSEs obtained for (i, j) and (j, i) are often very similar
and both significant, i.e., it is hard to determine the type of the origin (L/H). The reason is
that in many cases the Dssh calculation is symmetric or deviates only slightly with respect
to switched OH and OL.
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Using the stalling case, switching OH and OL exchanges the configurations corresponding
to: i) Cases 4.1a and 4.1b which give equal results for switched positions of the replication ori-
gins and ii) Cases 4.1a and 4.1c which differ by |d(OH , OL)− d(OL, OH)| /L. In the extreme
case that all positions are compliant with the former symmetric case, there is no variation in
the Dssh which results in an equal regression and SSEs. In the other extreme, i.e., all points
are in the latter case, all data points are shifted by a constant value depending on OH , OL,
and L. Thus, the linear regression will only differ in intercept but slope and SSE will not
change. In both extreme cases OH and OL are indistinguishable by the method. Usually
the two cases are mixed, i.e., for some data points Dssh is constant and for the remaining
it is shifted by a constant. Hence, the results of the regression are changed depending on
the number of data points that are in the two cases as well as their actual values and the
magnitude of the shifting (i.e., OH , OL, and L). Assuming the putative positions of the repli-
cation origins for the typical chordate mitogenome only few data points, i.e., those stemming
from nad1 and nad2, have a different Dssh value for switched origin positions. Therefore, the
outcomes of the linear regression can be expected to be highly similar.
When the alternative described by Equation 4.2 (i.e., the continuous case) is used the
symmetry is further reduced. This is because for all positions in the half of the mitogenome
following OL, i.e., for d(OH , OL) < L/2, Dssh also differs by |d(OH , OL)− d(OL, OH)| /L.
4.5. Results and discussion
The linear regression based approach for the detection of the replication origins has been
applied to all 67 data sets that include all available mitogenomes of Vertebrata and basal
Deuterostome/Chordate clades with moderately rearranged mitogenomes. To the best of my
knowledge, experimental data on the positions of the replication origins have been published
for only five key chordate species and one echinoderm species (see Appendix A). RefSeq
annotations, furthermore, usually do not specify the position of OH , but instead indicate the
much larger control region, while the position of the OL often is annotated. For a systematic,
quantitative evaluation of the predictions, the control region as annotated in RefSeq has
been used as an approximation of the position of OH (Section 4.5.7). Then a more detailed
qualitative comparison of the results is performed. If not stated otherwise, results that have
been obtained using Equation 4.1 are presented. Since the replication origins are known for
the human mitogenome, the primates have been used as a test case. The results are described
in detail in Section 4.5.1. For nearly all Vertebrate groups the results of the method follow the
same pattern as found for the primate data set. Therefore these are not described in detail
(see Appendix A). Deviations from the primate pattern are described in Sections 4.5.3-4.5.5
for Sarcopterygii, Actinopterygii, and basal Deuterostomes. A phylogenetic interpretation
of these findings is given in Section 4.6. The differences between the results obtained using
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Equation 4.1 and 4.2 are discussed in Section 4.5.6. The results of all datasets can be found in
Appendix A.2 and Appendix A.3 for the cases considered in Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.2,
respectively.
4.5.1. Chordates
The control region, i.e., the major non-coding region within metazoan mitogenomes (see Sec-
tion 2.2), is thought to contain the origin of the H-strand replication, termination-associated
sequence (TAS), conserved sequence block (CSB), transcription promoters, and binding sites
for important regulatory proteins (Nass, 1995). The D-loop (often used as synonym for
control region) is formed by a three-stranded displacement (D) loop structure created by a
nascent short H-strand which displaces the parental H-strand (Saccone et al., 1991).
Previous studies have experimentally investigated the position of the replication origins
in the mitochondrial genome of humans, mouse, rat, bovine, and chicken (see Appendix A).
Clayton (1982) used electron microscopy and centrifugal analysis to map the replication
origins of the mitochondrial DNA within mouse L cells. He suggested that OH is located
within the D-loop region which is formed by the synthesis of a short daughter H-strand that
remains connected with the parental circle. He also suggested that the location of the D-loop
region is identical in both mouse and human cells. Martens and Clayton (1979) mapped
the OL at about 2/3 of the genome length after OH within mouse mitochondrial genome from
mouse L cells. Anderson et al. (1981) and Hixson et al. (1986) suggested that OL in
human is located after two third of the genome length within a cluster of five tRNA genes
called the WANCY region. Gadaleta et al. (1989) sequenced the mitochondrial genome of
Rattus norvegicus. They suggested that the D-loop region is located between trnP and trnF,
i.e., in the large non-coding region, and that OL is located in the WANCY region between
nad2 and cox1. King and Low (1987) suggested that the D-loop region of the bovine
mitochondrial genome is located between trnP and trnF. Nass (1995) used chromatographic
analysis and electron microscopy to map OH in the mitochondrial genome of chicken. They
suggested that OH is located 12 nt downstream of CSB1 inside the 781 nt D-loop region.
The results of the linear regression analysis for 77 primates species showed a signal that is
consistent with the replication origin positions described in the literature (see above). That is,
for all pairs of positions with OH in the control region and OL between cox1 and nad2 small
SSE values (SSE ≤ 0.59, p ≤ 0.001) are found that are close to the minimum SSE (0.56),
see Figure 4.4-a which shows the results for primates. The results clearly indicate that OL is
between cox1 and nad2, i.e., the most significant results (p ≤ 0.001) and in particular those
with minimum SSEs are found within three windows in this region. For OH a rather large
region with small SSEs (p < 0.001) has been found. This region spans from nad6 to nad1
and is interrupted by a small less significant area with higher SSEs inside cob. The control
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region is included in this region. The global minimum of the regression error includes six
points which are located between nad6 and cob, i.e., outside of the control region.
Surprisingly, the broad region predicted for OH is in agreement with the prediction of
a broad initiation zone of the H-strand replication that extends over the control region
which was made for mammal and bird mitogenomes in the light of the bidirectional strand
coupled replication model (Bowmaker et al., 2003). However, this model disagrees with
the SDM and RITOLS models of replication in most aspects. Since the predictions of the
OL position are all in a very narrow region that is in agreement with the OL position given
in the literature, it appears to be implausible that the prediction of a broad region for OH
is a statistical artifact. Dssh has been calculated for one of the six points (OH = 11586
and OL = 2186) with minimum SSE (Figure 4.3). The data confirms the strong correlation
(slope = −0.27, intercept = −0.27, Pearson correlation −0.59 (p = 2.8 ·10−5), and R2 = 0.35
(p = 6.8 · 10−5)) between the GC skew and the Dssh previously observed in Reyes et al.
(1998).
Seligmann et al. (2006) used multiple linear regression to test for the putative alternative
role of tRNA genes as light strand origins in 19 primate species. They considered each tRNA
gene as possible OL and calculated the corresponding Dssh values based on the standard
model of replication discussed above. They detected statistically significant regression for
C/T as a function of Dssh for many tRNA gene clusters. They also reported significant
regression coefficients for some tRNAs (e.g., trnE ) that are better than those of the regular
OL position. Some tRNAs (e.g., trnN ) have been found to be able to fold (in silico) into
stem loop structures similar to those of the regular OL. The analysis supports no significant
positions for OL other than the position between nad2 and cox1 and the position opposite
to the expected positions for the replication origins.
The SSEs and the p-values for the primates group (Figure 4.4-a) clearly show (imperfect)
symmetry with respect to switched OH and OL positions. For instance for OL between
nad6 and rrnL, OH between cox1 and nad2 has also a slightly smaller significant SSE (see
Section 4.4 for more details), the difference for the six positions reporting minimum SSEs
and the opposite positions is on average 0.03 (standard deviation 6.6 · 10−3).
For most other groups of chordates, qualitatively similar results were obtained, see Fig-
ure 4.9 for an overview, strongly supporting conserved positions of the replication origins
throughout the majority of chordate lineages. There are some clades where the analyses
show clear deviations from the consensus pattern which are discussed in the following sec-
tions. Not surprisingly, these are sometimes associated with rearrangements of the gene
order.
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Figure 4.4. – Heat map of the linear regression error (SSE) for all the combination of
OH and OL with a step size of 200 nt shown for a) Primates, b) Percoidei
WSG, c) M. saxatilis, d) A. fragilis, e) C. taiouanus, and f) B. nectabanus
(shown are only negative slopes of GC skew); positions with minimum
SSE are indicated with a dot; numbers on the x-axis and y-axis are po-
sitions on the genome; gene annotation is given on the margins; arrows
show the RefSeq positions of OH and/or OL (when available); colours
indicate the different p− value levels.
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Figure 4.5. – Heat map of the linear regression error SSE for all combination of OH
and OL for (a) Ophiura albida and (b) Neogymnocrinus richeri
4.5.2. Echinoderms
Echinoderms (Echinodermata) are a group of marine invertebrates that includes star fish,
sea lilies, feather stars, brittle stars as well as sea cucumbers and sea urchins. There are
about 7000 species of echinoderms alive today (Ruppert and Barnes, 1994). In contrast
to chordates, in the mitogenomes of echinoderms several rearrangement events have been
observed (Perseke et al., 2008; Scouras and Smith, 2001; Shen et al., 2009).
The D-loop region of the sea urchin mitochondrial genome is thought to be in the sin-
gle NCR region located within a tRNA gene cluster between nad1 and rrnS genes. This
region is thought to contain the origin of the H-strand replication suggesting a similar repli-
cation initiation mechanism as in vertebrates mitochondrial genomes (Jacobs et al., 1989;
Matsumoto et al., 1974).
Experimental evidence on the position of the replication origins of the sea urchin mi-
togenome have been shown using two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (Mayhook et al.,
1992). These authors suggested that OH is located within the non-coding region where a
short D-loop has been detected in sea urchin egg mitogenomes (Jacobs et al., 1989). Fur-
thermore, Mayhook et al. (1992) suggested that OL is located within a major H-strand
replication pause site between the atp6 and cox3 genes. Other studies tried to map the repli-
cation origins within echinoderms mitochondrial genomes using sequence similarity. A short
review can be found in Section 3.6.
The results for the echinoderms (Figure 4.7) seem to be different from the pattern that is
observed for most of the chordates. Figure 4.6 shows a significant difference in the results
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Figure 4.6. – Differences between RefSeq annotations and the predicted positions of OH
assuming L-strand replication does not stall (Cont) or does stall (Stall)
at OH ; median value is shown inside each box.
when using Equation 4.1 or Equation 4.2, i.e., assuming that the L-strand stalls or does not
stall at OH . No OL annotations have been found in RefSeq and thus a comparison was not
possible.
4.5.2.1. Eleutherozoa
The group Echinozoa is characterized by an inverse transposition of (nad1,nad2 ) and rrnL.
Perseke et al. (2010) suggested that the control region for this group is located in the
non-coding region between rrnS and nad1 genes with differences in size between the two
subgroups of Echinozoa (echinoids: 121-136 bp and holothuroid: 421-454 bp). It can be
observed that the results for this group using both Equation 4.1 (Appendix A.2, Section 59)
and Equation 4.2 (Appendix A.3, Section 59) seem to be consistent with the literature but
also symmetrically switched. OL has been detected in the region including rrnS and nad1
and OH within nad4 with a significant p-value ≤ 0.01.
The gene order of species inside the class Ophiuridea is characterized by an inversion of all
of the protein coding genes (except cob)(Perseke et al., 2010). The putative control region
of Ophiura albida is thought to be located in the non-coding region between the nad6 and cob
genes. Moreover, the gene order of this species differes from the Ophiuridea gene order by
another inversion of nad1, nad2, and cob (Perseke et al., 2010, 2008) and Figure 4.7. The
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Figure 4.7. – Phylogenetic tree for Echinodermata groups included in the analysis; re-
arrangements are indicated by symbols on the edges; * indicate a possible
symmetrical switch in the results.
results of this species using both Equation 4.1 (Figure 4.5a) and Equation 4.2 (Appendix A.3,
Section 62) are consistent with the replication origins suggested in the literature (Perseke
et al., 2010). OH has been found in a rather larger region with small SSEs (p < 0.001)
ranging from nad6 to the start of nad1. OL has been detected inside the nad1 gene.
The gene order of the group Gnathophiurina is the default Ophiuridea consensus. The
RefSeq annotations of Ophiopholis aculeata indicate a putative D-loop region between nad6
and rrnL. This has been supported by Perseke et al. (2010). A similar position of a
putative replication origin is annotated in the RefSeq annotations of Amphipholis squamata
and also supported by Perseke et al. (2010). The results seem to be symmetrically
switched using Equation 4.1. OH has been detected between nad1 and cox1 and OL within
nad5 (Appendix A.2, Section 61). However, using Equation 4.2, the symmetry seems to be
vanished. OH has been found within nad5 and OL has been detected between nad1 and cox1
(Appendix A.3, Section 61).
The putative replication origin of the group Asteroidea WSG which have the default
Eleutherozoa gene order is thought to be located between rrnS and rrnL (Matsubara
et al., 2005). Yasuda et al. (2006) suggested that the putative control region of Acan-
thaster planci and Acanthaster brevispinus which are included in this group, is between rrnS
and rrnL. A similar location for a putative replication origin has been suggested by Asakawa
et al. (1995) for the mitogenome of Patiria pectinifera. Using Equation 4.1, OH has been
detected within nad1 and OL within rrnS with small SSEs (p < 0.001). In addition, the
region spanning rrnL, rrnS and parts of nad2 seems to be highly significant (p < 0.001)
suggesting that the results are similar to the literature but have been symmetrically switched
for this group. While using Equation 4.2, i.e., OL does not stall, the results slightly differs,
i.e., OL within nad2 and OH within cox1.
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The gene order of the group Asteroidea differs from the gene order of Eleutherozoa by an
inversion of the rrnL gene. The putative replication origin within mitogenomes of this group
has been also suggested to be between rrnS and rrnL. The results of this group seem to
be symmetrically switched using Dssh Equation 4.2, i.e., assuming that OL does not stall.
OH is found between nad1 and cox1 and OL between nad2 and rrnL. However, using Dssh
Equation 4.1, OH has been predicted within nad6 and cob and OL within nad2 which is
similar to the chordate default positions of replication origins suggesting a similar replication
mechanism.
In conclusion, disregarding the symmetrical switch, the results for both Asteroidea groups
and using both methods (with the exception of Asteroidea in stalling mode), seem to be
consistent (with some deviations) with the suggested literature, i.e., OH between rrnL and
rrnS but the predictions deviates towards nad2. OL has been predicted in the region between
nad1 and cox1 with some deviations towards cox1 (Appendix A.3, Section 63) or nad1
(Appendix A.2, Section 63).
Perseke et al. (2010) reported a transposition of the rrnS gene within the mitogenome
of Astrospartus mediterraneus. These findings did not match the suggestion for the rear-
rangement reconstruction for this species. The results presented in this study suggests that a
transposition of the rrnL has occurred within the mitogenome (Figure 4.7). Rearrangement
reconstructions are based on the correctness of the phylogenetic tree and the NCBI recon-
structed tree that is used here is different from the one described in Perseke et al. (2010).
This might explain the contradiction of the results. However, the phylogeny of echinoderms
is still debated (Kondo and Akasaka, 2012; Mah and Blake, 2012). The replication
origin in the mitogenome of Astrospartus mediterraneus has been suggested to be within the
589 bp NCR located at the 5′ end of the nad6 gene (Perseke et al., 2010). Addition-
ally, two other (smaller) non-coding regions have been found. The results of this group have
been symmetrically switched. Using Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.2, OH has been detected
between the nad1 and the cox1 genes and OL was found within nad4 (Appendix A.3 and
Appendix A.2, Section 60).
In conclusion, for most of the groups within Eleutherozoa, the prediction favorises OL
between nad1 and cox1. This location differs from the default primate position of OL (i.e.,
between nad2 and cox1 ). This is probably a consequence of the inverse transposition of
nad1, nad2 and rrnL at the root of the Eleutherozoa. However, for OH a variety of differing
positions have been found which can possibly be related to the high number of rearrangements
events that happend within this group.
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4.5.2.2. Articulata
The species Neogymnocrinus richeri is characterized by a transposition of the nad4l gene
which has been thought to be unique among animals (Scouras and Smith, 2006). The
putative control region of this species is suggested to be between cob and rrnS and is thought
to be inverted in the crinoid lineage (Scouras and Smith, 2006). Using Dssh in Equa-
tion 4.1, OL has been detected within nad4 and OH within cox1 (Figure 4.5b). However,
using Equation 4.2 OL has been predicted in a different position (within rrnL) (Appendix A.3,
Section 65).
The group ComatulidaWSG consists of two species Florometra serratissima and Phanogenia
gracilis which both have the default Articulata gene order. The putative control region of
Florometra serratissima is suggested to be within a 12 tRNA gene cluster located between
rrnS and cob (Perseke et al., 2008; Scouras and Smith, 2001). The same location of
the control region is indicated in the RefSeq annotation of Phanogenia gracilis. Assuming
that OL does stall i.e., Dssh in Equation 4.1, OH has been found between rrnS and rrnL
which is consistent (with slight deviation) with the literature and OL between nad3 and
nad4 (Appendix A.2, Section 66). However, using Dssh in Equation 4.2 i.e., OL does not
stall, OH has been found within cox1 and OL within rrnL suggesting that the results have
been symmetrically switched (Appendix A.3, Section 66).
The gene order of Antedon mediterranea differs from the Articulata gene order by a trans-
position of the nad4l gene (Perseke et al., 2008). These authors suggested that the control
region of this species is located between rrnS and cob. Assuming both Dssh in Equation 4.1
and Equation 4.2, OH has been detected within nad1 and OL within nad4 (Appendix A.2
and Appendix A.3, Section 67). These predictions might be biased by the inverted control
region suggested by (Scouras and Smith, 2006). This will switch the sign of the GC-skew
along the genome and thus the results are expected to be inconsistent with the literature with
respect to the negative correlation of the GC-skew with Dssh (i.e., the GC-skew is expected
to increase with Dssh in the case of an inverted control region).
4.5.3. Deviations among Sarcopterygii
The gene order of the Cervus taiouanus mitogenome differs from the other Cetartiodactyla by
an inversion of the nad6 gene. The RefSeq annotation mentioned that the D-loop is located
between cob and rrnS which is found to be not significant within the results (Figure 4.4-e).
Anguis fragilis has an inverted transposition of nad6 and cob which made its gene order
different than the default chordate pattern. It should be noted that in the RefSeq annotation
of this species, three tandem repeats of the control region are mentioned. The results obtained
for the two sequences are very similar (Figure 4.4-d and e). A significant region within the
nad5 gene which also includes a small part of nad6 with a p-value ≤ 0.01 for OH and between
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nad2 and cox1 for OL has been detected. The positions with minimum SSE have been
symmetrically switched. Using Dssh in Equation 4.2, the results for both species changed.
The region with significant p-value (≤ 0.001) and the smallest SSE has been detected in (or
close to) the control region for both OH and OL, see Appendix A (see Section 4.4 for an
explanation).
4.5.4. Deviations among Actinopterygii
In a few cases, predictions deviate from those made for primates even though the gene order
shows no rearrangement of the protein coding or rRNA genes. The control region and replica-
tion origins of Percoidei with standard gene order (WSG) have been suggested to be conform
to the chordate consensus (Cheng et al., 2012; Oh et al., 2007). Instead of the canonical
position between cob and rrnS the method places the best candidate for OH between nad6
and cob, while we agree with the literature on the position of OL (Figure 4.4-b). It may be
the case that the shift in the position of OH is a consequence of a rather poor alignment
quality in the control region due to missing CSBs in the control regions of some of the species
included in the alignment (Cheng et al., 2012; Cui et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2011).
Morone saxatilis (Percoidei) has undergone a transposition of nad6 and cob genes. Williams
et al. (2012) suggested that this amounts to a translocation of the nad6 gene inside of the
control region and proposed that OH is located between nad6 and cob (consistent also with
the homology-based prediction of OH with MITOS), while OL is found between cox1 and nad2.
The results not only favor an alternative location for OH within nad5 but also show a pro-
nounced local minimum of the regression error between nad6 and cob. However, for this data
set most positions of OH where OL is between cox1 and nad2 yield a small error with high
significance (p < 0.01) (Figure 4.4-c). When Equation 4.2 is used for this species the OH is
predicted close to OL, i.e., within cox1.
The control region in the mitogenome of Bregmaceros nectabanus is thought to be similar
as in vertebrates (Miya et al., 2003). RefSeq annotations suggest that a part of the control
region of this species is located in the region directly after nad6. The results show that the
significant p-value for OH is located within the nad6 gene and extends to the small non-
coding region before rrnS, which is similar to the RefSeq annotations (Figure 4.4-f). OL was
predicted in the region between nad1 and cox2 which is also consistent with the OL position
within vertebrates.
The annotation of the Aulostomus chinensis mitogenome suggests that the control region
is located between nad1 and cob (which is consistent with MITOS the predictions). MITOS
also predicted a second OH in the region between rrnL and cox1. The RefSeq annotation
also suggests that the region between nad2 and rrnS is similar to the control region. The
results indicate OL in the region spanning nad4 and nad5 but the regions with small SSEs
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Figure 4.8. – Phylogenetic tree of the groups included in the analysis; Tree was taken
from NCBI taxonomy, except for the placement of Hyperoartia; Rear-
rangements are shown on the edges with symbols as mentioned in the
legend (Figure 4.9a); green circles represent groups that have the same
replication origin signal as in Primates. Figure 4.9 contains the results
for Actinopterygii and Sarcopterygii groups.
are nearly everywhere except close to the rRNAs. Dssh, Equation 4.2, gave similar results
for A. chinensis. Albula glossodonta (Albuliformes) has been reported in Fonseca et al.
(2008) to have an inverted non-functional control region. The inverted replication has been
tested but no clear result of the origins has been detected which suggests that replication
origins are indeed not functional within this species and maybe some other replication modes
are at work.
4.5.5. Basal Deuterostomes
An overview of the results for basal deuterostomes can be found in Figure 4.8. For lampreys
(Hyperoartia) OH is predicted in the region between nad6 and cob (p < 0.001) in accordance
with Lee and Kocher (1995). These authors observed that this control region is divided
into two non-coding regions separated by tRNAs. The resolution of the method is insufficient
to locate OH in one of the two parts. Instead, it highlights the entire region. The putative
location of OL between nad2 and cox1 is compliant with the predictions made for Primates
(Appendix A.2, Section 3). The minimum SSE is observed at switched positions. The results
of this group changed using Dssh in Equation 4.2, i.e., OH in rrnL (Appendix A.3, Section 3).
Eptatretus burgeri (Hyperotreti) shares the gene order of primates. Delarbre et al.
(2002) suggested that this species has a 1858 nt long control region, located between cob and
rrnS characterized by four repeats on the 5′ part but did not propose a position for OL.
A significant signal for OH between nad6 and rrnL can be observed. There are, however,
also additional (OH , OL) combinations with good significance values, which can not rejected
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based on this method. The minimum SSE has been detected between nad6 and cob for the
position of OH . OL was predicted to fall into a broad region between cob and rrnL. Note,
that there is a weakly significant result similar to the area found usually, e.g., in primates
(Appendix A.2 and Appendix A.3, Section 12).
Cephalochordate mitogenomes are thought to replicate from a similar non-coding region
as in primates (Nohara et al., 2005). It should be noted that there is no experimental ev-
idence on the exact position of the control region within cephalochordates. The group Asym-
metron (Cephalochordata) is characterized by a transposition of the block (cox2,atp8,atp6 )
with (cox3,nad3 ) and an inversion of nad5 and nad6. The results show that a significant
p-value was detected in the region starting from cob and including some parts of nad1 for OH
with a minimum error value. A significant p-value of ≤ 0.001 was detected for OL within nad1.
The RefSeq annotation of Asymmetron lucayanum suggests that the control region of this
species is between cox1 and cox3 which might explain the extension of the signal until nad1
(Appendix A.2, Section 40). Using Dssh in Equation 4.2, the results of this groups changed.
OH has been detected between nad2 and cox1 and OL has been detected within rrnL with
a p-value < 0.001 (Appendix A.3, Section 40). The results for Cephalochordata WSG group
suggest that the OH of this group is in the region containing nad1, nad2, rrnS, and rrnL.
OL has been predicted within cox3 with a minimum SSE within nad1 (Appendix A.2, Sec-
tion 39). Other studies suggested that some species within this group lack the control region
(Branchiostoma lanceolatum and Branchiostoma floridae) (Boore et al., 1999; Spruyt
et al., 1998). Assuming that OL does not stall, i.e., Dssh in Equation 4.2, the results of this
group changed also. OH has been detected between atp6 and cox3 while OL is within nad1
(p-value < 0.05) (Appendix A.3, Section 39).
For many clades, a near symmetry of the regression errors upon exchanging OL and OH
has been found since only the Dssh measurements of nad1 and nad2 are sensitive to the
exchange of OL and OH positions in the particular arrangement of the chordate consensus
(see Section 4.4 for the technical details). These groups are marked with a star (*) in the
tree. As a consequence, in many cases determining the identity of the replication origin (OH
or OL) based on the GC skew data alone and, indeed, in eight clades the minimum regression
error would predict OL and OH exchanged.
This ambiguity can be resolved at least tentatively based on the size of the non-coding
region, synteny, or sequence conservation of the control region itself. This is possible for all
groups that show the results usually found for chordates, i.e., significant results for OH in
a broad region which includes the large non-coding region, i.e., the control region, and OL
between nad2 and cox1 (marked with a green dot in Figures 4.8 and 4.9).
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Figure 4.9. – Phylogenetic tree for Sarcopterygii and Actinopterygii groups included
in the analysis. Rearrangements are indicated by symbols on the edges;
green circles represent groups that have the same replication origin signal
as in Primates; results with a symmetrically switched prediction of the
positions are marked by *.
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Figure 4.10. – Heat map of the linear regression error SSE for all combinations of OH
and OL shown for the group Scandentia; assuming stalling (a) and con-
tinuous (b) L-strand replication at OH ; See caption of Figure 4.4 for
details.
4.5.6. Stalling vs. Continuous L-strand replication
While the results do not differ significantly for assuming stalling or continuous L-strand
replication, differences in the distributions of the SSEs and p-values can be observed. For
Scandentia, for instance, the predicted positions, i.e., positions with minimum SSEs, of OH
and OL are switched. While they are at the typical positions, see Figure 4.10b, (OL be-
tween cox1 and nad2 and OH close to the control region) when a continuously replicating
L-strand is assumed, the positions are switched when the stalling behavior is assumed, see
Figure 4.10a. Overall in 16 cases the prediction of the origins switches positions (Hyperoar-
tia, Cephalochordata with standard gene order (WSG), Archosauria, Pholidota, A. chinensis,
Anguis fragilis, Scandentia, Cervus taiouanus, Cephalochordata, Lepidosauria WSG, Chaeno-
cephalus aceratus, Morone saxatilis). In 50 (54) cases the positions are correct (OL < OH)
when the continuous (respectively stalling) behavior of L-strand replication is assumed, see
Appendix A.
4.5.7. Systematic Comparison with RefSeq Annotations
For each group the annotated positions of the replication origins have been determined from
RefSeq annotations as follows. The available annotations were mapped onto the alignment
and the average of the mid-positions (in sequence coordinates) was used as reference position
for the origin. RefSeq usually does not annotate OH . Instead the control region is often
indicated. These coordinates have been used as an approximation for the OH position since
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Figure 4.11. – Differences between RefSeq annotations and the predicted positions of
OH (a) and OL (b) assuming L-strand replication does not stall (Cont)
or does stall (Stall) at OH ; median value is shown inside each box;
one outlier point (A. fragilis) has been removed from both data sets to
increase clarity of the plot.
the control region presumably contains OH . The difference between this estimate for OH and
the point (or mid-point of the region) with minimum sum of square error (SSE) and p-value
is calculated (Figure 4.11).
For most chordates, the systematic comparison of the predicted origin positions with aver-
age mid-point of the RefSeq annotation shows only relatively small differences, see Figure 4.11.
For OH the absolute differences are < 1000 nt in more than 35% of the cases and < 500 nt in
more than 6% of the cases. In most of the cases (53%) the prediction is after the annotated
position (in the direction of the H-strand replication). The predictions for the light strand
replication origin are more precise than those for the H-strand. In more than 68% of the
cases the difference is < 100 nt and for more than 29% of the cases < 50 nt difference is found.
Note that in most of the cases for OL the difference is smaller than the window width. Also
the predictions for OL are mostly after the annotated position. Very large differences are
caused by data sets where the positions of the replication origins are predicted at switched
positions. To some extent the larger differences for OH are in part caused by using the aver-
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Figure 4.12. – ROC curve showing the prediction quality for the stalling case with
respect to the control region and OL annotated in RefSeq. The shown
p-value levels are [0, 0.01] step size of 0.0001, [0, 0.05] step size of 0.01
and [0, 1[ step size of 0.1.
age midpoint of the control region that is annotated in RefSeq as approximation of the real
OH as reference. No significant difference was found between the results obtained by using
Equation 4.1 or Equation 4.2, i.e., assuming that the L-strand stalls or does not stall at OH .
For echinoderms, no OL annotations have been found in RefSeq and the differences for OH
seems to be larger than those obtained for chordates. Therefore, they have been excluded
from the prediction quality test.
Prediction quality has been tested for all groups as follows: for each of the tested groups,
the RefSeq OL and control region coordinates have been chosen from a random species of
the group. This is because for some species, the RefSeq annotations of the control region
and OL indicate positions that are not in accordance with the SDM. Only groups where both
control region and OL are given are considered. For each p-value level, a position (OH , OL)
is considered as correct if the window (OH ± 100, OL ± 100) overlaps with the region defined
by the annotated control region and OL. Figure 4.12 shows that the predictions yielded by
the method have a small false positive rate while giving a reasonably high true positive rate.
4.6. Evolution of Replication Origins
Figure 4.9b shows the results for all the groups within the class Actinopterygii. A maximum
parsimony reconstruction with respect to the presence or absence of the standard signal
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supports the same positions of replication origins as in the Primates. However, the results for
the Echinoderms suggest a similar replication mechanism as in chordates (i.e., two replication
origins) but with different positions of the replication origins probably caused by the large
number of rearrangement events.
This conclusion is also supported by the results for the group Xenoturbellida which consists
of one species (Xenoturbella bocki) suggested to be as a basal deuterostome (Perseke et al.,
2007). The putative control region in Xenoturbella consists of a 334 bpAT rich region between
rrnL and nad6 (Bourlat et al., 2009). A significant signal has been detected in the region
between cob and rrnL for OH . OL has been predicted in the region between nad2 and cox1
(Appendix A.2, Section 26).
However, this interpretation might be biased by some other factors such as the sparse
sampling of basal deuterostomes, the debated phylogeny, and the fact that major basal
groups (hemichordates and tunicates) have been ignored because of their small sample size,
their heavily rearranged mitogenomes, the large differences between gene orders within these
groups, and the sparse empirical knowledge on their replication.
4.7. Concluding Remarks
A new method to locate the origins of replication in metazoan mitochondrial genomes has
been presented. An implementation of the method is available at https://www.bioinf.
uni-leipzig.de/working/13-034. The method makes use of the linear relation between
the time spent single stranded and the distribution of the nucleotide skews along the genome.
Two alternatives for computing a measure for the time spent single stranded are discussed. A
survey of the mitogenomes of chordates and some basal deuterostomes with only moderately
rearranged gene orders shows very similar locations for nearly all clades. The linear regression
model developed in this study consistently places OH within the control region and OL in
the WANCY tRNA cluster. This matches the published data for the few model species in
which this question has been addressed experimentally. However, for echinoderms where the
gene order is extensively rearranged, the method seems to have limited resolution and needs
more adjustments to scope with the structure and variations of echinoderm mitogenomes.
The regression method introduced here has a limited spatial resolution and in most cases
requires averaging over at least a handful of related mitogenomes that share the same gene
order to gain sufficient statistical power. This limits its applicability to clades with moderate
rates of genome rearrangement and/or a dense taxon sampling. As a consequence, no reliable
statements can be made at this time regarding the evolution of replication origins in Tunicata
and Hemichordata. For some relative arrangements of OH and OL, the expected signal is
nearly symmetric under the exchange of the roles of the two origins so that only the locations
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but not the identities of the origins can be predicted with high confidence. Unfortunately,
the standard structure of the chordate mitogenomes falls into this class.
For two data sets, i.e., Hyperotreti and Cephalochordata WSG, results differed from those
shown for primates, indicating that there might be sources of nucleotide skew unrelated to
replication. Possible explanations include differences in the replication speed, the change in
the oxidative damage during the single stranded state of the H-strand, other mechanisms
that counteract the imbalance in the nucleotide distribution, or an effect of transcription on
the nucleotide distribution along the genome. A recent change in the location of origins can
also lead to an inconsistent, disrupted signal. The presented survey serves to indicate good
candidates for further investigations into these issues.
For most echinoderms, the results seems to be noisy with few exceptions where an ap-
proximation of the correct position of OH and OL has been detected. Additionally, it can be
noticed that for most of the echinoderm groups, the results have been symmetrically switched.
This might point to a different position of the replication origins (probably caused by the
large number of rearrangement events) that is not creating enough correlation between Dssh
and GC-skew. However, the results are partially consistent with the literature and the Ref-
Seq annotation placing the origins in positions similar to the location of the origins within
chordates. However, in some cases, the results differ from the default chordate consensus and
are not consistent with the literature (e.g., Neogymnocrinus richeri).
In some cases, it is known a priori that the regression model should not apply. This
concerns in particular mitogenomes with multiple control regions such as Porichthys myriaster
(Neoteleostei), for which three putative control regions have been proposed by Miya et al.
(2005). While it is possible to extend the linear model to such cases, the increase in the
number of parameters (i.e., coordinate of additional origins) further reduces the statistical
power so there is little hope to obtain meaningful results from single mitogenomes.
By predicting origin positions in concordance with experimentally verified ones the pre-
sented method gives support to the asymmetric replication model that is at the core of the
SDM as well as the RITOLS model. But, the presented study also shows that the main
assumption of the strand displacement model of replication which is refuted in the RITOLS
model (Reyes et al., 2013), i.e., DNA is in a single stranded state for a time depending on
its relative position to the origins, has predictive power. Which means that the positions of
the origins can be predicted. Thereby the presented study indirectly supports the strand dis-
placement model. Surely, this can not settle the controversy between the replication models,
but leaves at least the following possibilities:
• More than one mechanism is at work (Holt and Reyes, 2012; McKinney and
Oliveira, 2013), i.e., SDM and RITOLS, and the replication according to the SDM
happens often enough to have an evolutionary impact on the sequences.
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• The protection of single stranded DNA by RNA, which is assumed in the RITOLS
model, only reduces the impact of the asymmetric mutation process leading to the
observed GC skew pattern.
• The coverage of single stranded DNA by RNA leaves gaps at random positions which
effectively also reduces the impact of the mutation process.
• To the best of my knowledge the replication process has been analysed only for brain,
muscle, and heart cells (i.e., “evolutionary dead ends”). This leaves the possibility that
the SDM is at work in germ cells.
Hybrids of the above cases, e.g., sufficient rates of SDM in germ cells, are also possible.
In summary, I have demonstrated that nucleotide skew data can be utilized in practice to
provide evidence for the location of the replication origins independent of any other annotation
of mitogenomes. In conjunction with annotation data such as untranslated regions or tRNA
clusters it can provide detailed predictions that may serve as a starting point for experimental
investigations into mitogenomic replication origins.
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Remolding of tRNAs is a well documented process in mitochondrial genomes that changes the
identity of a tRNA. It proceeds by duplication of tRNA, a subsequent mutation that changes
the anticodon, and finally the loss of the ancestral tRNA. The net effect is a functional tRNA
that is more closely related to tRNAs of a different family than to tRNAs with the same
anticodon in related species (see Section 2.6 for more details). Nevertheless, a comprehensive
survey of tRNA remolding events across metazoa is still lacking.
The detection of tRNA remolding events is important for several reasons. All available
methods for mitogenome annotation rely on tRNAscan-SE (Lowe and Eddy, 1997) or MiTFi
(Jühling et al., 2012a), which assign the tRNA identity solely based on the anticodon.
Remolding events interfere with annotation since function no longer follows sequence homol-
ogy in this case. This causes manifold problems with downstream analyses. Among the
common issues are false positive calls of rearrangements events in gene order analyses and
incorrect phylogenetic reconstructions based on tRNAs. Furthermore, since tRNAs are a cen-
tral component of mitochondrial gene translation, the knowledge of tRNA remolding events
is important for a detailed understanding of the evolution of variant genetic codes as well as
biases of the amino acid or nucleotide composition in mitogenomes.
In this chapter, a comprehensive analysis of tRNA remolding in metazoan mitogenomes is
presented. To this end, extended and novel methods to detect and analyse tRNA remolding
in large data sets have been developed: i) An improvement of the similarity-based approach
to determine remolding candidates with high confidence is used. This approach uses an ex-
tended set of criteria based on both sequence and structural similarities of the tRNAs in
conjunction with statistical tests. ii) A novel phylogeny-based likelihood method evaluates
specific topologies of gene phylogenies of the two isoacceptor families relevant to a putative
remolding event. iii) Customized annotations of the corresponding multiple sequence align-
ments are designed to aid the visual analysis of tRNA remoldings. The latter two tools proved
particularly useful for the analysis of tRNAs in closely related species and for a manual in-





The set of 3842 complete metazoan mitochondrial genomes from RefSeq release 63 (Pruitt
et al., 2004) has been used. Since the RefSeq annotations have been obtained using incon-
sistent methods and are known to contain annotation errors (Boore, 2006) a re-annotation
with an optimized version of MITOS (Bernt et al., 2012b) which yields structural annota-
tions of the tRNAs has been generated (see Section 3.2 for more details). For each predicted
tRNA, a covariance model was constructed using cmbuild. A phylogeny for the Metazoa
contained in the RefSeq data has been obtained from the NCBI taxonomy database (Feder-
hen, 2012) using the state of 06-Mar-2014. All but one member of sets of RefSeq entries that
map to the same taxid have been removed, e.g., multiple strains of one species. Therefore, 24
entries have been removed. Multifurcations contained in the NCBI taxonomy were replaced
with the topology obtained with neighbour joining for nad5 of one member of each subtree
rooted below the corresponding multifurcation. The nad5 gene is known to be a reasonable
choice for phylogeny reconstruction (Havird and Santos, 2014). The neighbour joining
tree was computed with QuickTree (Howe et al., 2002) (v.1.1) from an alignment that
has been created with ClustalW (Larkin et al., 2007) (v.2.0.12) (both tools using default
parameters). Due to the removal of one leaf that lacked the nad5 gene (NC_015998) the
final tree contained 3817 taxa. The necessary modifications of the tree topology have been
realized with the ETE2 python module (Huerta-Cepas et al., 2010).
5.2. Infernal Structural RNA Family Models
Infernal (Nawrocki and Eddy, 2013) combines a multiple sequence alignment with sec-
ondary structure information and prior information on nucleotide and pair probabilities. The
inclusion of prior probabilities derived from a general structural RNA background prevents
crippling overspecialization of models with few known sequence members in a family, and
therefore limited covariation information. Models with few sequences are more influenced by
the prior than models with many member sequences.
Sequence, structure, and prior information are combined into bitscore log-odds for each
consensus nucleotide or basepair. The influence of the prior can be modified during model
construction, if necessary.
Infernal covariance models have been used in order to get the incorporation of sequence
and structure information when performing tRNA alignments. For more details on RNA
family models, RNA structure prediction, and Infernal covariance models, see Section 3.3.
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Let Xi denote a trnX in the mitogenome of species i and let S(P |Xi) be the bitscore of
the structural alignment of the tRNA (or a set of tRNAs) P based on the model of trnX in
species i. Structural alignments and the bitscores are computed using the cmalign program
included in the Infernal package (v.1.1) (Nawrocki and Eddy, 2013).
A set P of putative cases of tRNA remolding is determined as exceptionally similar pairs
of alloacceptor tRNAs contained in the same mitogenome. For each species i and each tRNA
Xi of the mitogenome of i, the pair of tRNAs {Xi, Yi} with X 6= Y is included in the list
P of candidate remoldings whenever the bitscore S({Xi, Yi}|Xi) of the pairwise structural
alignments of Xi and Yi based on the covariance model of Xi is an outlier in the distribution
of the bitscores S({Xi, Zi}|Xi) for all tRNAs Zi with X 6= Z. For each tRNA Xi of a species
i, only the pair {Xi, Yi} with the maximum score S({Xi, Yi}|Xi) is checked to be an outlier
by using the Grubbs test as implemented in the outliers (v.0.14) package of R (R Core
Team, 2012) (v.3.1.1) using a p-value threshold of 0.05. The putative remolding cases are
included as pairs in P. At this point no reliable information on the direction of the remolding
has been derived.
In addition to the remolding candidate list P a record of the the initial candidate sets N
irrespective of the result of the outlier test has been retained. In a slight abuse of notation I
write Xi /∈ N if there does not exist a pair {Xi, Yi} in P for Y 6= X, i.e., if Xi is not involved
in any remolding.
In the second step each remolding candidate {Xi, Yi} ∈ P is examined with the following
procedure for both Xi  Yi and Yi  Xi. This also determines the remolding direction.
Let j = CXY (i) denote a mitogenome with the smallest patristic distance to i for which
Xj , Yj /∈ P holds, i.e., neither Xj or Yj are likely to have been involved in any remolding
event. Let Xi  Yi, with X 6= Y , denote that Yi derives from the remolding of trnX into
trnY in the lineage leading to species i. trnX and trnY are called the (remolding) donor and
acceptor, respectively. For Xi  Yi to hold, the following criteria must be fulfilled:
i) In order to establish that Yi and Xj , with j = CXY (i), are unlikely to be different
alloacceptor tRNAs one requirement would be that Yi is significantly more similar to Xj
than one would expect for different tRNAs of the same species.
ii) In addition, it is assured that Yi and Xj are homologs by demanding that they are at
least as similar as pairs of unremolded trnX sequences in closely related species.
iii) The previous two conditions establish a stringent test for remolding but they still do
not imply the direction of the remolding. Therefore, the idea is that in the case of a
Xi  Yi, the trnY Yi is phylogenetically closer related to the trnX Xj than to the trnY
Yj . This should be reflected in a higher level of sequence similarity between Yi and Xj
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than between Yi and Yj (see Figure 2.5). In the case of the reverse remolding direction
it can be expected that Xi and Yj are more similar than Xi and Xj .
More formally the criteria for Xi  Yi can be rephrased as
i) S(Yi|Xj) A {S(Zk|Xk) : Z 6= X,Zk, Xk 6∈ N},
ii) S(Yi|Xj) 6@ {S(Xl|Xk) : k = CXY (l)}, and
iii) S(Yi|Xj) > S(Yi|Yj),
with j = CXY (i), where the comparison for the first two criteria is implemented as a nonpara-
metric significance test, here the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p ≤ 0.05), where the alternative
hypothesis is indicated by the comparison operator (A “more similar” and 6@ “not less simi-
lar”). R denotes the set of remolding candidates from P that pass all three criteria. It should
be noted that in the second criterion, the test has been performed so that the similarity is
smaller than for the same tRNAs from closely related species (and accepted if the p > 0.05).
5.4. Separation Between Distributions in a Mixture Setting
When asking whether a bitscore provides significant evidence for remolding when compared
to two bitscore distributions, the assumption that both distributions are well separated in
their mixture has been implicitly made.
Exact methods (e.g. the Kullback Leibler divergence to measure the number of bits to
express one distribution in terms of the other or the Bhattacharyya distance, which measures
the similarity of the two distributions) do exist. For efficiency, I rely here on simplifying





The parameters µk and σk, k = 1, 2, are the means and standard deviations of the bitscore
distributions. Given suitably well-behaved uni-modal distributions, it can be assumed that
a significance level of 0.95 does indeed point toward high likelihood of remolding. For each
trnX, the distributions of the following scores have been compared:
i) S(Yi|Xi) and
ii) S(Xi|Xj), with j = CXY (i),
for all species i and trnY. For these distributions, the smallest value of Dµ1,µ2,σ1,σ2 is 1.95.
That is, the bitscore distributions obtained for remolded and unremolded tRNA pairs are well
separated. Therefore bitscores can be used directly to distinguish remolded and unremolded
tRNAs.
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Remolded tRNAs
A more detailed analysis has been conducted for sets of remolding events with identical
pairs of donor and acceptor anticodon. The aim of this analysis is twofold: i) To determine
whether clusters of tRNA remoldings of the same type within a phylogenetically restricted
clade derive from a single event in the ancestral lineage or whether there have been multiple
independent events. ii) If there are tRNAs that have not passed the rather stringent criteria
for a remolding event within a subtree that otherwise contains many candidates for the same
remolding event, I want to determine whether this is a true exception or whether the tRNA
has in fact been remolded.
For each set of remolded tRNAs a data set is created that contains either A) all tRNAs
of the corresponding pair of tRNA that are contained in the subtree or B) the remolding
candidates and a selection of the tRNAs in the subtree rooted at the sister node of the
candidates. In each case, two outgroup species are added. Which of the two alternatives A)
or B) is applied has to be chosen manually based on the number and phylogenetic diversity
of the included species. Alternative (A) is used for small data sets spanning a very limited
taxonomic range, otherwise strategy (B) is used.
Outgroup species for a subtree T have been selected automatically by choosing a species o
from the subtrees rooted at the sibling of the root of the subtree T such that for the donor
Xo (all tRNAs in the remolded subtree came from this donor) it holds: that the average
pairwise alignment score of Xo with all in group species Xi, with i ∈ T , is significantly lower
(Wilcoxon signed-rank sum test with p ≤ 0.05) than the distribution of pairwise alignment
scores between in group species, i.e., Xi vs. Xj , with i, j ∈ T . Two outgroup species are
determined by applying this method to the lowest common ancestor of the species in the data
set, its parent, and if necessary (i.e., if no species fulfills the outgroup criterion) iteratively
further nodes toward the root of the Metazoa. Pairwise alignment scores are obtained using
ClustalW (Larkin et al., 2007) (v.2.1) with default parameters.
Where necessary, a refined phylogeny for data sets has been calculated based on a concate-
nation of the protein coding genes using RAxML version 8.0.25 as described in Bernt et al.
(2013a).
5.6. Alignments
Multiple sequence alignments containing donor and acceptor sequences of the ingroup and the
outgroup tRNA sequences are created based on the model of the donor tRNA using cmalign




Figure 5.1. – a) Species tree with a X  Y remolding at an ancestral species i b)
expected reconstruction for trnX and trnY of the subtrees below i and j.
the structural alignments and to create subfamily logos (Beitz, 2006). If the alignment is
beyond the capabilities of TEXshade (i.e., around 100 sequences), only a random part of it is
presented.
5.7. Maximum Likelihood based Test for Remolding
An efficient new method has been proposed here, called MLRD (maximum likelihood remolding
detection), for identifying the position of a remolding event in a given phylogenetic tree.
Consider a remolding event Xj  Yj on the edge leading to a subtree j and let i be the
sister subtree of j (see Figure 5.1a). Because the trnYs in subtree j are actually homologous
to trnX a phylogenetic reconstruction of the set of trnX and trnY of the two subtrees will
produce a tree as depicted in Figure 5.1b. The trnY of subtree j are closer related to the
trnX of subtree j than to the trnX of subtree i since the speciation of i and j happened prior
to the remolding event. Clearly, the trnY of subtree i are basal to the other tRNAs since
they only have in common that both are tRNAs (i.e., probably at extremely distant common
ancestry). For the same reason, these trnY are connected via the longest branches in the
tree. This is in contrast to the reconstruction for a remolding free data set where the trnX
and the trnY, respectively, are expected to form monophyletic groups which are connected by
long edges. A phylogenetic evaluation of these two alternatives will prefer the tree depicted
in Figure 5.1b.
The idea stated above has been used previously for detecting tRNA remolding (Higgs
et al., 2003; Rawlings et al., 2003; Wang and Lavrov, 2011). If a reasonable approx-
imation of the species tree is known a priori, it is not necessary to reconstruct the entire
gene phylogeny from scratch. Instead, it suffices to compare and evaluate the tree topologies
predicted for a remolding event at each particular edge of the species phylogeny.
Therefore a phylogenetic tree consisting of two identical copies of the species tree below a
common root node of interest have been created. Each of the two subtrees describes the gene
phylogeny of one of the two tRNAs in question in the absence of remolding. For each node




Figure 5.2. – a) Species tree including three subtrees i, j, and k that is to be tested
for an X  Y on the edge leading to node N (marked with a circle). b)
The corresponding gene tree for trnX and trnY that is used for testing
for the remolding event.
subtree below this node to the donor subtree, i.e., trnX, such that NY becomes the sister
node of the corresponding node NX . In the resulting tree, NX and NY are the children of a
new node which is the child of the parent of NX in the original tree, see Figure 5.2. Each of
these tree topologies corresponds to the expected topology with the X  Y -remolding event
taking place within the edge leading to NX . These tree topologies can be evaluated in terms
of their log-likelihood values given the tRNA sequences. RAxML (v.8.0.25) (Stamatakis,
2014) has been employed with the -f N option for computing the log-likelihood values. The
computation is based on the combined alignment of the tRNAs using the model of the donor as
described above. High log-likelihood values, in particular values greater than those obtained
for the unremolded original topology, indicate remolding events on the edges leading to the
moved subtree.
5.8. Literature Data
Besides the main literature including the well known first examples, e.g., Cantatore et al.
(1987); Gadaleta et al. (1989), and more systematic analyses of tRNA remolding, i.e.,
Higgs et al. (2003); Lavrov and Lang (2005); Rawlings et al. (2003); Wang and
Lavrov (2011), a systematic literature research has been conducted. That is, for all taxa that
are analysed here in detail I have scanned all references that are mentioned with a PubMed id
in the RefSeq genbank files for keys related to remolding. The keywords include “remolding”,
“recruitment”, “tRNA”, and the references to the well known reports on remolding mentioned
above.
5.9. Results and discussion
In the following, a detailed analysis of the events in the remolding candidates set R is pre-
sented. Since the presented criteria have been tuned for specificity, one would expect a
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sizeable number of false negatives. Therefore the phylogenetic vicinity of each detected re-
molding candidate for remolding types that have been found in more than one species has
been explored in order to find out whether the detected remolding event may has occurred
already in an earlier ancestor and has been preserved in a larger group of related taxa. In
such cases I will argue below that multiple candidates in fact belong to a single event. The
presentation of the results is started by first providing an overview of the detected candidates.
5.9.1. General Results
The method for detecting remolding candidates has been applied to 3817 metazoan mi-
togenomes. This resulted in a set P consisting of 6601 pairs of alloacceptor tRNAs of the
same species that are exceptionally similar, i.e., putative cases of tRNA remolding. After ap-
plying the three remolding criteria this set was reduced to the set R containing 118 putative
remolding case, see Figure 5.4 and Appendix B. The set R contains remolding candidates in
most phyla (Figure 5.3).
The majority of the remolding events in the candidate setR changed only the third position
of the anticodon (51.69%). A change in the second and third position was observed in 6.77%,
2.54% changed only the first position, 8.47% changed the first and the second position, and
3.38% changed all three positions of the anticodon. A switch of the first and the third
position of the anticodon was observed only in a single case. In 55.08% of the cases the
tRNA changed from a two- to a four-codon family, while 22.88% of the events correspond to
switches from four-codon to two two-codon families. In 14.40% (5.93%) of the cases both
tRNAs stayed as two- (four-) codon families. In only 1.69% of the cases (i.e., two cases) the
tRNA switched from a two-codon family to a three-codon family.
In the following, a discussion of the most prominent remolding candidates is presented in
detail. The presentation is mostly structured by phylogenetic groups with the exception of
the frequent leucine remoldings that are compiled in a single subsection.
5.9.2. Eumalacostraca
The Eumalacostraca exhibit multiple clear examples for tRNA remolding. The candidate set
R contains three types of remolding events for the superorder Peracarida:
16× W (uca) G(ucc) for all Amphipoda except of Bahadzia jaraguensis, 1× C(gca) 
Y (gua) for Onisimus nanseni, and 1× L2(uaa)  L1(uag) for Eophreatoicus sp. 14 FK-
2009. Due to the coincidence of these remolding types in a rather narrow taxonomic group,
they have been analysed in more detail.
The results for theW (uca) G(ucc) remoldings are in complete agreement with Kilpert
and Podsiadlowski (2010b). Based on the high sequence similarity of the two tRNAs in
Caprella mutica and the conserved gene adjacency of the two tRNAs in all amphipods these
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Figure 5.3. – Detected tRNA remolding pairs. Taxa without remoldings are omitted.
Grey nodes are not present in the NCBI taxonomy. Homoscleromorpha








































































































Figure 5.4. – Remolding candidates inR. The anticodon of a single trnQ(caa) has been
determined manually since MITOS was not able to detect the anticodon.
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authors suggested a remolding event at the ancestor of the Amphipoda. The W (uca)  
G(ucc) remolding in all amphipods (including B. jaraguensis, which was not in the candidate
set) is evident from the subfamily logo, Figure 5.5c, which shows the modified anticodon
position as the only significant difference between trnW and the trnG. Only for the tree
topologies supporting W (uca)  G(ucc) at the root of the Amphipoda and the root of the
Peracarida significantly increased log-likelihood values are found (compared to log-likelihood
of the topology that assumes no remolding), see Figure 5.5b. A distinct maximum is found for
the Amphipoda. The increased log-likelihood value for the Peracarida might be a consequence
of the small sample size of the Isopoda so that the Amphipoda dominate the log-likelihood
computation for the Peracarida. Consistent with the remolding at the root of the Amphipoda
the alignment (see Appendix B) shows that the trnG of the Amphipoda are highly similar to
the donor (trnW ) of the Peracarida and even to the trnW of the hexapod that was used as
outgroup, while the trnG of the Isopoda and the outgroup species are clearly a different tRNA.
Further evidence for this remolding event comes from the gene orders. In Decapoda, Isopoda,
and other Arthropods trnG is typically found in a well preserved large gene cluster between
cox3 and nad3. In Amphipoda trnW and trnG are adjacent with in the tRNA cluster which
is consistent with a (tandem) duplication plus anticodon mutation of the ancestral trnW and
loss of the G, see also Krebes and Bastrop (2012).
Although the candidate set contains only one C(gca)  Y (gua) remolding in the Per-
acarida, the presented data also supports an ancestral remolding event at the root of Am-
phipoda. To the best of my knowledge this remolding event has not been described in the
literature before. Figure 5.5b shows a single slightly increased log-likelihood value for a re-
molding event at the ancestor of the Amphipoda. The alignment of the tRNA sequences
shows multiple, well preserved columns in the stem regions, in particular the anticodon stem.
The 3rd position of the anticodon is the only notable specific difference between the two
tRNAs, see Figure 5.5d and Appendix B. The alignment also shows that the trnY of the
Amphipoda are highly similar to the donor (trnC ) of the Peracarida (except Isopoda) and
the two Decapoda species. However, the trnY of the Decapoda and Isopoda are clearly
different tRNAs. In order to assess the observed similarity of the trnC and the trnY, a com-
parison has been made with the alignment of trnC with another randomly chosen tRNA,
i.e., trnF, for the same species, and an alignment for trnC and the trnY of a related group,
i.e., Hymenoptera, (see Appendix B). In contrast to the trnC -trnY alignment for the Per-
acarida both alignments showed pronounced tRNA specific differences and the corresponding
results of MLRD showed no increased log-likelihood values. The trnC, trnY, and trnW are in
close proximity in many arthropod mitogenomes. In Peracarida the nad2 is located between
trnW (and trnG) and the other two tRNAs. This might indicate a common origin of the
C(gca)  Y (gua) and W (uca)  G(ucc) remoldings in the wake of a single duplication





Figure 5.5. – Remolding of trnW  trnG and trnC  trnY in Peracarida: a) guide
tree, red and green symbols refer to the trnW  trnG and trnC  trnY ,
respectively, triangles mark outgroup species, squares mark candidates in
R, circles mark tree rearrangements which yield a higher log-likelihood
score compared to the start tree, and stars mark species that are omitted
due to missing annotations b) log-likelihood values calculated for each
tree topology, numbers refer to the root node of the moved subtree. c)
and d) subfamily logo for the trnW+trnG and trnC+trnY, respectively,
genes of the Peracarida and outgroup species.
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a reliable unambiguous reconstruction of the rearrangements for the root of the Amphipoda
with the available species and phylogeny.
Since the outgroup selection method rejected the Decapoda as outgroup a separate analysis
has been performed including the Decapoda. The results also clearly support the root of the
Amphipoda as the most plausible position of both remolding events, see Appendix B. One
additional C  Y remolding candidate that is found for Laternula elliptica (Bivalvia) thus
appears to be unrelated.
Finally, a Q  E remolding was detected in the mitogenomes of Macrobrachium nippo-
nense and Nautilocaris saintlaurentae (Caridea) and Marsupenaeus japonicus (Penaeoidea).
Separate MLRD analysis of the Eumalacostraca and Caridea showed no increased log-likelihood
values, see Appendix B. The alignment of the Caridea showed 39 conserved columns, but also
20 columns that are tRNA specific. Only few conserved columns are present in the alignment
of the Eumalacostraca. The two tRNAs are contained in two tRNA clusters that are well
preserved in Arthropoda, i.e., trnA, trnR, trnN, trnS1, trnE, trnF and trnI, trnQ, trnM, re-
spectively. For all three species, the p-values for the 1st criterion are between 0.04 and 0.042.
For the 2nd criterion they are between 0.054 and 0.058 (i.e., the p-value that the similarity
is smaller than for the equal tRNAs from closely related species). These p-values are similar
to those observed for the very convincing W  G remoldings in Amphipoda (0.04 and 0.06,
respectively). Taken together, however, the observed tRNA specific sequence characteristics,
the conserved position within the tRNA clusters, and the absence of increased log-likelihood
values do not support tRNA remolding as cause for the observed exceptional similarity of
trnQ and trnE of some Eumalacostraca. There are at least two possibilities to explain the
tRNA specific nucleotide in the alignment: 1. these are indeed unremolded tRNAs or 2. mu-
tations accumulated on the duplicated tRNAs before the speciation events took place. With
larger numbers of mutations accumulating between the duplication and the speciation the
two cases are more difficult to distinguish. This might be the source of the problems in the
case of the Q E remolding.
The leucine remoldings in the Eumalacostraca are discussed below.
5.9.3. Remolding of leucine tRNA
The remolding of the leucine tRNAs in Metazoa is certainly the best studied example. First
reports noting the similarity of these tRNAs in sea urchin (Cantatore et al., 1987) and
mouse (Gadaleta et al., 1989) already included the hypothetical mechanism. Later leucine
remoldings were studied systematically in Higgs et al. (2003); Rawlings et al. (2003)




The L2(uaa) L1(uag) have been analysed jointly for all Eumalacostraca, since the Isopoda
and Pleocyemata contained candidates: the isopod Eophreatoicus sp., both Paguroidea, and
six of the eight Thalassinidea. Additionally, two L1(uag)  L2(uaa) remolding candidates
are found in Pleocyemata: Corallianassa coutierei (Thalassinidea) and Geothelphusa dehaani
(Brachyura). The likelihood analysis of the L2(uaa) L1(uag) remoldings for the Eumala-
costraca revealed several nodes with clearly increased log-likelihood that indicate parallel
remolding events, see Appendix B, i.e., the Isopoda and Eophreatoicus sp. (see Kilpert
and Podsiadlowski (2010a)), Thalassinidea and many of its descendants (see Lin et al.
(2012)), Paguroidea, Stenopus hispidus (reported in Shi et al. (2012)), and Euphausia paci-
fica.
Of particular interest are the cases detected in the Thalassinidea. The only mitogenome
within the Thalassinidea that neither has an L2(uaa) L1(uag) nor a L1(uag) L2(uaa)
candidate is Thalassina kelanang. The mitogenome of T. kelanang has the ancestral pancrus-
tacean gene order (Lin et al., 2012), i.e., trnL2 between cox1 and cox2 and trnL1 next to
nad1 which is well conserved in Eumalacostraca. This supports that no (recent) remolding of
the leucine genes happened in T. kelanang. Based on the increased log-likelihood values for
several nodes within the Thalassinidea and the nearly equal sequences of trnL1 and trnL2
for large parts of the alignment, e.g., the anticodon loop and the acceptor stem (see Ap-
pendix B), the presented data suggests one L2(uaa) L1(uag) remolding ancestral to Cal-
lianassoidea and Neaxius glyptocercus (Axioidea). The multiplicity of nodes with increased
log-likelihood might also be interpreted as additional independent L2(uaa)  L1(uag) or
L1(uag) L2(uaa) remolding events ancestral to Upogebiidae, Callianassidae, or Callianas-
soidea. This is supported by several columns in the alignments that are identical for trnL1
and trnL2 and specific for Upogebiidae and Callianassidae, respectively. Lin et al. (2012)
suggested two separate remolding events.
A scenario involving multiple remolding events is also supported by gene orders. While
the unremolded T. kelanang exhibits the ancestral position of trnL1 (adjacent to nad1)
and the remaining Thalassinidea have both leucine tRNAs adjacent between cox1 and cox2 :
in Upogebiidae in the configuration cox1 trnL2 trnL1 cox2 and in the remaining in the
configuration cox1 trnL1 trnL2 cox2. Since the difference in gene order can be explained
also by additional duplication loss rearrangements involving no remolding, the question if
recurring events happened needs to be analysed with improved species sampling and a more
reliable phylogeny. Interestingly the cox1 trnL2 trnL1 cox2 configuration is also found in the
closely related Stenopus hispidus that is also candidate for L2(uaa)  L1(uag) remolding.
Also in Eophreatoicus sp. the leucines ended up next to cox1 (trnQ trnL2 trnL1 cox1 ).
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Based on their data Rawlings et al. (2003) suggested an L2(taa) L1(tag) remolding
for the Anomura (which include the Paguroidea) based on a maximum likelihood phylogenetic
reconstructions with weak bootstrap support. Unfortunately, due to the use of RefSeq, a
disparate set of species has been used here (i.e., lacking Hippoidea and including additional
different Paguroidea). Due to the presented species sampling which included the Galatheoidea
which do not possess remolded trnL according to the presented results the remolding likely
happened after the split of the Anomura and before the Paguroidea.
Furthermore, a slightly increased log-likelihood is observed for the Isopoda and the node
(194) separating the crustacean outgroup and the Eumalacostraca. Both cases might be an
artifact caused by: i) not adequately sampled unremolded Isopoda (Ligia oceanica) (respec-
tively outgroup) which can not reduce the log-likelihood sufficiently when moved together
with the remolded Eophreatoicus sp. which has a very high log-likelihood on its own and
ii) the high similarity of the trnL due to ancestral events (Higgs et al., 2003; Rawlings
et al., 2003) complicate the detection of recurring events. A slightly increased likelihood is
also observed for G. dehaani probably caused by the L1(uag) L2(uaa) remolding (Segawa
and Aotsuka, 2005), which is correctly reflected in the candidate set. Furthermore, in the
MLRD analysis for L1  L2 the highest peak is G. dehaani, see Appendix B. Note that the
log-likelihood values differ for the two data sets since the alignments have been constructed
using the donor tRNA models that are different for the two cases. Rawlings et al. (2003)
mentioned that there are no known cases of L1(uag)  L2(uaa) remoldings except for one
case in human lung carcinoma.
5.9.3.2. Ambulacraria
Higgs et al. (2003) reported that an L2(uaa)  L1(uag) remolding has occurred at the
common ancestor of echinoderms and hemichordates using phylogenetic reconstruction of
tRNA genes from selected species of these groups. Also Rawlings et al. (2003) suggested
a remolding ancestral to Ambulacraria based on the high similarity of the leucine tRNAs and
a putative 6bp duplication remnant at the 5’ end of nad5, which is adjacent to nad5 in most
deuterostome mitogenomes, see Cantatore et al. (1987).
The candidate set R contains three types of remolding events in Ambulacraria: 11×
L2(uaa)  L1(uag) within Echinoderms, 1× E(uuc)  A(ugc) for Echinocardium cor-
datum, and 1× S2(uga) L2(uaa) for Rhabdopleura compacta (Hemichordata).
The L2(uaa)  L1(uag) remoldings are consistent with the assumption made by Higgs
et al. (2003), but no L2(uaa)  L1(uag) remolding for hemichordates has been found in
the candidate set R. The high similarity observed in the alignment supports that the leucine
tRNAs underwent a remolding, i.e., 41 columns are preserved in >50% of the sequences and
there are only three tRNA specific columns which included the mutation of the anticodon, see
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Appendix B. Additionally, MLRD showed increased log-likelihood values where the maximum
is found for the Ambulacraria. However, the alignment shows that the trnL1 of the outgroups
A. aspersa and X. bocki are also quite similar to the other sequences and a slightly increased
log-likelihood value has been detected for X. bocki. There are two possibilities to explain
this: 1. there was a separate individual L2(uaa) L1(uag) remolding for X. bocki, or 2. the
L2(uaa) L1(uag) is a more ancestral event. A remolding that is ancestral to Ambulacraria
is also supported by the gene order. Within echinoderms, both tRNAs are involved in well
preserved adjacencies. With few exceptions trnL1 is adjacent to trnA or trnN ; and trnL2 is
adjacent to trnG or nad1. However, within hemichordates this adjacency seems to be lost
where trnL2 and trnL1 are adjacent in both Balanoglossus species and in different positions
in both other hemichordate species present in RefSeq. Additionally, a separate remolding for
X. bocki is supported by the gene order of this species where trnL2 and trnL1 are adjacent.
5.9.3.3. Mollusca
Higgs et al. (2003) suggested two independent remolding events in Mollusca, i.e., one
L2(uaa)  L1(uag) remolding within the mitogenome of Littorina saxatilis and another
L1(uag)  L2(uaa) remolding at the common ancestor of Bivalves. The findings of Higgs
et al. (2003) were based on rather weakly supported nodes in a phylogenetic reconstructions
using the available small species sample. Rawlings et al. (2003) suggetsed independent
leucine remoldings in caenogastropod lineages.
The candidate set R contains only one L1(uag)  L2(uaa) remolding candidate within
Bivalvia, i.e., Fulvia mutica. No L2  L1 remolding candidates are found for Mollusca. I
determined for one of the Littorinimorpha (Dendropoma maximum) which of the criteria are
violated: for the test L1 L2 already the 1st test fails, i.e., the tRNAs are not exceptionally
similar, and for the L2  L1 the 3rd test fails, i.e., the test for the direction. The set P
contained 105 trnL1 trnL2 pairs for the 171 Mollusca contained in RefSeq. The alignment
shows that the leucine tRNAs of Mollusca are highly similar (see Appendix B).
A MLRD analysis for L2(uaa)  L1(uag) and L1(uag)  L2(uaa) remoldings in Mollusca
showed multiple increased log-likelihood values. In both analyses, among the highest log-
likelihood values are the ones for the Vermetoidea family and node 267 that are included in
the order Littorinimorpha. In the L2(uaa)  L1(uag) analysis the log-likelihood value for
Vermetoidea is on the 1st rank. Whereas it is on 3rd for the L1(uag)  L2(uaa) analysis.
The 2nd highest log-likelihood value in the L1(uag) L2(uaa) analysis is found for the root
of the Mollusca. On the one hand, increased log-likelihood values are found for some Bivalvia
groups in both analyses (i.e., Mytilus, Lucinoidea, Cardioidea, Vermetoidea, Mollusca, node
267, and many other leaf nodes). On the other hand, increased log-likelihood values are found
separately for each of the separate analysis:
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1. Ostreoida, Heteroconchia, Veneroidea, Littorinimorpha, Truncatelloidea, nodes 328,
232, 218, and few other single species for L2(uaa) L1(uag), and
2. few single species for L1(uag) L2(uaa).
In mollusc gene arrangements the two leucine tRNAs are often adjacent (in 46 of the
171 genomes). Examples are found in all major groups with available mitogenomes, i.e.,
Gastropoda, Cephalopoda, Bivalvia, Polyplacophora, and Scaphopoda, except for the Apla-
cophora where only one mitogenome is in RefSeq. In most of these cases they are in a
well preserved adjacency surrounded by rrnL and nad1. Some of these cases agree with the
results of the MLRD analysis, e.g., Hiatella arctica (node 75), all four Mytilus, and 7 of 11 Lit-
torinimorpha have adjacent leucine tRNAs. But many other examples with this adjacency,
e.g., from Cephalopoda and Neogastropoda, were not recovered in the MLRD. Note that the
same configuration is also found in 35 non-mollusc gene orders, i.e., 33 Arthropoda (Myri-
apoda, Chelicerata, and Hexapoda), one brachiopod (Phoronopsis), and even one Chordate
(Pythonichthys). Hence, this adjacency was either formed multiple times independently or
once early in the evolution of Bilateria. Assuming that the adjacency was created early (e.g.,
by an remolding event), more recent remoldings due to tandem duplications of a leucince
tRNA have no consequence on the gene order in 50% of the cases. Indeed, only in Littorini-
morpha the leucines are found in opposite order (i.e., rrnL trnL2 trnL1 nad1 instead of rrnL
trnL1 trnL2 nad1 ).
Concluding, the presented data supports an ancestral L1(uag)  L2(uaa). But whether
there was one remolding at the root of the Mollusca and another one ancestral to Protostomia
can not be decided based on this data, because Ecdysozoa were used as outgroup (see below).
The data suggest more recent remoldings but these are difficult to verify due to the high
similarity of the already remolded leucine tRNAs.
5.9.3.4. Metazoa
To test for the possibility of an ancestral leucine remolding, a dataset containing a set of
species with balanced species sampling has been constructed. That is, for each “class” one
species was selected at random and additional Porifera have been included. Species for which
no class is specified in the NCBI taxonomy are ignored. A placozoan mitogenome was used
as outgroup. Since MITOS missed at least one of the leucine genes for placozoan mitogenomes
the annotation of the trnL1 in the chosen outgroup was taken from RefSeq.
The MLRD analyses for L2  L1 and L1  L2 showed a nearly coinciding set of several
nodes with increased log-likelihood values. The largest values are found for the Bilateria fol-
lowed by the Protostomia. Further increased values are found for Protostomia+Platyhelminthes,
Porifera, Deuterostomia, Eleutherozoa, a molluscan group, and several leaf nodes. Since MLRD
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is based on the assumption of a single remolding event an unequivocal interpretation of these
nodes as positions of ancestral remoldings is not possible. This is in particular for neighbour-
ing nodes on the same path from a leaf to the root. But the consequence of the violation
of the assumption might be less severe for independent events as for the Porifera. Note that
Wang and Lavrov (2011) speculated on leucine remoldings in Porifera. Furthermore, the
presented data weakly points to a remolding at the root of the Porifera with a high similarity
between both leucine tRNAs (see Appendix B).
The absence of a proper outgroup, i.e., unremolded trnL genes, is a further complication
of this (and all earlier studies). Note that also for fungi it can not be assumed a priori that
the leucine tRNAs have not been remolded since (other) remoldings have been also reported
within fungal mitogenomes (Su et al., 2011).
The adjacencies that are found nearly always (2344× of 2621 ) in Chordata are nad5
trnL1 trnS1 and nad1 trnL2 rrnL. In Ecdysozoa trnL1 took the place of trnL2, i.e., nad1
trnL1 rrnL is found in 467 of 755 cases, and trnL2 is found at a different position, i.e.,
between cox1 and cox2. This supports a L2  L1 remolding between the emergence of
Bilateria and the Ecdysozoa. In some of the Ecdysozoa (31) and some of the Lophotrochozoa
(57) of 217 both leucine tRNAs are found between nad1 and rrnL which indicates further
independent remoldings events (consistent with the presented results for the Eumalacostraca)
or the differential loss of a duplicate generated before the emergence of the lineages. In
Ambulacraria gene orders the trnL1 is found mostly between two different genes, i.e., trnA
and trnN, and trnL2 is adjacent to nad1 and trnG. Also this would support a L2  L1
remolding. The adjacencies observed for the Porifera are trnL1 adjacent to nad5 in six cases
(as in Chordata) and trnL1 adjacent to trnN in five cases (as in Ambulacraria). The other
gene that is adjacent to trnL1 is cob in all these cases. Surprisingly, this adjacency is found
also in 25 chordate mitogenomes. The trnL2 gene is adjacent mostly to either trnG (as
found for Ambulacraria) and nad1 (found throughout deuterostomia). This mixed pattern,
the small species sample, and missing outgroup information, does not allow for an obvious
interpretation. There might be cases of converged gene adjacencies.
Concluding, the presented data and the gene order data supports multiple deep metazoan
leucine remoldings, i.e., for the Protostomia, Ambulacraria, and Porifera. This is consistent
to Higgs et al. (2003); Rawlings et al. (2003) and Wang and Lavrov (2011). Fur-
thermore multiple re-remoldings, in particular within Protostomia, are supported (see also
results for Mollusca and Eumalacostraca). If further even deeper remolding events happened,
as indicated by the results of MLRD and the high similarity of all metazoan leucine tRNAs
(see Appendix B), needs further refined analyses.
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5.9.4. Amphibia
Eleven K(uuu)  T (ugu) remolding candidates are found in the Amphibia (and a further
one in Lepidosauria). The alignment of the amphibian trnK and trnT shows that the tRNAs
are highly similar, i.e., 49 columns are well preserved (>50%) with 15 highly conserved
(>80%), but 13 columns with tRNA specific nucleotides are present. The results of the
MLRD method do not show increased log-likelihood values, see Appendix B. The tRNAs are at
extremely well preserved genomic positions within Chordata: in 2483 out of the 2621 chordate
mitogenomes the genes trnK is between cox2 and atp8 and trnT is between cob and trnP.
These adjacencies of trnK and trnT can be traced also in other phyla, i.e.,
in 2/3 of the Ambulacraria trnK has the same adjacencies and for trnT at least one of the
adjacencies is preserved,
76% of the Ecdysozoa preserved the cox2 -trnK and trnT -trnP adjacencies (and only an
additional trnD is between trnK and atp8 ), and
also in 37% of the Porifera all but the trnT -trnP adjacency are present.
This renders it unlikely that there was a K  T remolding in Bilateria and particularly in
Chordata.
Nevertheless, the trnK and trnT are very similar. The mean bitscore of the comparison
of the two tRNAs, i.e., the mean of S(Ki|Ti) for all metazoan species i, is 14.16 which is
nearly as large as the mean bitscore for the two leucine tRNAs (15.19). That is, trnK is on
average nearly as similar to trnT as the two leucine tRNAs. Hence, judging from the average
bitscores there is no more reason to reject the possibility of K  T remolding(s) early in
metazoan evolution as the L2 L1 remolding(s).
Surprisingly, many other pairs of tRNAs show high mean bitscores, see Appendix B. The
largest values are 20.1 for trnL2 and trnY and 22.3 for trnE and trnG. Eleven tRNA pairs
with values larger than those of trnL2 and trnL1 are found, i.e., trnH -trnR, trnH -trnY, trnH -
trnP, trnH -trnD, trnA-trnR, trnA-trnD, trnA-trnP, trnA-trnE, trnG-trnR, trnL2 -trnY, and
trnE -trnG. These might be tRNA pairs that are for some other reason highly similar or
ancestrally remolded tRNAs. The minimal mean bitscore value is −9.4 found for trnF and
trnS1.
5.9.5. Porifera
The mitogenomes of Porifera are often rearranged and duplicated tRNAs are present, i.e.,
trnR(ucg) and trnR(ucu), two to three copies of trnM(cau) (where one is post-transcriptionally
edited to a copy of a trnI ) are found throughout Porifera, and Homoscleromorpha exhibit an
additional copy of trnT(ugu) and trnV(uac), see (Lavrov et al., 2005) and Appendix B.
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Seemingly independent tRNA remolding events have been described for 7 out of 21 species
in a rather systematic analysis (Wang and Lavrov, 2011) which probably describes the
mentioned “several additional instances of tRNA gene recruitment in demosponge mtDNA
(to be described elsewhere)” mentioned in Wang and Lavrov (2008). By using these new
methods, the number of tRNA remoldings known for Porifera has been increased consider-
ably. Additionally, it has been shown that many of them are not independent but rather
ancestral events.
The candidate set R contained 18 remolding candidates. Two remolding types are found
multiple times, i.e., T (ugu)  R(ucu) is found 5× in Demospongiae and 2× in Homoscle-
romorpha; and S2(uga)  Y (gua) is detected 7× in Homoscleromorpha. These cases and
others that are known from the literature are discussed in the following.
The predicted S2(uga) Y (gua) remolding is one of the cases that requires the mutation
of two positions of the anticodon. The candidate set R contains 9 cases for Homoscleromor-
pha. The maximum likelihood analysis showed a slightly increased log-likelihood value for the
Porifera (see Figure 5.6b). But also an only slightly smaller log-likelihood value (compared
to the topology assuming no remolding) is found for the Homoscleromorpha and the node
representing Demospongiae plus Hexactinellida (which are represented only by Aphrocallistes
vastus). Given the poorly resolved taxonomy of Porifera and several only insufficiently sam-
pled taxa the results of the maximum likelihood method can not be interpreted unequivocally
for one of the alternatives.
An ancestral S2(uga)  Y (gua) remolding that is ancestral to the Porifera is supported
both by the alignment and the gene orders. In the alignment nearly half of the columns (38
out of 88) are well preserved in both tRNAs. They are found in particular in the acceptor-
, D-, and C-stem. But also eleven (including the two anticodon mutations) columns with
mutations specific for each of the two tRNAs exist. The loop regions are highly variable, in
particular the variable loop is highly divergent, but has similar size, see Appendix B.
Both tRNAs are involved in well preserved adjacencies. With few exceptions, trnY is
adjacent to at least one of trnI(gau) and trnM(cau); and also trnS2(uga) is adjacent to cox1.
Hence assuming a more recent remolding requires that the remolded duplicate ends up at the
exact same position as the original which seems to be unlikely.
Even if the candidate set contained only T (ugu)  R(ucu) remoldings two separate data
sets have been examined, i.e., one for each copy of trnR, see Figure 5.6. The MLRD analysis
showed a single increased log-likelihood value corresponding to a T (ugu)  R(ucu) at the
root of the Demospongiae and a T (ugu)  R(ucg) remolding at the root of Porifera. The
alignment of trnT(ugu) and trnR(ucu) shows a nearly perfect conservation except for the
modified anticodon position and the acceptor stem, which are tRNA specific. In contrast to
the alignment of trnT(ugu) and trnR(ucg) which shows a large number of differences that are
specific for each tRNA. Both genes are involved in well preserved adjacencies in gene orders of
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Figure 5.6. – Results for the Porifera trnT (ugu)  trnR(ucu), trnT (ugu)  
trnR(ucg), and trnS2(uga)  trnY (gua): a) guide tree, green, brown,
and red symbols refer to trnS2(uga)  trnY (gua), trnT (ugu)  
trnR(ucg), and trnT (ugu)  trnR(ucu), respectively, triangles mark
outgroup species, squares mark candidates in R, circles mark tree re-
arrangements which yield a higher log-likelihood score compared to the
start tree, and stars mark species that are omitted due to missing an-
notations b) log-likelihood score calculated for each tree topology, num-
bers refer to the root node of the moved subtree c), d), and e) sub-
family logo for the trnS2(uga)+trnY(gua), trnT(ugu)+trnR(ucu), and




Porifera, i.e., i) cob trnT(ugu) trnS1, ii) atp6 trnR(ucu) cox3, and iii) nd3 trnR(ucg) nad4l,
where in few cases only one of the adjacencies is preserved, see Appendix B. Altogether,
this suggests a T (ugu) R(ucu) remolding that is ancestral to all Porifera. Whether there
was an independent T (ugu)  R(ucg) remolding ancestral to Porifera can not be decided
without a more detailed evaluation. In particular fungi as outgroup would have to be included
to pinpoint the time of the remolding.
Notable exceptions to the preserved adjacencies of trnT(ugu) and trnR(ucu) are Ptilo-
caulis walpersi where trnR(ucu) is between cob and trnS1 and trnT(ugu) is between two
different genes, i.e., cox1 and trnS2, and Extyoplasia ferox where trnT(ugu) is in its usual
position but trnR(ucu) is between cox1 and trnS2. Wang and Lavrov (2011) predicted a
T (ugu) R(ucu) remolding for these two species and suggested that they are generated by
a single duplication. That is, trnT(ugu) is duplicated and placed between cox1 and trnS2.
Subsequently, one of the copies is remolded into trnR(ucu): while in Ptilocaulis wilhelmi
(this study includes P. walpersi) the original is remolded, in E. ferox the copy is remolded.
Finally the redundant copy of trnR(ucu) between atp6 and cox3 are lost. The interpretation
of the MLRD results for these two species is complicated because the trnT(ugu) and trnR(ucu)
were already highly similar prior to the two putative recent remoldings due to the ancestral
T (ugu) R(ucu) remolding (given the high similarity of all trnT(ugu) and trnR(ucu) there
is no reason to assume that P. walpersi and E. ferox were not affected by the ancestral event).
The increase of the log-likelihood of the nodes when compared to their respective neighbours
might be interpreted as possible sign for the recent T (ugu) R(ucu) re-remolding. A larger
sample of closely related species will be necessary to verify this hypothesis.
The phylogenetic interpretation of these remoldings with respect to the NCBI taxonomy
would suggest parallel identical duplications (such that the copy is inserted at the same place)
or multiple independent losses. This suggests major problems of the NCBI taxonomy for the
Porifera. In a reconstruction presented in Wang and Lavrov (2008) the two species are
sister taxa. Analogous interpretation of the MLRD results for other nodes with increased log-
likelihood would suggest further recent T (ugu) R(ucu) remolding events but the conserved
adjacencies of the tRNAs are a strong argument against this.
An additional R(ucg) Y (aua) remolding has been suggested by Belinky et al. (2008);
Wang and Lavrov (2011) within the mitogenome of Negombata magnifica. The presented
results show that these two tRNAs are included as candidates within P but did not pass the
3rd criterion (the same holds for Y (aua)  R(ucg)) and were therefore not included in the
final results. Nevertheless, two arguments support this event: i) the atypical position of trnY
(not adjacent to a trnI ) and ii) the atypical anticodon (its the only trnY in Porifera that
uses the anticodon aua).
In Wang and Lavrov (2011) two remoldings for Axinella corrugata: K(uuu) N(guu)
and K(uuu)  C(gca) were predicted. The pair trnKN was included in the remolding
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candidatesR. The MLRDmethod for these two remoldings showed the maximum log-likelihood
value for A. corrugata (Appendix B). Since the three tRNAs are adjacent in the mitogenome
a tandem triplication or two duplications of trnK and alternative remolding of the copies
can explain these remoldings. A further increased value is found for a K  C remolding
in Agelas schmidti where only trnK and trnN are adjacent. Again these remolding events
can not be explained easily using the NCBI taxonomy but fit naturally in the reconstruction
presented in Wang and Lavrov (2008) where the two species are sisters.
Gazave et al. (2010) suggested that “within the Oscarella-like genomes, two duplicated
tRNA genes (V and T ) have changed identities in some species” without providing evidence.
No trnV, trnT pair from Porifera was included in P. This is an artifact caused by the
restriction of the outlier tests to a single outlier, in this case the more similar trnR-trnV
and trnV -trnK pairs, respectively. Hence, the presented analysis does not contradict the
observation of Gazave et al. (2010). Indeed a copy of trnV is found adjacent to one of the
trnT, e.g., in Oscarella carmela which was also analysed byWang and Lavrov (2011), who
found no remolding of this type. A MLRD analysis for V  T and T  V for the adjacent
trnT and trnV genes is in agreement with Wang and Lavrov (2011) where no remolding
can be detected in O. carmela since it significantly decreases the likelihood. However, one
can notice from the alignment (Appendix B) that these tRNAs are highly similar and a slight
increase in the likelihood can be observed at the root of the Porifera which might indicate a
possible remolding.
For Agelas schmidti a N  I remolding candidate was included in R, whereas Wang
and Lavrov (2011) suggested an I  N remolding with a sequence similarity of 73.6%.
Additionally, a F  I remolding in Oscarella microlobata has been detected.
5.10. Concluding Remarks
A new method to predict remolding events in metazoan mitochondrial genomes has been
presented. The presented comprehensive analysis was based on the structural annotations of
tRNAs that became available for all Metazoa generated by MITOS (Bernt et al., 2012b).
The method looks for significant similarities between alloacceptor tRNAs and dissimilarities
of isoacceptor tRNAs using statistical tests. The method obtains a number of novel remolding
events in addition to the ones that are compliant with the literature. However, the set of
criteria that have been applied are quite strict and one would expect many false negatives.
Further fine-tuning of the criteria and a more detailed analysis of the candidates might
increase the recall.
Since the remolding candidate selection method relies on observing exceptional tRNA simi-
larities and given the available species sampling, events that are ancestral to a large fraction of
the sample can not be detected. This problem likely occurred to Wang and Lavrov (2011)
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who analysed the tRNAs of Porifera and found pairs of trnR and trnT that have exceptional
similarities in Porifera but missed that all trnR and trnT have exceptional similarities when
considered with respect to all Metazoa. Likewise the presented method necessarily missed
putative remolding events that are ancestral to Metazoa as indicated by the high similarity
of several tRNA pairs.
Additionally, a novel maximum likelihood based method (MLRD) has been developed to test
hypotheses on an ancestral remolding event. With this method the phylogenetic vicinity of
the detected remolding candidates has been explored. Thereby, many of the found remolding
candidates could be traced to ancestral remolding events. The resolution, for the exact
position and direction of the remolding, of the method is influenced by many factors such as
i) the difficulty in selecting a proper outgroup, ii) problems in the species tree, iii) species
sampling, and iv) the high similarity between the tRNAs that might be caused by more
ancestral events.
The detected remolding events stress that tRNA remolding is an important factor in the
evolution of Metazoan mitogenomes that affects all lineages and needs to be considered.
In summary, this study has shown that sequence and structure information of tRNA genes
can be used in practice to detect novel remolding events. Together, the presented methods
can provide detailed predictions that may serve as a starting point for detailed investigation
of the evolution of mitochondrial tRNAs.
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6. Conclusion
Two main mitochondrial evolutionary processes have been studied in this work. These are the
replication of chordate mitochondrial genomes and the remolding of metazoan mitochondrial
tRNAs. Both processes have been studied for a wide sample of animal groups.
The first process analysed in this work is the prediction of the origins of replication of
chordate mitochondrial genomes based on nucleotide distribution data in the light of the
strand displacement model of replication. A linear regression method has been developed.
This method is based on the linear relation of the GC-skew and Dssh. The algorithm uses this
correlation to derive the position of the replication origins using the minimum of the linear
regression sum squared error (SSE) as an indication. Using two alternatives for computing a
measure ofDssh, it has been applied in a comprehensive survey of deuterostome mitochondrial
genomes with moderately rearranged gene orders (except Tunicata and Hemichordata) where
it shows very similar locations for nearly all clades. The results consistently match the
published data for the few model species where the replication origins have been predicted
experimentally (i.e., OH within the control region and OL in the WANCY tRNA cluster).
However, for echinoderms, the resolution of the method seems to be not able to scope with
the large number of rearrangements and thus the results for some of the groups differed. By
predicting origin positions in concordance with experimentally verified ones, the presented
method gives support to the strand displacement model. Additionally, the presented study
indirectly supports the strand displacement model since it shows that the single stranded
state of the heavy strand that is refuted in the RITOLS model do exist and can be used to
predict the replication origins.
The remolding of metazoan mitochondrial tRNAs has been studied in the second part
of this work. A method for the detection of remolding events throughout mitochondrial
genomes of Metazoa was presented. Only alloacceptor tRNA remolding has been considered
in this study. The method uses sequence and structure annotations of mitochondrial tRNAs
predicted using the MITOS pipeline to look for significant similarities between tRNAs using
statistical analysis and significance tests. This process generates a set of remolding candi-
dates that are found based on stringent criteria. These candidates are then used in a de
novo method based on maximum likelihood reconstruction implemented in RAxML to derive
ancestral remoldings (if any) and to further validate the candidate set. The method was
applied to all available metazoan mitochondrial genome sequences from RefSeq release 63.
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6. Conclusion
The method obtains a number of novel remolding candidates in addition to the ones that
are compliant with the literature to a large extent. The presented study further indicates
that tRNA remolding is an important factor in the evolution of animal mitochondrial tRNAs
that should be taken into account in studies of tRNA gene rearrangements and tRNA based
phylogenetic reconstructions.
Both methods developed in this study proved to be useful and efficient for solving biological
data. However, they have been performed using the current mitochondrial genome annotation
methods. This comes with some problems caused by the limitation of these methods. For
example, using MITOS to annotate mitochondrial protein coding genes might give incomplete
annotations given that MITOS does not explicitly deal with lineage-specific deviations such
as additional extensions in the protein coding genes (e.g., in the cox2 gene in male unionid
mussels (Breton et al., 2010)). This could be further improved using additional filtering
rules or by using hidden Markov models to create taxa specific models for each protein coding
gene that can deal with these specific extensions. These problems are unlikely to happen
within chordates where our first process has been analysed but one should take this into
consideration when exploring other taxa. Additionally, tRNA remolding might complicate
the identification of real homologues. This is caused by the fact that most of the current
annotation softwares assign the tRNA mainly based on the anticodon. This should be taken
into consideration in future studies of mitochondrial genome annotation.
Mitochondrial genomes of Metazoa are still the best studied group. When performing
analyses outside the Metazoa (e.g., Fungi or Plants) one should consider to encounter other
problems related to the fact that the mitogenomes of these taxa are quite divergent, larger
in size, contain lineage specific genes, and evolve quite differently. Dealing with such groups
would require the development of new tools that could scope with these variations and provide
faithful annotations that can be used for further analyses.
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A. Replication Origins





Table A.1. – List of mitochondrial genomes where MITOS encountered errors, these






Table A.2. – List of mitochondrial genomes with missing genes, these species were ex-
cluded from the analysis
A.1.3. Size restrictions
For each taxa, a list of comma separated accessions that exceed the size restrictions is pre-
sented. These species were excluded from the analysis.
• Lepidosauria: NC_007398, NC_007402, NC_008778, NC_010292, NC_011764, NC_012443,
NC_012444, NC_012465, NC_013981, NC_013985, NC_013988, NC_013990, NC_016755.
• Archosauria: NC_002772, NC_002772, NC_003128, NC_007172, NC_008549, NC_011718,
NC_012140, NC_014679, NC_014681, NC_015085, NC_015087.
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• Amphibia: NC_006325, NC_006327, NC_006328, NC_006331, NC_006333, NC_006334,
NC_006335, NC_006336, NC_006338, NC_006343, NC_006346, NC_007178, NC_007888,
NC_008975, NC_009258, NC_010232, NC_011049, NC_014581, NC_014584, NC_014685,
NC_015305, NC_015617, NC_016059, NC_018771, NC_019615, NC_019999, NC_020000,
NC_020002.
• Testudines: NC_007692, NC_007694, NC_007698, NC_007700, NC_007970.
• Anguilliformes: NC_002761, NC_005298, NC_005299, NC_013612.
• Protacanthopterygii: NC_008448.
• Neoteleostei: NC_006920, NC_011814, NC_013828, NC_013879, NC_013880, NC_013882.
• Perciformes: NC_015652, NC_015653, NC_018135, NC_018340.
• Chondrichthyes: NC_003136, NC_014288, NC_014290, NC_014293, NC_018784.
• Hyperotreti: NC_002639.
• Echinodermata: NC_004610, NC_005929, NC_005930, NC_013874
A.1.4. Experimental data
Species Reference
Human Anderson et al. (1981); Clayton (1982); Hixson et al. (1986)
Mouse Clayton (1982); Martens and Clayton (1979)
Rat Gadaleta et al. (1989)
Chicken Nass (1995)
Bovine King and Low (1987)
Sea Urchin Jacobs et al. (1989); Matsumoto et al. (1974); Mayhook et al. (1992)
Table A.3. – Experimentally predicted replication origins found in the literature.
A.2. Stalling mode















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B.1. Table of means
trnA trnC trnD trnE trnF trnG trnH trnI trnK trnL1 trnL2 trnM trnN trnP trnQ trnR trnS1 trnS2 trnT trnV trnW trnY
trnA 6.27 17.32 18.39 4.66 15.18 14.40 4.53 0.30 -0.31 -2.99 11.13 4.09 18.21 5.98 15.55 -8.81 9.99 12.33 14.86 9.86 3.79
trnC 6.27 7.71 6.82 5.01 5.66 7.57 1.43 -1.01 -1.71 -2.77 -0.56 -1.86 -0.70 0.44 2.11 -6.75 0.42 5.75 -3.67 1.83 7.34
trnD 17.32 7.71 14.85 4.09 14.46 16.39 8.47 3.54 3.44 1.04 6.39 6.73 11.65 9.31 9.39 -4.19 4.24 10.21 6.11 13.89 8.28
trnE 18.39 6.82 14.85 2.74 22.30 14.37 3.03 3.10 10.78 3.82 6.28 -1.68 11.24 8.47 10.51 -8.98 0.63 14.45 3.15 6.48 7.02
trnF 4.66 5.01 4.09 2.74 2.17 14.29 2.62 2.00 1.88 3.37 3.86 -4.81 3.42 -5.49 1.39 -9.37 -4.45 9.87 6.65 3.65 6.76
trnG 15.18 5.66 14.46 22.30 2.17 7.95 -4.59 0.52 12.57 2.71 3.58 -3.20 2.76 3.59 15.73 -6.30 1.39 11.45 5.71 15.15 -0.42
trnH 14.40 7.57 16.39 14.37 14.29 7.95 10.60 2.73 5.80 6.05 10.69 -1.27 16.13 6.47 15.39 -5.55 1.32 14.68 5.63 11.85 15.54
trnI 4.53 1.43 8.47 3.03 2.62 -4.59 10.60 2.80 2.17 8.67 3.96 2.61 3.41 -2.79 1.42 -5.74 4.78 6.92 1.50 1.46 14.46
trnK 0.30 -1.01 3.54 3.10 2.00 0.52 2.73 2.80 6.17 3.10 2.46 10.09 5.22 -1.38 -0.22 -7.80 2.00 14.16 3.71 2.26 5.57
trnL1 -0.31 -1.71 3.44 10.78 1.88 12.57 5.80 2.17 6.17 15.19 4.94 -0.77 1.84 2.75 6.24 -8.56 1.07 12.85 3.00 5.66 4.55
trnL2 -2.99 -2.77 1.04 3.82 3.37 2.71 6.05 8.67 3.10 15.19 6.53 -2.65 -0.00 6.69 2.12 -5.41 11.10 5.52 1.28 4.35 20.16
trnM 11.13 -0.56 6.39 6.28 3.86 3.58 10.69 3.96 2.46 4.94 6.53 -0.72 7.37 0.99 11.05 -5.47 5.30 10.20 6.80 9.51 8.26
trnN 4.09 -1.86 6.73 -1.68 -4.81 -3.20 -1.27 2.61 10.09 -0.77 -2.65 -0.72 -1.50 5.23 -4.30 -6.40 8.47 4.20 -0.11 -3.99 3.88
trnP 18.21 -0.70 11.65 11.24 3.42 2.76 16.13 3.41 5.22 1.84 -0.00 7.37 -1.50 13.86 12.40 -7.20 7.63 12.69 8.04 13.45 6.61
trnQ 5.98 0.44 9.31 8.47 -5.49 3.59 6.47 -2.79 -1.38 2.75 6.69 0.99 5.23 13.86 6.95 -6.01 13.94 0.94 2.18 7.35 7.35
trnR 15.55 2.11 9.39 10.51 1.39 15.73 15.39 1.42 -0.22 6.24 2.12 11.05 -4.30 12.40 6.95 -4.63 3.78 5.65 9.87 11.40 6.71
trnS1 -8.81 -6.75 -4.19 -8.98 -9.37 -6.30 -5.55 -5.74 -7.80 -8.56 -5.41 -5.47 -6.40 -7.20 -6.01 -4.63 -3.52 -7.01 -7.87 -3.25 -5.80
trnS2 9.99 0.42 4.24 0.63 -4.45 1.39 1.32 4.78 2.00 1.07 11.10 5.30 8.47 7.63 13.94 3.78 -3.52 8.20 3.08 8.14 14.15
trnT 12.33 5.75 10.21 14.45 9.87 11.45 14.68 6.92 14.16 12.85 5.52 10.20 4.20 12.69 0.94 5.65 -7.01 8.20 4.06 10.32 6.72
trnV 14.86 -3.67 6.11 3.15 6.65 5.71 5.63 1.50 3.71 3.00 1.28 6.80 -0.11 8.04 2.18 9.87 -7.87 3.08 4.06 6.31 2.23
trnW 9.86 1.83 13.89 6.48 3.65 15.15 11.85 1.46 2.26 5.66 4.35 9.51 -3.99 13.45 7.35 11.40 -3.25 8.14 10.32 6.31 5.20
trnY 3.79 7.34 8.28 7.02 6.76 -0.42 15.54 14.46 5.57 4.55 20.16 8.26 3.88 6.61 7.35 6.71 -5.80 14.15 6.72 2.23 5.20
Table B.1. – Average bitscores between all pairs of tRNAs fromMetazoa, i.e., S(Yi|Xj) :
X 6= Y ; coloured cells indicate a mean value > 10.
B.2. Caption for all following figures
(a) Guide tree. Blue nodes mark outgroup species added to the input tree, red nodes mark
tree rearrangements which yield a higher log-likelihood score compared to the start tree.
Candidates are marked with a star.
(b) Log-Likelihood score calculated with RAxML for each tree topology. Numbers refer to
the root node of the moved subtree. All leaves are first numbered, followed by a ascending
numbering of the internal nodes based on the distance to the root node.
(c) Subfamily logo. Alignment columns with a sequence conservation > 50% (> 80%) are
highlighted in blue (purple). The anticodon is indicated by a red box. Colored arrows mark
secondary structure elements, i.e. the stems of the acceptor arm (pink), D arm (light blue),





S. erythranum (NC 015982)-1
T. japonicus (NC 003979)-2
E. sp. (NC 013976)-3*
L. oceanica (NC 008412)-4
Isopoda-187
C. scaura (NC 014687)-5
C. mutica (NC 014492)-6
Caprellidea-183
P. daviui (NC 019662)-7
G. duebeni (NC 017760)-8
E. verrucosus (NC 023104)-9
165
Gammaroidea-170
B. jaraguensis (NC 019661)-10
O. nanseni (NC 013819)-11
171
178
G. antarctica (NC 016192)-12
M. remyi (NC 019660)-13
M. longipes (NC 013032)-14
M. repens (NC 019653)-15
141
M. panousei (NC 019659)-16
M. longicaudus (NC 019658)-17
133
M. spinicaudatus (NC 019657)-18
142
150
M. dominicanus (NC 019654)-19
M. ilvanus (NC 019656)-20
151
158







L. maculata (NC 007443)-22
G. chiragra (NC 007442)-23
S. empusa (NC 007444)-24
S. mantis (NC 006081)-25
Squilla-173
H. harpax (NC 006916)-26





M. japonicus (NC 007010)-28
P. monodon (NC 002184)-29
F. chinensis (NC 009679)-30
159
F. californiensis (NC 012738)-31
L. vanni (NC 009626)-32





A. chinensis (NC 017600)-34
Dendrobranchiata-181
S. hispidus (NC 018097)-35
N. glyptocercus (NC 019609)-36*
T. kelanang (NC 019608)-37
U. pusilla (NC 020023)-38*
U. major (NC 019607)-39*
Upogebia-99
A. edulis (NC 019606)-40*
Upogebiidae-105
N. japonica (NC 020351)-41*
N. thermophila (NC 019610)-42*
Nihonotrypaea-100





C. cainii (NC 022936)-44
C. glaber (NC 022939)-45
101
C. monticola (NC 022938)-46
C. quadricarinatus (NC 022937)-47
102
107
C. destructor (NC 011243)-48
Cherax-113
E. lengana (NC 022847)-49
Parastacoidea-119
H. gammarus (NC 020020)-50
H. ricanus (NC 015607)-51
Nephropoidea-108
E. occidentalis (NC 020027)-52
114
P. clarkii (NC 016926)-53
P. fallax (NC 020021)-54
Cambarinae-109





P. camtschaticus (NC 020029)-56*
P. brevipes (NC 021458)-57*
Paguroidea-127
N. maculatus (NC 020024)-58




P. japonicus (NC 004251)-60
P. stimpsoni (NC 014339)-61
P. homarus (NC 016015)-62
P. ornatus (NC 014854)-63
103




S. verreauxi (NC 022736)-65
Palinuridae-129
P. wieneckii (NC 021753)-66
136




P. crassipes (NC 021754)-68
X. testudinatus (NC 013480)-69
E. japonica (NC 011597)-70
E. sinensis (NC 006992)-71





I. deschampsi (NC 020040)-73
Thoracotremata-154
G. dehaani (NC 007379)-74
A. rodriguezensis (NC 020312)-75
A. alayseae (NC 020314)-76
Austinograea-131
G. yunohana (NC 013713)-77
Bythograeoidea-138
P. gigas (NC 006891)-78
C. sapidus (NC 006281)-79
P. trituberculatus (NC 005037)-80
123
C. japonica (NC 013246)-81
S. olivacea (NC 012569)-82
S. tranquebarica (NC 012567)-83
S. serrata (NC 012565)-84
104










P. typhlops (NC 020026)-86
176
M. nipponense (NC 015073)-87
M. rosenbergii (NC 006880)-88
M. lanchesteri (NC 012217)-89
147
Macrobrachium-156
P. carinicauda (NC 012566)-90
Palaemonoidea-163
A. longirostris (NC 020313)-91
A. chelys (NC 018778)-92
Alvinocaris-148
N. saintlaurentae (NC 021971)-93
O. loihi (NC 020311)-94




A. distinguendus (NC 014883)-96
164
169










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































J J I J I J I I
(c)




S. erythranum (NC 015982)-1
T. japonicus (NC 003979)-2
E. sp. (NC 013976)-3
L. oceanica (NC 008412)-4
Isopoda-187
C. scaura (NC 014687)-5
C. mutica (NC 014492)-6
Caprellidea-183
P. daviui (NC 019662)-7
G. duebeni (NC 017760)-8
E. verrucosus (NC 023104)-9
165
Gammaroidea-170
B. jaraguensis (NC 019661)-10
O. nanseni (NC 013819)-11
171
178
G. antarctica (NC 016192)-12
M. remyi (NC 019660)-13
M. longipes (NC 013032)-14
M. repens (NC 019653)-15
141
M. panousei (NC 019659)-16
M. longicaudus (NC 019658)-17
133
M. spinicaudatus (NC 019657)-18
142
150
M. dominicanus (NC 019654)-19
M. ilvanus (NC 019656)-20
151
158







L. maculata (NC 007443)-22
G. chiragra (NC 007442)-23
S. empusa (NC 007444)-24
S. mantis (NC 006081)-25
Squilla-173
H. harpax (NC 006916)-26





M. japonicus (NC 007010)-28
P. monodon (NC 002184)-29
F. chinensis (NC 009679)-30
159
F. californiensis (NC 012738)-31
L. vanni (NC 009626)-32





A. chinensis (NC 017600)-34
Dendrobranchiata-181
S. hispidus (NC 018097)-35
N. glyptocercus (NC 019609)-36
T. kelanang (NC 019608)-37
U. pusilla (NC 020023)-38
U. major (NC 019607)-39
Upogebia-99
A. edulis (NC 019606)-40
Upogebiidae-105
N. japonica (NC 020351)-41
N. thermophila (NC 019610)-42
Nihonotrypaea-100





C. cainii (NC 022936)-44
C. glaber (NC 022939)-45
101
C. monticola (NC 022938)-46
C. quadricarinatus (NC 022937)-47
102
107
C. destructor (NC 011243)-48
Cherax-113
E. lengana (NC 022847)-49
Parastacoidea-119
H. gammarus (NC 020020)-50
H. ricanus (NC 015607)-51
Nephropoidea-108
E. occidentalis (NC 020027)-52
114
P. clarkii (NC 016926)-53
P. fallax (NC 020021)-54
Cambarinae-109





P. camtschaticus (NC 020029)-56
P. brevipes (NC 021458)-57
Paguroidea-127
N. maculatus (NC 020024)-58




P. japonicus (NC 004251)-60
P. stimpsoni (NC 014339)-61
P. homarus (NC 016015)-62
P. ornatus (NC 014854)-63
103




S. verreauxi (NC 022736)-65
Palinuridae-129
P. wieneckii (NC 021753)-66
136




P. crassipes (NC 021754)-68
X. testudinatus (NC 013480)-69
E. japonica (NC 011597)-70
E. sinensis (NC 006992)-71





I. deschampsi (NC 020040)-73
Thoracotremata-154
G. dehaani (NC 007379)-74*
A. rodriguezensis (NC 020312)-75
A. alayseae (NC 020314)-76
Austinograea-131
G. yunohana (NC 013713)-77
Bythograeoidea-138
P. gigas (NC 006891)-78
C. sapidus (NC 006281)-79
P. trituberculatus (NC 005037)-80
123
C. japonica (NC 013246)-81
S. olivacea (NC 012569)-82
S. tranquebarica (NC 012567)-83
S. serrata (NC 012565)-84
104










P. typhlops (NC 020026)-86
176
M. nipponense (NC 015073)-87
M. rosenbergii (NC 006880)-88
M. lanchesteri (NC 012217)-89
147
Macrobrachium-156
P. carinicauda (NC 012566)-90
Palaemonoidea-163
A. longirostris (NC 020313)-91
A. chelys (NC 018778)-92
Alvinocaris-148
N. saintlaurentae (NC 021971)-93
O. loihi (NC 020311)-94




A. distinguendus (NC 014883)-96
164
169




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































J J I J I J I I
(c)




S. erythranum (NC 015982)-1
T. japonicus (NC 003979)-2
E. sp. (NC 013976)-3
L. oceanica (NC 008412)-4
Isopoda-185
C. scaura (NC 014687)-5
C. mutica (NC 014492)-6
Caprellidea-181
P. daviui (NC 019662)-7
G. duebeni (NC 017760)-8
E. verrucosus (NC 023104)-9
163
Gammaroidea-168
B. jaraguensis (NC 019661)-10
O. nanseni (NC 013819)-11
169
176
G. antarctica (NC 016192)-12
M. remyi (NC 019660)-13
M. longipes (NC 013032)-14
M. repens (NC 019653)-15
139
M. panousei (NC 019659)-16
M. longicaudus (NC 019658)-17
131
M. spinicaudatus (NC 019657)-18
140
148
M. dominicanus (NC 019654)-19
M. ilvanus (NC 019656)-20
149
156







L. maculata (NC 007443)-22
G. chiragra (NC 007442)-23
S. empusa (NC 007444)-24
S. mantis (NC 006081)-25
Squilla-171
H. harpax (NC 006916)-26





M. japonicus (NC 007010)-28*
P. monodon (NC 002184)-29
F. chinensis (NC 009679)-30
157
F. californiensis (NC 012738)-31
L. vanni (NC 009626)-32





A. chinensis (NC 017600)-34
Dendrobranchiata-179
S. hispidus (NC 018097)-35
N. glyptocercus (NC 019609)-36
T. kelanang (NC 019608)-37
U. pusilla (NC 020023)-38
U. major (NC 019607)-39
Upogebia-98
A. edulis (NC 019606)-40
Upogebiidae-104
N. japonica (NC 020351)-41
N. thermophila (NC 019610)-42
Nihonotrypaea-99





C. cainii (NC 022936)-44
C. glaber (NC 022939)-45
100
C. monticola (NC 022938)-46
C. quadricarinatus (NC 022937)-47
101
106
C. destructor (NC 011243)-48
Cherax-111
E. lengana (NC 022847)-49
Parastacoidea-117
H. ricanus (NC 015607)-50
E. occidentalis (NC 020027)-51
112
P. clarkii (NC 016926)-52
P. fallax (NC 020021)-53
Cambarinae-107





P. camtschaticus (NC 020029)-55
P. brevipes (NC 021458)-56
Paguroidea-125
N. maculatus (NC 020024)-57




P. japonicus (NC 004251)-59
P. stimpsoni (NC 014339)-60
P. homarus (NC 016015)-61
P. ornatus (NC 014854)-62
102




S. verreauxi (NC 022736)-64
Palinuridae-127
P. wieneckii (NC 021753)-65
134




P. crassipes (NC 021754)-67
X. testudinatus (NC 013480)-68
E. japonica (NC 011597)-69
E. sinensis (NC 006992)-70





I. deschampsi (NC 020040)-72
Thoracotremata-152
G. dehaani (NC 007379)-73
A. rodriguezensis (NC 020312)-74
A. alayseae (NC 020314)-75
Austinograea-129
G. yunohana (NC 013713)-76
Bythograeoidea-136
P. gigas (NC 006891)-77
C. sapidus (NC 006281)-78
P. trituberculatus (NC 005037)-79
121
C. japonica (NC 013246)-80
S. olivacea (NC 012569)-81
S. tranquebarica (NC 012567)-82
S. serrata (NC 012565)-83
103










P. typhlops (NC 020026)-85
174
M. nipponense (NC 015073)-86*
M. rosenbergii (NC 006880)-87
M. lanchesteri (NC 012217)-88
145
Macrobrachium-154
P. carinicauda (NC 012566)-89
Palaemonoidea-161
A. longirostris (NC 020313)-90
A. chelys (NC 018778)-91
Alvinocaris-146
N. saintlaurentae (NC 021971)-92*
O. loihi (NC 020311)-93




A. distinguendus (NC 014883)-95
162
167



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































J J I J I J I I
(c)
Figure B.3. – See Section B.2
136
B.3. Eumalacostraca
B.3.4. Caridea trnQ(uug) trnE(uuc)
T. japonicus (NC 003979)-1
S. erythranum (NC 015982)-2
M. nipponense (NC 015073)-3*
M. rosenbergii (NC 006880)-4
M. lanchesteri (NC 012217)-5
15
Macrobrachium-18
P. carinicauda (NC 012566)-6
Palaemonoidea-20
A. longirostris (NC 020313)-7
A. chelys (NC 018778)-8
Alvinocaris-16
N. saintlaurentae (NC 021971)-9*
O. loihi (NC 020311)-10




A. distinguendus (NC 014883)-12
21
22










































































































































































































































































































































































































































◭ ◭ ◮ ◭ ◮ ◭ ◮ ◮




B.3.5. Peracarida trnW (uca) trnG(ucc)
S. erythranum (NC 015982)-1
T. japonicus (NC 003979)-2
E. sp. (NC 013976)-3
L. oceanica (NC 008412)-4
Isopoda-37
C. scaura (NC 014687)-5*
C. mutica (NC 014492)-6*
Caprellidea-35
P. daviui (NC 019662)-7*
G. duebeni (NC 017760)-8*
E. verrucosus (NC 023104)-9*
28
Gammaroidea-30
B. jaraguensis (NC 019661)-10
O. nanseni (NC 013819)-11*
31
33
G. antarctica (NC 016192)-12*
M. remyi (NC 019660)-13*
M. longipes (NC 013032)-14*
M. repens (NC 019653)-15*
23
M. panousei (NC 019659)-16*
M. longicaudus (NC 019658)-17*
22
M. spinicaudatus (NC 019657)-18*
24
25
M. dominicanus (NC 019654)-19*
M. ilvanus (NC 019656)-20*
26
27







































































































































































































































































































































































































































◭ ◭ ◮ ◭ ◮ ◭ ◮ ◮




B.3.6. Peracarida trnC(gca) trnY (gua)
T. japonicus (NC 003979)-1
E. sp. (NC 013976)-2
L. oceanica (NC 008412)-3
Isopoda-34
C. mutica (NC 014492)-4
P. daviui (NC 019662)-5
G. duebeni (NC 017760)-6
E. verrucosus (NC 023104)-7
26
Gammaroidea-28
B. jaraguensis (NC 019661)-8
O. nanseni (NC 013819)-9*
29
31
G. antarctica (NC 016192)-10
M. remyi (NC 019660)-11
M. longipes (NC 013032)-12
M. repens (NC 019653)-13
21
M. panousei (NC 019659)-14
M. longicaudus (NC 019658)-15
20
M. spinicaudatus (NC 019657)-16
22
23
M. dominicanus (NC 019654)-17
M. ilvanus (NC 019656)-18
24
25
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B.3.7. Peracarida trnC(gca) trnF (gaa)
S. erythranum (NC 015982)-1
T. japonicus (NC 003979)-2
E. sp. (NC 013976)-3
L. oceanica (NC 008412)-4
Isopoda-37
C. scaura (NC 014687)-5
C. mutica (NC 014492)-6
Caprellidea-35
P. daviui (NC 019662)-7
G. duebeni (NC 017760)-8
E. verrucosus (NC 023104)-9
28
Gammaroidea-30
B. jaraguensis (NC 019661)-10
O. nanseni (NC 013819)-11
31
33
G. antarctica (NC 016192)-12
M. remyi (NC 019660)-13
M. longipes (NC 013032)-14
M. repens (NC 019653)-15
23
M. panousei (NC 019659)-16
M. longicaudus (NC 019658)-17
22
M. spinicaudatus (NC 019657)-18
24
25
M. dominicanus (NC 019654)-19
M. ilvanus (NC 019656)-20
26
27

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































◭ ◭ ◮ ◭ ◮ ◭ ◮ ◮




B.3.8. Peracarida+Decapoda trnC(gca) trnY (gua)
T. japonicus (NC 003979)-1
E. sp. (NC 013976)-2
L. oceanica (NC 008412)-3
Isopoda-36
C. mutica (NC 014492)-4
P. daviui (NC 019662)-5
G. duebeni (NC 017760)-6
E. verrucosus (NC 023104)-7
28
Gammaroidea-30
B. jaraguensis (NC 019661)-8
O. nanseni (NC 013819)-9*
31
33
G. antarctica (NC 016192)-10
M. remyi (NC 019660)-11
M. longipes (NC 013032)-12
M. repens (NC 019653)-13
23
M. panousei (NC 019659)-14
M. longicaudus (NC 019658)-15
22
M. spinicaudatus (NC 019657)-16
24
25
M. dominicanus (NC 019654)-17
M. ilvanus (NC 019656)-18
26
27







C. coutierei (NC 020025)-20






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































◭ ◭ ◮ ◭ ◮ ◭ ◮ ◮




B.4. Hymenoptera trnC(gca) trnY (gua)
T. japonicus (NC 003979)-1
C. cinctus (NC 012688)-2
O. occidentalis (NC 012689)-3
D. semiclausum (NC 012708)-4
V. eucnemidarum (NC 008323)-5
P. compressus (NC 022849)-6
E. appendigaster (NC 013238)-7
Evanioidea-28
W. oculata (NC 014485)-8
A. ephippium (NC 011520)-9
S. geminata (NC 014669)-10
S. richteri (NC 014677)-11
S. invicta (NC 014672)-12
19
Solenopsidini-20




P. triangulum (NC 017007)-14
B. ignitus (NC 010967)-15
M. bicolor (NC 004529)-16
A. florea (NC 021401)-17

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































◭ ◭ ◮ ◭ ◮ ◭ ◮ ◮






X. bocki (NC 008556)-1
A. aspersa (NC 021469)-2
O. aculeata (NC 005334)-3
O. nigra (NC 013874)-4
Gnathophiurina-45
O. linea (NC 023254)-5
O. albida (NC 010691)-6




A. mediterraneus (NC 013878)-8
Ophiuroidea-57
P. ochraceus (NC 004610)-9
A. amurensis (NC 006665)-10
Forcipulatacea-52
A. planci (NC 007788)-11
A. brevispinus (NC 007789)-12
Acanthasteridae-41
P. pectinifera (NC 001627)-13
Valvatida-47
L. quinaria (NC 006664)-14





S. purpuratus (NC 001453)-16*
S. droebachiensis (NC 009940)-17*
S. pallidus (NC 009941)-18*
38
Strongylocentrotus-39
M. nudus (NC 020771)-19
Strongylocentrotidae-42
P. lividus (NC 001572)-20*
Echinoida-49
A. lixula (NC 001770)-21
Echinacea-54
E. cordatum (NC 013881)-22
N. alta (NC 023255)-23
Atelostomata-55
Echinoidea-59
S. sp. (NC 014452)-24*
S. horrens (NC 014454)-25*
Stichopus-43
A. japonicus (NC 012616)-26*
P. nigripunctatus (NC 013432)-27*
44
Stichopodidae-50
H. forskali (NC 013884)-28
Aspidochirotacea-56




A. mediterranea (NC 010692)-30
F. serratissima (NC 001878)-31*
Antedonidae-61
P. gracilis (NC 007690)-32*
Comatulida-64
N. richeri (NC 007689)-33
Pelmatozoa-67
Echinodermata-69
B. clavigerus (NC 013877)-34
B. carnosus (NC 001887)-35
Ptychoderidae-65
S. kowalevskii (NC 007438)-36
Enteropneusta-68



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































◭ ◭ ◮ ◭ ◮ ◭ ◮ ◮
(c)





T. japonicus (NC 003979)-1
P. jarrei (NC 014853)-2
O. microlobata (NC 014850)-3
O. carmela (NC 009090)-4
O. malakhovi (NC 014886)-5
20
O. viridis (NC 014856)-6
O. tuberculata (NC 014888)-7






A. fulva (NC 010203)-9
A. cauliformis (NC 016949)-10
Verongida-28
E. muelleri (NC 010202)-11
E. subterraneus (NC 016431)-12
Spongillidae-22
B. intermedia (NC 018343)-13
L. baicalensis (NC 013760)-14




I. birotulata (NC 010207)-16

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































◭ ◭ ◮ ◭ ◮ ◭ ◮ ◮




B.6.2. trnS2(uga) trnY (gua)
A. carolinensis (NC 014671)-1
A. vastus (NC 010769)-2
P. jarrei (NC 014853)-3*
O. microlobata (NC 014850)-4*
O. carmela (NC 009090)-5*
O. malakhovi (NC 014886)-6*
51
O. viridis (NC 014856)-7*
O. tuberculata (NC 014888)-8*






A. fulva (NC 010203)-10
A. cauliformis (NC 016949)-11
Verongida-53
H. dujardini (NC 010212)-12
H. sp. (NC 014876)-13
Halisarcidae-54
59
P. walpersi (NC 010209)-14
A. corrugata (NC 006894)-15
Axinellidae-48
T. ophiraphidites (NC 010204)-16
H. sinapium (NC 022450)-17
49
Halichondrida-55
A. queenslandica (NC 008944)-18
A. compressa (NC 010201)-19
Niphatidae-42
C. plicifera (NC 010206)-20
X. muta (NC 010211)-21
40
E. muelleri (NC 010202)-22
E. subterraneus (NC 016431)-23
Spongillidae-38
B. intermedia (NC 018343)-24
L. baicalensis (NC 013760)-25






E. ferox (NC 010210)-27
I. birotulata (NC 010207)-28
N. magnifica (NC 010171)-2944
Poecilosclerida-46
50




C. aff. (NC 010208)-31
S. domuncula (NC 010496)-32
T. actinia (NC 006991)-33
57
Hadromerida-61
C. kuekenthali (NC 010198)-34




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































◭ ◭ ◮ ◭ ◮ ◭ ◮ ◮
(c)
Figure B.12. – See Section B.2
145
B. tRNA Remolding
B.6.3. trnT (ugu) trnR(ucu)
B. undatum (NC 017757)-1
P. jarrei (NC 014853)-2*
O. microlobata (NC 014850)-3
O. carmela (NC 009090)-4
O. malakhovi (NC 014886)-5
48
O. viridis (NC 014856)-6*
O. tuberculata (NC 014888)-7






A. fulva (NC 010203)-9
A. cauliformis (NC 016949)-10
Verongida-50
H. dujardini (NC 010212)-11
H. sp. (NC 014876)-12
Halisarcidae-51
56
P. walpersi (NC 010209)-13*
A. corrugata (NC 006894)-14
Axinellidae-45
T. ophiraphidites (NC 010204)-15
H. sinapium (NC 022450)-16
46
Halichondrida-52
A. compressa (NC 010201)-17*
C. plicifera (NC 010206)-18*
X. muta (NC 010211)-19*
38
E. muelleri (NC 010202)-20
E. subterraneus (NC 016431)-21
Spongillidae-36
B. intermedia (NC 018343)-22
L. baicalensis (NC 013760)-23






E. ferox (NC 010210)-25*
I. birotulata (NC 010207)-26
N. magnifica (NC 010171)-2741
Poecilosclerida-43
47




C. aff. (NC 010208)-29
S. domuncula (NC 010496)-30
T. actinia (NC 006991)-31
54
Hadromerida-58
C. kuekenthali (NC 010198)-32
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































◭ ◭ ◮ ◭ ◮ ◭ ◮ ◮
(c)
Figure B.13. – See Section B.2
146
B.6. Porifera
B.6.4. trnT (ugu) trnR(ucg)
B. undatum (NC 017757)-1
A. vastus (NC 010769)-2
P. jarrei (NC 014853)-3*
O. microlobata (NC 014850)-4
O. carmela (NC 009090)-5
O. malakhovi (NC 014886)-6
49
O. viridis (NC 014856)-7*
O. tuberculata (NC 014888)-8






A. fulva (NC 010203)-10
A. cauliformis (NC 016949)-11
Verongida-51
H. dujardini (NC 010212)-12
H. sp. (NC 014876)-13
Halisarcidae-52
57
P. walpersi (NC 010209)-14*
A. corrugata (NC 006894)-15
Axinellidae-46
T. ophiraphidites (NC 010204)-16
H. sinapium (NC 022450)-17
47
Halichondrida-53
A. compressa (NC 010201)-18*
C. plicifera (NC 010206)-19*
X. muta (NC 010211)-20*
39
E. muelleri (NC 010202)-21
E. subterraneus (NC 016431)-22
Spongillidae-37
B. intermedia (NC 018343)-23
L. baicalensis (NC 013760)-24






E. ferox (NC 010210)-26*
I. birotulata (NC 010207)-27
N. magnifica (NC 010171)-2842
Poecilosclerida-44
48




C. aff. (NC 010208)-30
S. domuncula (NC 010496)-31
T. actinia (NC 006991)-32
55
Hadromerida-59
C. kuekenthali (NC 010198)-33
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(c)




A. carolinensis (NC 014671)-1
A. vastus (NC 010769)-2
P. jarrei (NC 014853)-3
O. microlobata (NC 014850)-4
O. carmela (NC 009090)-5
O. malakhovi (NC 014886)-6
49
O. viridis (NC 014856)-7
O. tuberculata (NC 014888)-8






A. fulva (NC 010203)-10
A. cauliformis (NC 016949)-11
Verongida-51
H. dujardini (NC 010212)-12
H. sp. (NC 014876)-13
Halisarcidae-52
57
P. walpersi (NC 010209)-14
A. corrugata (NC 006894)-15*
Axinellidae-46
T. ophiraphidites (NC 010204)-16
H. sinapium (NC 022450)-17
47
Halichondrida-53
A. compressa (NC 010201)-18
C. plicifera (NC 010206)-19
X. muta (NC 010211)-20
39
E. muelleri (NC 010202)-21
E. subterraneus (NC 016431)-22
Spongillidae-37
B. intermedia (NC 018343)-23
L. baicalensis (NC 013760)-24






E. ferox (NC 010210)-26
I. birotulata (NC 010207)-27
N. magnifica (NC 010171)-2842
Poecilosclerida-44
48




C. aff. (NC 010208)-30
S. domuncula (NC 010496)-31
T. actinia (NC 006991)-32
55
Hadromerida-59
C. kuekenthali (NC 010198)-33


























































































































































































































































































































































































































◭ ◭ ◮ ◭ ◮ ◭ ◮ ◮
(c)




A. carolinensis (NC 014671)-1
A. vastus (NC 010769)-2
P. jarrei (NC 014853)-3
O. microlobata (NC 014850)-4
O. carmela (NC 009090)-5
O. malakhovi (NC 014886)-6
47
O. viridis (NC 014856)-7
O. tuberculata (NC 014888)-8






A. fulva (NC 010203)-10
A. cauliformis (NC 016949)-11
Verongida-49
H. dujardini (NC 010212)-12
H. sp. (NC 014876)-13
Halisarcidae-50
55
P. walpersi (NC 010209)-14
A. corrugata (NC 006894)-15
Axinellidae-44
T. ophiraphidites (NC 010204)-16
H. sinapium (NC 022450)-17
45
Halichondrida-51
A. queenslandica (NC 008944)-18
A. compressa (NC 010201)-19
Niphatidae-40
C. plicifera (NC 010206)-20
X. muta (NC 010211)-21
38
E. muelleri (NC 010202)-22
E. subterraneus (NC 016431)-23
Spongillidae-36
B. intermedia (NC 018343)-24
L. baicalensis (NC 013760)-25






E. ferox (NC 010210)-27
46




C. aff. (NC 010208)-29
S. domuncula (NC 010496)-30
T. actinia (NC 006991)-31
53
Hadromerida-57
C. kuekenthali (NC 010198)-32
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(c)
Figure B.16. – See Section B.2
149
B. tRNA Remolding
B.7. Amphibia trnK(uuu) trnT (ugu)
O. malakhovi (NC 014886)-1
P. jarrei (NC 014853)-2
T. natans (NC 002471)-3
C. volcani (NC 020137)-4
O. ochrocephala (NC 020142)-5*
Caeciliidae-285
291
R. bivittatum (NC 006303)-6
I. bannanicus (NC 006404)-7
I. glutinosus (NC 006302)-8
Ichthyophis-246
U. cf. (NC 006305)-9
Ichthyophiidae-262
S. vittatus (NC 006304)-10
S. annulatus (NC 007911)-11
M. sp. (NC 020141)-12
Siphonopidae-200
H. rostratus (NC 020140)-13
G. ramaswamii (NC 006301)-14
Indotyphlidae-201
226
G. seraphini (NC 020155)-15
G. multiplicata (NC 020139)-16






C. fulleri (NC 021369)-18
B. taitana (NC 020154)-19
B. boulengeri (NC 020136)-20
Boulengerula-248






T. marmoratus (NC 015795)-22
T. pygmaeus (NC 015796)-23
203
T. karelinii (NC 015792)-24
T. carnifex (NC 015788)-25
T. macedonicus (NC 015794)-26
158
T. cristatus (NC 015790)-27
166




P. hongkongensis (NC 006407)-29
249
E. andersoni (NC 017870)-30
T. verrucosus (NC 017871)-31
250
Pleurodelinae-265
L. atifi (NC 002756)-32
Salamandridae-277
B. n. (NC 006346)-33
S. marginatus (NC 006325)-34
P. ruber (NC 006332)-35
G. porphyriticus (NC 006341)-36
152
154
E. bislineata (NC 006329)-37
159
B. attenuatus (NC 006340)-38
B. wrighti (NC 006333)-39
Batrachoseps-160
167
H. scutatum (NC 006342)-40
182
T. n. (NC 006336)-41




P. elongatus (NC 006335)-43*
P. cinereus (NC 006343)-44
P. petraeus (NC 006334)-45
184
Plethodon-206
A. hardii (NC 006338)-46
A. flavipunctatus (NC 006327)-47
Aneides-168
H. brunus (NC 006345)-48
P. hubrichti (NC 006344)-49*
D. fuscus (NC 006339)-50









R. variegatus (NC 006331)-53
266
A. laterale (NC 006330)-54
A. californiense (NC 006890)-55
A. tigrinum (NC 006887)-56
A. dumerilii (NC 006889)-57
A. mexicanum (NC 005797)-58





A. texanum (NC 014571)-60
A. unisexual (NC 014572)-61







O. fischeri (NC 008089)-63
R. sibiricus (NC 004021)-64
L. shihi (NC 008078)-65
L. tsinpaensis (NC 008081)-66
Liua-156
B. yenyuanensis (NC 012430)-67
B. londongensis (NC 008077)-68*
B. pinchonii (NC 008083)-69*






P. shangchengensis (NC 008080)-71
187
S. tridactyla (NC 021106)-72
S. keyserlingii (NC 008082)-73
Salamandrella-188
210
P. gorganensis (NC 008091)-74
P. mustersi (NC 008090)-75
Paradactylodon-211
233
H. formosanus (NC 008084)-76
H. arisanensis (NC 009335)-77*
212
H. chinensis (NC 008088)-78*
H. guabangshanensis (NC 013762)-79*
172
H. amjiensis (NC 008076)-80
H. yiwuensis (NC 020649)-81
173
189
H. nebulosus (NC 020650)-82
H. quelpaertensis (NC 010224)-83*
H. leechii (NC 008079)-84







P. puxiongensis (NC 020634)-86




A. davidianus (NC 004926)-88




L. bannaensis (NC 012837)-90
L. fujianensis (NC 007440)-91
Limnonectes-214
Q. spinosa (NC 013270)-92
Q. boulengeri (NC 021937)-93
Quasipaa-215
235
F. limnocharis (NC 005055)-94
F. cancrivora (NC 012647)-95
Fejervarya-216
E. hexadactylus (NC 014584)-96
H. rugulosus (NC 019615)-97





O. martensii (NC 014685)-99
Dicroglossidae-269
B. okinavana (NC 022872)-100
B. adenopleura (NC 018771)-101
192
B. holsti (NC 022870)-102
B. subaspera (NC 022871)-103
193
Babina-218
P. chosenicus (NC 016059)-104
P. plancyi (NC 009264)-105
P. nigromaculatus (NC 002805)-106
164
Pelophylax-175
O. ishikawae (NC 015305)-107
O. tormota (NC 009423)-108
Odorrana-176
194
R. catesbeiana (NC 022696)-109
219
Ranidae-237
M. madagascariensis (NC 007888)-110
256
R. schlegelii (NC 007178)-111
P. megacephalus (NC 006408)-112
Rhacophorinae-238




K. pulchra (NC 006405)-114
K. borealis (NC 020044)-115
Kaloula-239
M. okinavensis (NC 010233)-116
M. heymonsi (NC 006406)-117




H. regis (NC 019998)-119
T. bolivianus (NC 020002)-120
H. chinensis (NC 006403)-121
H. japonica (NC 010232)-122
Hylidae-177
195
B. japonicus (NC 009886)-123
B. gargarizans (NC 008410)-124
B. tibetanus (NC 020048)-125
165
Bufo-178




C. gayi (NC 019997)-127




S. thomasseti (NC 020001)-129
282
Neobatrachia-289
L. archeyi (NC 014691)-130
P. carvalhoi (NC 015617)-131
H. boettgeri (NC 015615)-132
P. merlini (NC 015618)-133
197
Pipinae-222
X. borealis (NC 018776)-134
X. laevis (NC 001573)-135
X. victorianus (NC 018775)-136
179
Xenopus-198
X. (Silurana) (NC 006839)-137
Xenopodinae-223
Pipidae-243
R. dorsalis (NC 015620)-138
Pipoidea-260
A. obstetricans (NC 006688)-139
D. galganoi (NC 006690)-140
Alytidae-244
B. variegata (NC 009258)-141*
B. orientalis (NC 006689)-142*
224
B. maxima (NC 011049)-143
B. microdeladigitora (NC 021476)-144
B. fortinuptialis (NC 006402)-145








A. shapingensis (NC 018785)-147
L. oshanensis (NC 020610)-148
Megophryidae-273
P. cf. (NC 020000)-149










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































O. malakhovi (NC 014886)-1
P. jarrei (NC 014853)-2
L. elliptica (NC 022846)-3
S. velum (NC 017612)-4327
V. ellipsiformis (NC 013659)-5
T. parvus (NC 015483)-6
L. ornata (NC 005335)-7292
Lampsilinae-306
U. pictorum (NC 015310)-8
S. carinatus (NC 023250)-9
S. oleivora (NC 022701)-10Solenaia-253
H. schlegelii (NC 015110)-11
H. cumingii (NC 011763)-12Hyriopsis-254
272
Unioninae-293
L. tortuosa (NC 021404)-13
Q. quadrula (NC 013658)-14Ambleminae-273
P. grandis (NC 013661)-15
U. imbecillis (NC 015479)-16
U. peninsularis (NC 015477)-17Utterbackia-196
L. compressa (NC 015481)-18
213
C. plicata (NC 012716)-19
233






M. falcata (NC 015476)-21
Palaeoheterodonta-322
C. virginica (NC 007175)-22
C. iredalei (NC 013997)-23
C. sp. (NC 018763)-24234
C. sika (NC 012649)-25
C. gigas (NC 001276)-26
C. angulata (NC 012648)-27197
214
C. nippona (NC 015248)-28
C. ariakensis (NC 012650)-29





S. mordax (NC 013998)-31
O. denselllosa (NC 015231)-32
O. edulis (NC 016180)-33




P. maxima (NC 018752)-35
P. margaritifera (NC 021638)-36Pterioidea-277
A. pectinata (NC 020028)-37
Pterioida-296
308
S. broughtonii (NC 020787)-38
A. irradians (NC 012977)-39
A. irradians (NC 009687)-40Argopecten-258
P. magellanicus (NC 007234)-41
A. farreri (NC 012138)-42
M. senatoria (NC 022416)-43
M. nobilis (NC 011608)-44Mimachlamys-199
216




M. californianus (NC 015993)-46
M. trossulus (NC 007687)-47
M. edulis (NC 006161)-48
M. galloprovincialis (NC 006886)-49200
217
Mytilus-238
P. viridis (NC 018362)-50
Mytilinae-260





L. divaricata (NC 013275)-52
L. lacteus (NC 013271)-53Lucinoidea-298
A. tuberculata (NC 008452)-54
F. mutica (NC 022194)-55Cardioidea-280
C. antiquata (NC 021375)-56
M. lamarckii (NC 016174)-57
M. lyrata (NC 022924)-58
M. lusoria (NC 014809)-59
M. meretrix (NC 013188)-60




R. philippinarum (NC 003354)-62
P. textile (NC 016890)-63
P. undulata (NC 016891)-64174
P. euglypta (NC 014579)-65




A. islandica (NC 022709)-67
218
239
S. grandis (NC 016665)-68
S. strictus (NC 017616)-69Solenoidea-240
261
S. constricta (NC 011075)-70
S. divaricatus (NC 018376)-71Solecurtidae-241
N. olivacea (NC 018373)-72
S. diphos (NC 018372)-73Psammobiidae-219
S. scabra (NC 018374)-74











K. tunicata (NC 001636)-77
C. nitidulum (NC 013846)-78
C. minor (NC 015896)-79
O. vulgaris (NC 006353)-80
A. fangsiao (NC 007896)-81
C. taiwanicus (NC 023257)-82221
243
Octopoda-263
V. infernalis (NC 009689)-83
Octopodiformes-282
S. latimanus (NC 022467)-84
S. apama (NC 022466)-85202
S. lycidas (NC 022468)-86
S. pharaonis (NC 021146)-87188
S. aculeata (NC 022959)-88
203
222
S. officinalis (NC 007895)-89
Sepia-244
S. inermis (NC 022693)-90
S. japonica (NC 017749)-91Sepiella-245
Sepiida-264
S. patagonica (NC 016425)-92
W. scintillans (NC 007893)-93
B. abyssicola (NC 016423)-94
A. dux (NC 011581)-95189
O. bartramii (NC 020348)-96
T. pacificus (NC 006354)-97
S. oualaniensis (NC 010636)-98





S. lessoniana (NC 007894)-100
D. opalescens (NC 012840)-101
U. edulis (NC 017746)-102











G. eborea (NC 006162)-105
S. lobatum (NC 005840)-106Scaphopoda-325
329
F. volcano (NC 016953)-107
C. brunnea (NC 016954)-108
H. rubra (NC 005940)-109
H. tuberculata (NC 013708)-110Haliotoidea-284
301
Vetigastropoda-312
C. olla (NC 013245)-111
A. northlandica (NC 014403)-112Volutoidea-285
C. cancellata (NC 013241)-113
C. obtusus (NC 017872)-114
A. borgesi (NC 013243)-115
C. textile (NC 008797)-116206
Conidae-225
O. dimidiata (NC 013239)-117
L. cerithiformis (NC 008098)-118
F. similis (NC 013242)-119Turridae-207
226
Conoidea-247
B. brandaris (NC 013250)-120
C. concholepas (NC 017886)-121
R. clavigera (NC 010090)-122





B. areolata (NC 023080)-126193
Buccinidae-209
N. reticulatus (NC 013248)-127






T. squamigerus (NC 014588)-129
E. tulipa (NC 014585)-130267
D. maximum (NC 014583)-131
D. gregarium (NC 014580)-132Dendropoma-268
Vermetoidea-287
C. parthenopeum (NC 013247)-133
O. hupensis (NC 013187)-134
O. hupensis (NC 013073)-135
O. hupensis (NC 012899)-136211
Oncomelania-229
T. hortensis (NC 013833)-137
Pomatiopsidae-249
P. estuarinus (NC 021595)-138






P. acuta (NC 023253)-140
P. dolabrata (NC 012435)-141
A. fragilis (NC 012428)-142
E. chlorotica (NC 010567)-143
P. sp. (NC 020343)-144230
Sacoglossa-251
A. caerulea (NC 001761)-145
S. putris (NC 016190)-146
H. aspersa (NC 021747)-147
C. nemoralis (NC 001816)-148Helicoidea-177
183
Stylommatophora-194
T. reticulatus (NC 016193)-149
O. celtica (NC 012376)-150
P. peronii (NC 016181)-151
P. mortoni (NC 013934)-152169
Onchidioidea-171
R. grandidieri (NC 016183)-153
Systellommatophora-178
184
M. myosotis (NC 012434)-154
P. pedipes (NC 016179)-155
O. vulcani (NC 016175)-156





S. rhamphidia (NC 016185)-158
231
S. gigas (NC 016188)-159





N. gardineri (NC 015111)-161
R. europaea (NC 004321)-162Nudibranchia-271
B. sp. (NC 015091)-163
Nudipleura-290
A. dactylomela (NC 015088)-164
A. californica (NC 005827)-165Euopisthobranchia-291
305
Euthyneura-314
M. undata (NC 015106)-166
P. strigosa (NC 002176)-167L. Heterobranchia-315
Heterobranchia-321
326


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure B.18. – See Section B.2. For this dataset, the right part of the alignment con-





C. mutica (NC 014492)-1
L. elliptica (NC 022846)-2
S. velum (NC 017612)-3327
V. ellipsiformis (NC 013659)-4
T. parvus (NC 015483)-5
L. ornata (NC 005335)-6292
Lampsilinae-306
U. pictorum (NC 015310)-7
S. carinatus (NC 023250)-8
S. oleivora (NC 022701)-9Solenaia-253
H. schlegelii (NC 015110)-10
H. cumingii (NC 011763)-11Hyriopsis-254
272
Unioninae-293
L. tortuosa (NC 021404)-12
Q. quadrula (NC 013658)-13Ambleminae-273
P. grandis (NC 013661)-14
U. imbecillis (NC 015479)-15
U. peninsularis (NC 015477)-16Utterbackia-196
L. compressa (NC 015481)-17
213
C. plicata (NC 012716)-18
233






M. falcata (NC 015476)-20
Palaeoheterodonta-322
C. virginica (NC 007175)-21
C. iredalei (NC 013997)-22
C. sp. (NC 018763)-23234
C. sika (NC 012649)-24
C. gigas (NC 001276)-25
C. angulata (NC 012648)-26197
214
C. nippona (NC 015248)-27
C. ariakensis (NC 012650)-28





S. mordax (NC 013998)-30
O. denselllosa (NC 015231)-31
O. edulis (NC 016180)-32




P. maxima (NC 018752)-34
P. margaritifera (NC 021638)-35Pterioidea-277
A. pectinata (NC 020028)-36
Pterioida-296
308
S. broughtonii (NC 020787)-37
A. irradians (NC 012977)-38
A. irradians (NC 009687)-39Argopecten-258
P. magellanicus (NC 007234)-40
A. farreri (NC 012138)-41
M. senatoria (NC 022416)-42
M. nobilis (NC 011608)-43Mimachlamys-199
216




M. californianus (NC 015993)-45
M. trossulus (NC 007687)-46
M. edulis (NC 006161)-47
M. galloprovincialis (NC 006886)-48200
217
Mytilus-238
P. viridis (NC 018362)-49
Mytilinae-260





L. divaricata (NC 013275)-51
L. lacteus (NC 013271)-52Lucinoidea-298
A. tuberculata (NC 008452)-53
F. mutica (NC 022194)-54*Cardioidea-280
C. antiquata (NC 021375)-55
M. lamarckii (NC 016174)-56
M. lyrata (NC 022924)-57
M. lusoria (NC 014809)-58
M. meretrix (NC 013188)-59




R. philippinarum (NC 003354)-61
P. textile (NC 016890)-62
P. undulata (NC 016891)-63174
P. euglypta (NC 014579)-64




A. islandica (NC 022709)-66
218
239
S. grandis (NC 016665)-67
S. strictus (NC 017616)-68Solenoidea-240
261
S. constricta (NC 011075)-69
S. divaricatus (NC 018376)-70Solecurtidae-241
N. olivacea (NC 018373)-71
S. diphos (NC 018372)-72Psammobiidae-219
S. scabra (NC 018374)-73











K. tunicata (NC 001636)-76
C. nitidulum (NC 013846)-77
C. minor (NC 015896)-78
O. vulgaris (NC 006353)-79
A. fangsiao (NC 007896)-80
C. taiwanicus (NC 023257)-81221
243
Octopoda-263
V. infernalis (NC 009689)-82
Octopodiformes-282
S. latimanus (NC 022467)-83
S. apama (NC 022466)-84202
S. lycidas (NC 022468)-85
S. pharaonis (NC 021146)-86188
S. aculeata (NC 022959)-87
203
222
S. officinalis (NC 007895)-88
Sepia-244
S. inermis (NC 022693)-89
S. japonica (NC 017749)-90Sepiella-245
Sepiida-264
S. patagonica (NC 016425)-91
W. scintillans (NC 007893)-92
B. abyssicola (NC 016423)-93
A. dux (NC 011581)-94189
O. bartramii (NC 020348)-95
T. pacificus (NC 006354)-96
S. oualaniensis (NC 010636)-97





S. lessoniana (NC 007894)-99
D. opalescens (NC 012840)-100
U. edulis (NC 017746)-101











G. eborea (NC 006162)-104
S. lobatum (NC 005840)-105Scaphopoda-325
329
F. volcano (NC 016953)-106
C. brunnea (NC 016954)-107
H. rubra (NC 005940)-108
H. tuberculata (NC 013708)-109Haliotoidea-284
301
Vetigastropoda-312
C. olla (NC 013245)-110
A. northlandica (NC 014403)-111Volutoidea-285
C. cancellata (NC 013241)-112
C. obtusus (NC 017872)-113
A. borgesi (NC 013243)-114
C. textile (NC 008797)-115206
Conidae-225
O. dimidiata (NC 013239)-116
L. cerithiformis (NC 008098)-117
F. similis (NC 013242)-118Turridae-207
226
Conoidea-247
B. brandaris (NC 013250)-119
C. concholepas (NC 017886)-120
R. clavigera (NC 010090)-121





B. areolata (NC 023080)-125193
Buccinidae-209
N. reticulatus (NC 013248)-126






T. squamigerus (NC 014588)-128
E. tulipa (NC 014585)-129267
D. maximum (NC 014583)-130
D. gregarium (NC 014580)-131Dendropoma-268
Vermetoidea-287
C. parthenopeum (NC 013247)-132
O. hupensis (NC 013187)-133
O. hupensis (NC 013073)-134
O. hupensis (NC 012899)-135211
Oncomelania-229
T. hortensis (NC 013833)-136
Pomatiopsidae-249
P. estuarinus (NC 021595)-137






P. acuta (NC 023253)-139
P. dolabrata (NC 012435)-140
A. fragilis (NC 012428)-141
E. chlorotica (NC 010567)-142
P. sp. (NC 020343)-143230
Sacoglossa-251
A. caerulea (NC 001761)-144
S. putris (NC 016190)-145
H. aspersa (NC 021747)-146
C. nemoralis (NC 001816)-147Helicoidea-177
183
Stylommatophora-194
T. reticulatus (NC 016193)-148
O. celtica (NC 012376)-149
P. peronii (NC 016181)-150
P. mortoni (NC 013934)-151169
Onchidioidea-171
R. grandidieri (NC 016183)-152
Systellommatophora-178
184
M. myosotis (NC 012434)-153
P. pedipes (NC 016179)-154
O. vulcani (NC 016175)-155





S. rhamphidia (NC 016185)-157
231
S. gigas (NC 016188)-158





N. gardineri (NC 015111)-160
R. europaea (NC 004321)-161Nudibranchia-271
B. sp. (NC 015091)-162
Nudipleura-290
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Figure B.19. – See Section B.2. For this dataset, the right part of the alignment con-
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Figure B.21. – See Section B.2
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B.10. Remolding candidates in R
Accession Name Donor Start Stop Acceptor Start Stop
NC_013881 Echinocardium cordatum E(uuc) 4608 4677 A(ugc) 5185 5254
NC_015649 Rhabdopleura compacta S2(uga) 3321 3392 L2(uaa) 7401 7472
NC_007627 Gekko gecko R(ucg) 9840 9906 G(ucc) 9430 9499
NC_018135 Dissostichus eleginoides E(uuc) 14665 14734 K(uuu) 13764 13830
NC_008448 Galaxiella nigrostriata H(gug) 2303 2372 Q(caa) 13764 13830
NC_013752 Microcosmus sulcatus C(gca) 1862 1927 W(uca) 10218 10282
NC_014588 Thylacodes squamigerus W(uca) 6601 6669 T(ugu) 12559 12623
NC_013247 Cymatium parthenopeum N(guu) 13627 13695 T(ugu) 8967 9033
NC_012435 Pyramidella dolabrata P(ugg) 2767 2829 T(ugu) 11982 12045
NC_016185 Salinator rhamphidia Q(uug) 8366 8427 P(ugg) 2755 2819
NC_011572 Symphylella sp. A(ugc) 4361 4423 T(ugu) 11797 11859
NC_008323 Vanhornia eucnemidarum T(ugu) 11827 11895 C(gca) 1211 1275
NC_011923 Bombus hypocrita H(gug) 8707 8764 E(uuc) 6808 6863
NC_004529 Melipona bicolor G(ucc) 5599 5665 R(ucg) 6021 6085
NC_012617 Geisha distinctissima T(ugu) 9471 9532 E(uuc) 6016 6078
NC_014850 Oscarella microlobata F(gaa) 14126 14199 I(gau) 3631 3704
NC_006894 Axinella corrugata T(ugu) 9699 9772 A(ugc) 9371 9444
NC_010213 Agelas schmidti N(guu) 8005 8076 I(gau) 18794 18865
NC_001453 Strongylocentrotus purpuratus L2(uaa) 2086 2159 L1(uag) 1425 1497
NC_009940 Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis L2(uaa) 2137 2210 L1(uag) 1463 1535
NC_009941 Strongylocentrotus pallidus L2(uaa) 2130 2203 L1(uag) 1462 1534
NC_001572 Paracentrotus lividus L2(uaa) 2111 2184 L1(uag) 1451 1523
NC_014452 Stichopus sp. L2(uaa) 12450 12522 L1(uag) 11720 11792
NC_014454 Stichopus horrens L2(uaa) 12450 12521 L1(uag) 11718 11790
NC_012616 Apostichopus japonicus L2(uaa) 12375 12442 L1(uag) 11470 11542
NC_013432 Parastichopus nigripunctatus L2(uaa) 12386 12453 L1(uag) 11472 11544
NC_005929 Cucumaria miniata L2(uaa) 14046 14117 L1(uag) 3407 3478
NC_001878 Florometra serratissima L2(uaa) 3371 3443 L1(uag) 1386 1457
NC_007690 Phanogenia gracilis L2(uaa) 3166 3237 L1(uag) 1385 1456
NC_020775 Lithidiopsis carinatus L2(uaa) 2956 3021 L1(uag) 12607 12673
NC_021610 Shirakiacris shirakii L2(uaa) 2964 3030 L1(uag) 12606 12672
NC_013826 Traulia szetschuanensis L2(uaa) 2961 3027 L1(uag) 12581 12647
NC_006678 Gryllotalpa orientalis L2(uaa) 2960 3025 L1(uag) 12501 12566
NC_011302 Gryllotalpa pluvialis L2(uaa) 2960 3025 L1(uag) 12505 12570
NC_022922 Corythucha ciliata L2(uaa) 2889 2953 L1(uag) 12282 12347
NC_012429 Orius niger L2(uaa) 2888 2954 L1(uag) 12317 12383
NC_013976 Eophreatoicus sp. L2(uaa) 62 123 L1(uag) 125 190
NC_019609 Neaxius glyptocercus L2(uaa) 1603 1668 L1(uag) 1538 1601
NC_020023 Upogebia pusilla L2(uaa) 1534 1602 L1(uag) 1603 1668
NC_019607 Upogebia major L2(uaa) 1538 1606 L1(uag) 1607 1672
NC_019606 Austinogebia edulis L2(uaa) 1542 1608 L1(uag) 1611 1678
NC_020351 Nihonotrypaea japonica L2(uaa) 1599 1663 L1(uag) 1534 1599
155
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NC_019610 Nihonotrypaea thermophila L2(uaa) 1602 1666 L1(uag) 1538 1602
NC_020029 Paralithodes camtschaticus L2(uaa) 1619 1687 L1(uag) 1551 1618
NC_021458 Paralithodes brevipes L2(uaa) 5123 5191 L1(uag) 5055 5122
NC_017757 Bothriocroton undatum L2(uaa) 6767 6828 L1(uag) 14342 14402
NC_008426 Erignathus barbatus S2(uga) 6888 6957 Y(gua) 5277 5345
NC_014176 Trioceros melleri S2(uga) 6823 6896 Y(gua) 5213 5284
NC_014853 Pseudocorticium jarrei S2(uga) 17825 17910 Y(gua) 3746 3829
NC_014850 Oscarella microlobata S2(uga) 17721 17806 Y(gua) 3706 3789
NC_009090 Oscarella carmela S2(uga) 17681 17766 Y(gua) 3723 3806
NC_014886 Oscarella malakhovi S2(uga) 17686 17771 Y(gua) 3723 3806
NC_014856 Oscarella viridis S2(uga) 17793 17878 Y(gua) 3739 3822
NC_014888 Oscarella tuberculata S2(uga) 17615 17700 Y(gua) 3680 3763
NC_014863 Oscarella lobularis S2(uga) 17614 17699 Y(gua) 3681 3764
NC_006288 Bipes canaliculatus K(uuu) 7646 7713 T(ugu) 15293 15362
NC_020142 Oscaecilia ochrocephala K(uuu) 7698 7771 T(ugu) 15248 15317
NC_006335 Plethodon elongatus K(uuu) 7612 7684 T(ugu) 17723 17792
NC_006344 Phaeognathus hubrichti K(uuu) 7667 7739 T(ugu) 15241 15310
NC_008077 Batrachuperus londongensis K(uuu) 7724 7795 T(ugu) 15322 15390
NC_008083 Batrachuperus pinchonii K(uuu) 7730 7801 T(ugu) 15332 15400
NC_009335 Hynobius arisanensis K(uuu) 7735 7804 T(ugu) 15332 15401
NC_008088 Hynobius chinensis K(uuu) 7746 7817 T(ugu) 15350 15420
NC_013762 Hynobius guabangshanensis K(uuu) 7746 7817 T(ugu) 15350 15420
NC_010224 Hynobius quelpaertensis K(uuu) 7736 7807 T(ugu) 15337 15407
NC_009258 Bombina variegata K(uuu) 7721 7793 T(ugu) 15313 15382
NC_006689 Bombina orientalis K(uuu) 7721 7793 T(ugu) 15313 15382
NC_008777 Furcifer oustaleti F(gaa) 0 69 T(ugu) 15107 15170
NC_011394 Ophiophagus hannah F(gaa) 0 62 T(ugu) 16036 16103
NC_020570 Balearica pavonina K(uuu) 7754 7824 M(uau) 14790 14859
NC_003057 Limulus polyphemus K(cuu) 2224 2294 M(cau) 13706 13776
NC_007700 Malacochersus tornieri Q(uug) 5848 5919 S2(uga) 8948 9019
NC_011755 Nezara viridula Q(uug) 66 134 S2(uga) 11446 11515
NC_012464 Yemmalysus parallelus Q(uug) 61 130 S2(uga) 11369 11439
NC_011121 Echinococcus canadensis V(uac) 7278 7341 A(ugc) 7346 7412
NC_011122 Echinococcus ortleppi V(uac) 7271 7334 A(ugc) 7339 7405
NC_022846 Laternula elliptica C(gca) 5523 5594 Y(gua) 11431 11493
NC_013819 Onisimus nanseni C(gca) 12074 12134 Y(gua) 13488 13546
NC_015993 Mytilus californianus Q(uug) 15346 15413 E(uuc) 15118 15183
NC_007010 Marsupenaeus japonicus Q(uug) 77 147 E(uuc) 6208 6277
NC_015073 Macrobrachium nipponense Q(uug) 14472 14540 E(uuc) 4725 4794
NC_021971 Nautilocaris saintlaurentae Q(uug) 14578 14646 E(uuc) 4741 4810
NC_022194 Fulvia mutica L1(uag) 11214 11278 L2(uaa) 11150 11216
NC_006895 Nesomachilis australica L1(uag) 12609 12670 L2(uaa) 2997 3064
NC_023093 Leptomyrmex pallens L1(uag) 11244 11312 L2(uaa) 1528 1595
NC_020025 Corallianassa coutierei L1(uag) 1534 1600 L2(uaa) 1600 1665
NC_007379 Geothelphusa dehaani L1(uag) 1213 1278 L2(uaa) 17467 17531
NC_014671 Ammothea carolinensis L1(uag) 12366 12430 L2(uaa) 12299 12363
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NC_016866 Corcyra cephalonica G(ucc) 5507 5572 E(uuc) 6203 6270
NC_015480 Calinaga davidis G(ucc) 5507 5573 E(uuc) 6233 6301
NC_014687 Caprella scaura W(uca) 14954 15014 G(ucc) 15016 15079
NC_014492 Caprella mutica W(uca) 1229 1289 G(ucc) 1291 1353
NC_019662 Pseudoniphargus daviui W(uca) 1220 1283 G(ucc) 1285 1349
NC_017760 Gammarus duebeni W(uca) 15529 15592 G(ucc) 15590 15651
NC_023104 Eulimnogammarus verrucosus W(uca) 1510 1572 G(ucc) 1570 1630
NC_013819 Onisimus nanseni W(uca) 14599 14665 G(ucc) 14667 14732
NC_016192 Gondogeneia antarctica W(uca) 7078 7144 G(ucc) 8976 9040
NC_019660 Metacrangonyx remyi W(uca) 3176 3239 G(ucc) 3239 3301
NC_013032 Metacrangonyx longipes W(uca) 2546 2610 G(ucc) 2612 2674
NC_019653 Metacrangonyx repens W(uca) 2554 2618 G(ucc) 2618 2680
NC_019659 Metacrangonyx panousei W(uca) 2799 2863 G(ucc) 2864 2928
NC_019658 Metacrangonyx longicaudus W(uca) 3030 3094 G(ucc) 3096 3159
NC_019657 Metacrangonyx spinicaudatus W(uca) 2548 2612 G(ucc) 2613 2676
NC_019654 Metacrangonyx dominicanus W(uca) 2990 3054 G(ucc) 3055 3116
NC_019656 Metacrangonyx ilvanus W(uca) 3033 3097 G(ucc) 3099 3162
NC_019655 Metacrangonyx goulmimensis W(uca) 2755 2820 G(ucc) 2821 2884
NC_018602 Angiostrongylus vasorum K(uuu) 8965 9026 W(uca) 6510 6568
NC_013827 Teladorsagia circumcincta K(uuu) 9489 9551 W(uca) 6899 6956
NC_007934 Anisakis simplex K(uuu) 1492 1554 W(uca) 12399 12457
NC_008833 Placozoan sp. K(uuu) 4623 4696 N(guu) 3543 3616
NC_006894 Axinella corrugata K(uuu) 5034 5106 N(guu) 4829 4901
NC_014853 Pseudocorticium jarrei T(ugu) 12741 12814 R(ucu) 15188 15261
NC_014856 Oscarella viridis T(ugu) 16402 16475 R(ucu) 15203 15276
NC_010209 Ptilocaulis walpersi T(ugu) 11871 11946 R(ucu) 7016 7091
NC_010201 Amphimedon compressa T(ugu) 13827 13901 R(ucu) 11391 11465
NC_010206 Callyspongia plicifera T(ugu) 14167 14240 R(ucu) 11813 11885
NC_010211 Xestospongia muta T(ugu) 14116 14189 R(ucu) 11708 11781
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